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PREFACE 

In this treatise we aim at giving a detailed introduction to the theory 
of superextensions of topological T1-spaces. From an elementary point of 
view topological properties common to all superextensions are studied as 
well as e.g. properties that a superextension of a space X inherits from X. 

The superextension AX of a T1-space X is introduced by de Groot in [6], 
1967. Every superextension AX is a (super-) compact T1-space, in which X is 
embedded, and, as we shall prove in this treatise, it often has nice topo
logical properties (local connectedness, connectedness, contractibility, 

compactness, extension of functions defined on X) and often it is quite 

large (strongly oo-dimensional, and X is not dense in AX). In certain res
pects it resembles the hyperspace H(X) of all closed subsets of X (studied 
a.o. by Hausdorff, Vietoris, Michael and West). E.g. both extensions are 
conjectured to be homeomorphic to the Hilbert-cube if X is a metrizable, 

compact, absolute retract. (That H([0,1]) = [0,1] 00 was proved in 1971 by 
West and Schori, after having been an open problem for about 40 years.) 
But a non-degenerate Hausdorff space X is always closed (embedded) in H(X) 

and not in the compact space AX. 

The construction of AX however, bears close resemblance to another 
type of extension, viz. the Wallman-(type-)compactification w(X), of X. Of 
course X is densely embedded in w(X), but in general not in AX. If in the 
construction of w(X) and in a convenient definition of compactness "finite" 
is suitably replaced by "two" then we obtain the superextension 1-X and a 
definition of supercompactness. Let us be a little more precise and first 
briefly review the Wallman-type-compactification. 

All spaces under consideration are T1-spaces. Let X be a T1-space and 
S a subbase for the closed sets of X. The lemma of Alexander states that X 
is compact if and only if every (or equivalently: every maximal) centered 
subsystem of S (i.e. system with the finite intersection property) has a 
non-empty intersection. 

Using this result one can compactify a non-compact space X, by adding 
all free maximal centered subsystems of S to X, and taking as a subbase for 
the closed sets of the so obtained set, all sets s* for S E S, where s* = 

S u {all free maximal centered system containing S}. It is easily verified 

that every centered subsystem of {s* I SES} has a non-empty intersection, 
and according to the lemma of Alexander the extended space is compact. 

Indeed this is the Wallman-type-S-compactification wSX, of X. (At this point 
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we generalize slightly from the common definition of Wallman-type-compacti
. fication, that only considers closed bases S that are cJoRed under the 
taking of finite unions and finite intersections.) 

Instead of maximal centered systems of S we now consider subsystems of 
S that are maximal with respect to the property that every two members meet, 
and we thus obtain analogously the so-called superextension of X relative S, 
denoted by "ASX. The mentioned subsystems of S are called m=imal linked 
systems or mls's. The topology is defined just as above. Now the subbase 
for the closed sets {S+ I SES} satisfies the condition that every subsystem 
has a non-empty intersection not only if every finite number of elements has 
a non-empty intersection but already if (and only if) every two members 
meet. A space which has a closed subbase with this property is called super-
compact. In terms of open sets it reads: 

A topological space X is supercompact if X has an open subbase such that 
every cover of X by subbase elements has a subcover consisting of two ele
ments. 

Thus a superextension of X is a natural supercompact extension of X, in the 
same sense as a Wallman-type-compactification is a natural compact exten
sion. Obviously each supercompact space is compact, while O'Connor has 
proved in [7] that at least every metrizable compact space also is super
compact. 

The typical difference between "AX and wX lays in the socalled fmls's (mls's 
determined by finite sets). Throughout this treatise they are of invaluable 
help. 

Now the main properties of superextensions are surveyed. For the sake 
of simplicity only the superextension of X is considered, i.e. the super
extension "AX relative the family of all closed sets. 

Properties which "AX possesses if and only if X does, are e.g. normal
ity, separability or more generally the minimum cardinality of dense sub
sets (if X is infinite), its weight (if X is infinite, compact and 
Hausdorff), finiteness, strong 0-dimensionality, connectedness (cf. below), 
contractibility (if X is compact) and compact metrizability. 

Especially with respect to connectedness and related properties "AX 
behaves surprisingly nice: if X is connected then "AX is not only connected 
but also locally connected. Moreover we can show that "AX is contractible in 
each of the following cases: X is a finite polyhedron, X is the suspension 
of a compact T1-space, or X is itself contractible and compact. 

The closure of X in "AX is homeomorphic to the Wallman-compactification 
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wX. So in particular, if X is normal then 

sx wX c A.X 

where SX is the Cech-Stone-compactification. 

The superextension of a metrizable space M is metrizable if and only if 

M is compact (as can easily be seen from SX c A.X for normal X and 

weight A.X =weight X for compact Hausdorff X). So let us assume (M,d) is a 

compact metric space. We will show that d can easily be extended to a metric 

on all of A.M. The dimension of A.M is either zero (iff M is 0-dimensional) or 

strongly infinite. 

If (N,d) is a non-compact metric space, then the superextension A.N con

tains a dense, metrizable, nowhere locally compact subspace, which has the 

same weight as N. This subset again has nice properties; e.g. it is both 

connected and locally connected if X is connected, etc. 

Miss G.A. Jensen proved, among some of the above results that a con

tinuous function f: X 7 Y can be extended continuously to f: A.X 7 A.Y if Y 

is normal. She also showed the existence of extensions to superextensions of 

X and Y relative certain subbases. This theorem yields e.g. that superex

tensions A.SX of X relative a subbase S from a certain class (the normal 

subbases) are Hausdorff quotients of the superextension A.X (relative all 

closed sets). So we can derive many properties of A.SX for these S, from our 

knowledge of A.X. 

For a better intuitive notion about superextensions it may be helpful 

to read chapter V, section 1, first. Here some superextensions of 'simple' 

spaces are described, such as the integers Z, the reals R, a circle, a con

verging pointsequence with its limit, and the Cantor discontinuum C (A.C~C). 

The definition of supercompactness and superextension resulted from an 

investigation by de Groot and Aarts, [7] announced in 1966, in a topological 

characterization of complete regularity, in terms of the existence of a sub

base for the topology endowed with certain geometric properties. Without 

defining superextensions they showed about that if such a subbase exists, 

then the closure of (the embedding of) X in A.X is compact Hausdorff. There 

after de Groot defined supercompactness and superextensions in [6], and 

started the investigations, which were carried forward in several directions, 

a.o. by Csaszar, Hamburger, Jensen, O'Connor and the author. Csaszar made 

a more general approach, exposed in his survey paper [3], published in 1971. 

Hamburger particularly concentrated on characterizations of complete 

regularity and generalized the de Groot-Aarts result and several other re-
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sults, see [10], preprint 1971. O'Connor proved the deep theorem on super
connectedness mentioned above, in 1968, see [15]. The consequences of this 
result are still not properly investigated, see also V.3. Jensen and the 
author did joint research in 1968 under supervision of professor J. de Groot. 
Their results have been published in [9]. Jensen proved a.o. the useful 
theorem on the extension of continuous functions, and results on the weight, 
o-dimensionality and separation axioms, while the author contributed a.o. 
theorems on (local) connectedness, contractibility and metrization. These 
results from [9] and those of de Groot and Aarts from [7] form an essential 
part of this treatise. 



CHAPTER I LINKED FAMILIES OF SETS 

To get land's fruit in quantity 

Takes jolts of labor ever more 

Hence food will grow like one, two, three 

While numbers grow like one, two, four. 

(Song of Malthus) 

A family of sets is said to be linked or a linked system if every two 
of its members meet. The set-theoretical superextension of a family of sets 
is the class of all "maximal linked subfamilies - mls's " i.e. linked sub
families that are not properly contained in any other linked subfamily. In 
this purely set-theoretical chapter we will study some combinatorial prop
erties of (maximal) linked families and superextensions. 

The first section contains the basic definitions, some examples and 
immediate consequences and a store of counterexamples for the other sec
tions. 

In section two the "finitely generated maximal linked systems 
- fmls's -" are introduced. These are the mls's that are "determined" by a 
finite family of finite sets. For an mls to be "determined by a family" 
means to be the only mls containing that family. This class of fmls's will 
be a useful tool in studying (topologized) superextensions, especially in 
III.3 and III.4 where separability, connectedness and local connectedness 
are concerned. 

In section three we define an equivalence relation (on the class of all 
fmls's only) roughly speaking as follows: If M and N are fmls's consisting 
of subsets of X and Y respectively, and there exists a bijection (function) 
f: X->- Y such th?-t N = f(M) = {f(S) I SEM} = {{f(x) I X£S} I SEM}, then we 
say that type M =type N (type M .::_type N respectively). In this section 
particular attention is also paid to the number of mls's in the powerset of 
an n-point-set. This interest is justified because each fmls is of the same 
type as some mls in the powerset of a finite set. Hence this provides a des
cription of all fmls's. So far this number A(n) is only known for n ::_ 7. A 
calculation of A(n) is presented for n ::_ 6, plus the outline of an algorithm 
that was used by A.E. Brouwer to calculate A(7) on a computer. For 

n = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 the number A(n) equals respectively 1, 1, 2, 4, 12, 81, 
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2646, 1422564, which seems predicted by the song of Malthus. 
Related to fmls's are the mls's that consist of finite sets only; 

these are discussed in section four. Maybe surprisingly this class strictly 
contains the class of all fmls's. I.e. there exist mls's that consist of 
finite sets only but are not "determined" by any finite subfamily (of 
finite sets). Some problems and results in sections two, three and four 
seem to be interesting not only because of their consequences in topological 
superextensions but also from a purely combinatorial point of view. 

Finally section five presents the concept of prime families, which is 
in some sense dual to the finite intersection property (cf. 1.5.1.ii). In 
the next chapter this will lead to a useful relation between mls's and max
imal centered systems (cf. II.5). 

I . 1 • DEFINITIONS 

l.1.1. NOTATION 

PX = P(X) is the powerset of X, for any set X. 

PfX = Pf(X) is the set of all finite subsets of X. 

PcofX = Pcof(X) = {X'cX I X\X' is finite}. 
R is the set of real numbers, possibly endowed with the Euclidean topology. 
Z is the set of integers. 

N is the set of positive integers. 

Rn is the n-dimensional Euclidean topological space. 

Next we define some fundamental intersection properties of families of 
sets. The words family and system are used as synonyms. 

A family of sets is fixed if its intersection is non-empty. 
A family of sets is centered or has the f.i.p. if each finite subfamily has 
a non-empty intersection. 

A family of sets is linked if every two sets meet. 

A family of sets is free if its intersection is empty. 
A family of sets {S I aEJ} is quasi-disjoint if every two sets have the a 
same set for intersection. More precisely if for some fixed set K, the 
kernel of the family, and for each pair a,a' E J San Sa'= K (if a#a'). 



linked 
free 

centered 

fre fixed 

disjoint 
B c v E F 

A 

subf8Jllilies of a f8Jllily of sets, S 

PS A u B u c u V u E u F 
free A u B u c u F 
linked B u c u v u E 

centered c u v u E 

fixed = v u E 

quasi-disjoint E u F 
disjoint F 

I. 1. 2. 

Let S be any f8Jllily of sets. As a guide for the imagination the reader 

is informed that in the sequel we restrict to the following: 

3 

in Chapter II, III: S is a f8Jllily of closed subsets of a T1-space which con
stitutes a subbase for all closed sets. 

in Chapter IV: G is the f8Jllily of all closed subsets of a topological space 
( T 1 , metric , and_ compact metric resp. ) 

We say that a subf8Jllily M of S is a maximal linked system or mls (in S) 
if M is linked but not properly contained in any other linked subf8Jllily of 

s. 
Note that if M c S is linked, then also any subf8Jllily of M is linked. 

Moreover, by Zorn's or Teichmuller-Tuckey's lemma M is contained in at least 
one subfamily of S that is maximally linked. 
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I.1.3. EXAMPLES 

(a) Any fixed family and any centered family is linked. 

(b) Let S = P{1,2,3}. There is just one free mls in S: 

{{1,2},{2,3},{3,1},{1,2,3}}. 

The reader is requested to notice explicitly that this linked family 
is indeed maximally linked. 

(c) Let X be a set and S a family of subsets of X containing all single

tons. Then an mls M in S is fixed iff it contains a singelton. If 
{x} E M then 

M = {S 

(d) Let X be a set again and S a family of subsets of X containing all 

finite subsets (e.g. S is the family of' all closed sets in a T1-space 

X). Let GE Sand p EX. First suppose G is not a singleton and p 1 G. 

" p 

taining these sets. 

G 

Then the family M of all elements of S that 

either contain G or contain p and meet G is a 

free mls in S. This mls M is uniquely "deter

mined" by its elements G and all {p,x}, x E G, 

in the sense that M is the only mls in S con-

In the degenerate case that G = {q} one sees that {q} E ,M and conse
quently M = {S I qESES} is fixed. In the other degenerate case, viz. 

p E G, Mis also fixed, but now M = {S I pESES}. 

(e) If M, N and Pare three mls's in the powerset of some fixed set, then 
so is 

(MnN) u (NnP) u (PnM). 

If M = N, then the above mls also equals M. 

(f) Let S be closed under the taking of finite intersections. Then any max
imal centered subfamily of S is also an mls. 

I.1.4. PROPOSITION 

Let Mand N be mls's in some family S. 



(a) ~ 4 M 

(b) Ifs E M, T E S and S c T then T E M 

(c) If S E S \ M then 3T E M 

(d) M f: N iff 38 E M, 3T E N 

PROOF 

S n T 

S n T 

(a), (b) and (c) are trivial, and also the if-part of (d).Assume M f: N."' 
Because of the maximality of M: 3S EM\ N. Now by (c): ::IT EN Sn T = ~. 

I. 1. 5. 

Let us modify example I.1.3.b a little. Suppose Sis a family of sub

sets of an infinite set X containing all finite subsets of X, in formula: 

For any three different points p, q, r the following family M is a free pqr 
mls. 

M = {SE S \ S contains at least two points of p, q and r}. pqr 

This mls has minimal sets: {p,q}, {q,r}, {r,p} which uniquely determine 
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M in the sense that M is the only mls in S containing these three sets. pqr pqr 
This is formalized in the following definitions. 

Let S be any family of sets. A subfamily M c S is called a pre-mls if M 
is contained in precisely one mls in S, i.e. if M is linked and contained in 

at most one mls. We say that this mls is determined by M, and it will be 

denoted by M_. We also say that M is a pre-mls for M_. 
Some pre-niLs's are smaller and easier to describe than the mls's they 

determine. E.g. in the example given above {{p,q},{q,r},{r,p}} is a pre-mls 

for M and in example I.1.3.d the family {G,{p,x} \ xEG} is a pre-mls pqr 
for M. This will be elaborated in the concept "finitely generated mls". 

An mls M is said to be defined on some set M or M is a defining set for 
M if 

S' c S n M. 

If M is defined on M but not on any proper subset of M, then ~ is called the 
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(emaz:leet, cf. I.1.11.c) defining set for M. 

An mls M is called finitely generated or an fmls if it has a finite 

defining set, and an n-mls if it has a smallest defining set of n points. In 

both cases we require that S contains all finite subsets of uS. 

I.1.6. 

The set-theoretical superexteneion of a family S, denoted by A(S) is 

defined as the class of all maximal linked subsystems of S. Notations: 

A(S) {McS M is an mls in S} 

Af(S) {McS M is an fmls in S} 

A (S) n {McS M is a k-mls for some k~n} (n=1,2,3, ••• ). 

I.1.7. 

If M is any subfamily of S then an element S E M is called minimal in 

M if it is c-minimal, i.e. if no proper subset of S also belongs to M. Nota

tion: 

Of course an mls need not contain any minimal sets, cf'. I. 1 • 3. f, and if 

it contains minimal sets, then these do not necessarily form a pre-mls. Fi

nally if the minimal sets do constitute a pre-mls, then this needs not be a 

smallest pre-mls, as examples I.1.8.a and b will show. However, in two im

portant cases, viz. for fmls's and in case S is the family of all closed 

sets in a compact space, each mls has a pre-mls, consisting just of the min

imal sets. Moreover their union, clearly, is the smallest defining set of 

the mls. For fml·s' s this pre-mls also is the smallest pre-mls, but in the 

other case this need not be true, see I.1.8.b and I.1.10.d. 

I.1.8. EXAMPLES 

(a) Let S be the family of closed intervals of the unit circle in the plane 

R2 • The family M of all intervals of length;:_ n is 

a a' a free mls in S. The minimal sets of M are all in-

tervals of length n, and they constitute a pre-mls. 

If any interval I of length n is deleted from 
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MMIN' then it is easily seen that any mls N containing all remaining 
intervals also must contain the deleted interval I and thus N = M. I.e. 

MMIN\{I}, I E MMIN also is a pre-mls for M, and N has no smallest pre
mls. 

For any autohomeomorphism ~ of the circle, that is not a rotation, also 
{IES I length ~-lI.::_7f} is an mls, which differs from M. 
In the family G of all closed subsets of the circle, M is not an mls or 
pre-mls: for every pair of anti-podal points {a ,a·•} one easily sees that 
Mu {a,a'} is linked. If we extend this family to an mls M , in G, a,a 
then Ma,a' #- Mb,b' if a,a' and b,b' are different pairs of antipodal 
points. 

(b) Suppose G is the family of all closed subsets of the closed unit inter
val [0,1] andµ is the ordinary measure on [0,1]. Put 

M = {SEG I µ(S).::_~}. 

Then M is an mls in G, and 

is a pre-mls for M. Again we claim that for any S E ~IN also 
~IN\{S} is a pre-mls for M. For this it suffices to show that if 
T E G meets all S' E ~IN\{S}, then T n S #- 0. Suppose T E G and 
T n S = 0. Then X\(TuS) is a non-empty, open subset of X, so 
µ(X\(TuS)) > O. Choose two closed subsets F and G of X such that 

µF = µG > 0 

F c X\(TuS) 

G c S 

Put S' = (FuS\G)-. Then µ(S') = L so S' E ~IN\{S}. However 
S' n T c (FnT) u (SnT) = 0, a contradiction. Again the conclusion must 
be that M contains no smallest pre-mls. 

(c) There exist mls's of finite sets with infinitely many minimal sets. 
However, in accordance to I.5.2, there are only finitely many minimal 
sets of k points for each fixed finite number k. Hence there are only 

countable many minimal sets. 

Let S = Pf{0,±1,±2,±3, ••• } and define M {~ I k=±1,±2, .•. } as follows: 
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l\ = {-k,0,1,2, ... ,k-1} for k > o, 

l\ = {k,k+1, •••• -2,-1,~k} if k < o. 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 2 3 4 

M1 (x x) 

M2 (x x x) 

M3 (x x x x) 

M4 (x x x x x) 

M_1 (x x) 

M_2 (x x x ) 

M_3 (x x x x) 

M_4 x x x x x 

We make the following observations: 

(i) Mis a pre-mZs because M' = {S'ES J 3SEM ScS'} is an mZs. 

PROOF 

Clearly M• is linked, suppose M' is not maximally linked, i.e. 

3T E S\M' M' u {T} is linked. Then choose m < 0 minimal and n > -1 

maximal such that 

{m,m+1, ••• ,-1} c T 

and 

{0,1, •.. ,n} c T. 

Because T f M' we find that if m ~ -1 then {0,1,2,3, •.• ,Jmj} n T = ~. 

because if i E {1,2,3, ... ,Jml} n T, then M. c T and if OE T then 
-1 

M1 E T. However as consequence we obtain that 

{m-1,o,1,2, ... ,1mp =Ml I m +1 



is disjoint of T, a contradiction. 

If n .::_ O then similarly M-n-'1 = {-n-1,-n, ... ,-2,-1,n+1} does not 
meet T, also a contradiction. Finally if n = -1 and m = O, then 

{0,-1} n T = M1 n T = ~. 

PROOF 

(ii} No proper subsystem of M is a pre-mls. 

For any k > 1 

(M\{~}) u {{-k,-k+1, ... ,-1,o,1, ... ,k+1}\~} 

also is linked. 

For k < 0 

(M\{~}) u {{ k-1,k,. . .,-1,0,1, •.. ,!kl}\~ 

is linked. 

And finally 

(M\{M1}) u {{-2,1}} 

is linked. 

(iii) Every ~ is minimal in M, and hence also in M'. 

PROOF 

For 0 < k < 1 

and 

~ n M ... 1 = { -k}. 

This means that every point of ~ is "needed" to make M linked. 

(iv) Mis not a pre-mls in P{0,±1,±2, ... }. 

PROOF 

9 

If N,N' are mls's in P{0,±1,±2, .•. } containing Mu {{0,1,2,3, ••. }} and 

Mu {{-1,-2,-3, ... }} respectively then N ~ N'. 
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PROOF 

(v) The only t;wo mls's in P{0,±1,±2, ... } tha,t contain M ha,ve the 

following pre-mls's: 

N1 =Mu {{0,1,2,3, .•• }} 

and 

N2 M u {{-1 ,-2 ,-3, ... }}. 

Suppose Sc {0,±1,±2, ... } and Mu {S} is linked, while S does not con

tain a set of M. Then, because {0,-1} E M either 0 E S and -1 4 Sor 

-1 e S and 0 ~ S. First suppose 0 E S and -1 ~ S. Because {±1} E M, 

S n { ± 1} ¥< 0, i.e. + 1 E S. Because {-2, 0, 1 } E M, {-2, 0, 1} { S, hence 

-2 $ S. Because {-2,-1,2} EM, {-2,-1,2} n S ¥< 0, i.e. 2 ES. And so 

on. Thus we find that S = {0,1,2, ••. }. Because of the symmetry (reflec

tion at-~), if -1 ES and O t S then S = {-1,-2, ..• }. This shows that 

if Sc {0,±1,±2, •.. } and N. u {S} is linked, then S must contain a 
1 

member of Ni, i = 1,2. It easily follows that Ni is a pre-mls. On the 

other hand if N is an mls in P{0,±1,±2, ... } containing M, then 

3S E N13T EM Tc S. CJ.early N. c N for some i = 1,2. 
1 

(d) (cf. [ 7], §3 example 2 p. 102-103) 

If M is a pre-mls in S then the mls M that contains M of course con

tains {S'ES I 3SEM ScS'}, but M may be strictly larger, as we saw in 

(a) and (b) if we take there M = all minimal sets except one (.!'.!_ = all 

intervals of length .::_ ~ on the unit circle respectively M_ = all closed 

subsets of [0,1] with measure.::_~). Now we will give an example, where 

even M is not defined on uM. 

Let X be the union of the four disjoint infinite sets A, B, C and D. 
,,,.,~ Recall that we denote the family of all ,,,,,,,.,\<._~' ............. 

_,,-:-. - - - =-~ ........ :::: - - - ~~ - cofini te subsets of a set Y (i.e. sub-
((~;- ',,~~; 

-+ - 1 --------~-- sets of Y with a finite complement) by 
I 
l~c I P f(Y), S is defined as the family con-
1~1 co 
'"-----' sisting of Au B u C, Du A and all 

finite and cofinite subsets of X and of B u D. In formula: 

The only free maximal centered systems in S are: 



Note that S\Pf(X) = M1 u M2 = M1 v M2 u M3 is maximally linked, Thus 
S\Pf(X) is the only mls not containing any finite set. On the other 
hand any mls containing either M1 , M2 or M3 will also not contain any 
finite set. This implies that M1, M2 and M3 are pre-mls for S\Pf(X). 
Now put 

N = {DUA} u P f(BuD) co 
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then N is a linked subfamily of S, and N u {F}, F E. PfX, is not linked. 
Hence N is a pre-mls for S\Pf(X). However 

and 

uN = A u B u D = X\C, 

whilst S\Pf(X) is defined only on the whole X, because 
Du A E (S\Pf(X))MIN and Au B u C E (S\Pf(X))MIN' 

The basic properties of pre-mls's, minimal sets etc. are contained in the 
following propositions: 

I.1.9. PROPOSITION ON PRE-MLS'S 

Let M be an mls in some family S. 

(a) A subfamily P c S is a pre-mls iff 

VS,S' E S (Pu{S} and Pu{S'} are linked==;. Sn S' ~ 0). 

(b) If P c S is a pre-mls for M then 

M = £ = {SES I Pu{S} is linked} 
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.(c) If M' c M satisfies VS E M =is• E M' S' c S then M' is a pre-mls for M 

and M is defined on uM'. 

(d) Suppose S is the family of closed subsets of a corrrpact space X and M is 

an mls in S. Then every element of M contains a minimal element of M, 

so J\IN is a pre.:.mls for M and uJ\IN is the smallest defining set of M. 

PROOF 

For S E MMIN J\rN\{S} is a pre-mls for M iff each neighbourhood 

of S contains another S' E MMIN' So MMIN need not be a minimal pre-mls. 

(a) "If" part. Under the condition {SES I Pu{S} is linked} is linked, and 

clearly also maximally linked, On the other hand if M is an mls, con

taining P, then Mc {SES I Pu{S} is linked}. So this mls is the only 

one containing P. 

"Only if" part. Suppose 3S, S' ES Pu {S} and Pu {S'} are linked 

and S n S' = 0. Choose mls's M and M' containing Pu {S} and Pu {S'} 

respectively. Clearly M f: M'. 

(b) follows directly from the proof of (a), while 

(c) is trivial. 

(d) Let S E M. Choose a maximal (in M) centered subfamily M' of M con

taining s. Put S' = nM'. Ifs* EM then M' u {s*} is linked, and 

because intersections of finitely many elements of M' again belong to 

* * M', M• u {S } has the f.i.p. Because X is compact we have S' n S 

n(M'u{s'~}) f: 0. Hence S' EM and S' c S. 

By (c) MMIN is a pre-mls for Mand uMMIN is a defining set for M. 
If M' ~ uMMIN' then we may choose an S E MMIN with S\M' f: 0. Because no 

subset of S helongs to M, this shows that M' cannot be a defining set 

for M. 
If S E MMIN and J\IN\{S} is a pre-mls for M and S c U, U open in X, 

then (~IN\{S}) u {X\U} cannot be linked, because X\U E S\M. Hence 

3S' E i\IN S' f: s and S' n X\U = 0, i.e. S' c u. 
If S E ~IN' each neighbourhood of S contains another S' E MMIN 

and F is an arbitrary closed subset of X, but F n S = 0, then clearly 

J\rN u {F}\{S} is not linked. I.e. any mls containing MMIN\{S} contains 

S, thus contains MMIN' and so must be equal to M. 
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I.1.10. PROPOSITION ON MINIMAL SETS 

(a) If SE ME A(S), sis finite and P(S) c S, then Sis minimal iff 

Vp E s 3 T E M TnS={p}. 

(b) If S is the family of alosed subsets of a topologiaal T1-spaae and 
S E M E A(S), then S E MMIN iff for every open o in X either O n S r/J 
or 

3S 1 E M S n S' c O. 

The trivial proof is omitted. 

I.1.11. PROPOSITION ON DEFINING SETS 

Suppose M E A(S) for some family S. 

(a) uS is a defining set for M. 

(b) If S,T E S and S u T is a defining set for M, then S E M or T E M. 

(c) If Mand M' are defining sets for M, then so is Mn M'. So if M has a 
minimal defining set, then it is the (unique) smallest defining set 
of M. 

REMARK 

Note that (b) cannot be generalized to arbitrary finite unions as 
I.1.3.b shows: {{1,2},{2,3},{3,1},{1,2,3}} is defined on {1} u {2} u {3}. 

PROOF 

(a) is trivial.· 

(b) Suppose S,T ~ M. Then 3S' ,T' E M S n S' = T n T' = r/J, By the defi
nition of defining set 3 S", T" E M S" c S 1 n ( SuT) and 
T" c T' n (SuT). Now S" n T" = r/J, for S" n T" c S' n T' n (SuT) r/J, 
a contradiction. 

(c) If SE M then, because Mis defined on M,3S' EM S' c S n M, and 
because Mis defined on M', 3S" € M S" c S' n M' c S n (MnM'). 
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I.1.12. PROPOSITION 

For any family S containing all finite subsets of uS: 

REMARK 

t. 1 (S) = t. 2(S) c t. 3 (S) c t. 4 (S) c • • . u 
nEIN 

!. (S) 
n 

t.f(S) c t.(S). 

The condition on S is needed because otherwise t.n(S) and t.f(S) are not 

defined (see I.1.5). The only thing to prove is t. 1(S) = t.2(S) which is left 

as an exercise for the reader. 

I.2. FINITELY GENERATED MAXIMAL LINKED SYSTEMS 

I.2.1. 

THROUGHOUT THIS SECTION S IS A FAMILY WHICH CONSISTS OF SUBSETS OF 

SOME SET X, AND CONTAINS ALL FINITE SUBSETS OF X: 

Pf(X) c Sc P(X). 

The (free) maximal centered subsystems of S and the (free) mls's in S 
show the remarkable difference that the former will never contain finite or 

minimal sets. This makes maximal centered systems, and those mls's that do 

not contain a pre-mls of minimal sets hard to describe in a constructive 

sense. However those mls's whose minimal sets constitute a pre-mls, i.e. 

determine the whole mls, are much easier to handle. Especially, of course, 

if moreover the number of minimal sets is finite. The mls's for which this 

holds are precisely the fmls's (cf. I.2.3). The role fmls's play in super

extensions, explains in part the combinatorial nature of so many proofs. 

If we topol?gize the family of maximal centered systems in S in the 

well-known way, thus obtaining the Wallman-type S-compactification of X, 

then X is (canonically) densely embedded. However, once we have introduced 

a corresponding topology on !.(S), wherein X is also canonically embedded, 

then we will see that X is not dense in t.(S) - at least not if X is 

Hausdorff and has at least 3 points (cf. II.1.8) -. Indeed each free fi

nitely generated mls does not belong to the closure of X if X is Hausdorff. 

On the other hand, the family of all finitely generated mls's, denoted by 

t.f(S), will be dense in t.(S). This will be a powerful tool in studying con

nectedness and separability of t.(S) (cf. II.8 and II.9). 
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I.2.2. 

First we will observe that finite linked families which are pre-mls's 
"behave nice": 

PROPOSITION 

If a finite family of sets A 
another, is a pre-mls in S, then 

{A , ... ,A}, none of which contains o n 

(i) VA E A Va E A 3A' E A A n A' 

and so each A E A is finite. 

Moreover for a finite family A 
following conditions are equivalent: 

(ii) A is a pre-mls in S 

(iii) {SES J 3AEA AcS} is an mls in S 

(iv) VTcuA 3AEA AcT or Ac(uA)\T 

(v) A is a pre-mls in P(uA). 

COROLLARY 

{a} 

If M is a finite subset of X = us, and M is an mls in P(M), then M is 
a pre-mls in S, and M = {SES J 3AEM AcS} is an fmls. 

REMARK 

If a finite family A of (necessarily finite) sets satisfies ( i) then 
it need not be a pre-mls. Put X = {1,2,3,4,5} and 

A = { {i ,2,3} ,{ 1,4,5} ,{2,4,5} ,{3 ,4,5} ,{2,3,4} ,{2,3,5}}. Then both {1,2,4} 
and {3,5} meet all sets of A, so A is not a pre-mls. 

PROOF 

(i) Suppose, on the other hand that for A E A, say for A0 , and some 

a0 E A0 , we have A0 n Ai= {a0}, for i = 1, ... ,n. Then Ai n A0\{a0} t 0, for 
i = 1, ... ,n. As no set in A contains another we may choose ai E Ai\A0 • Now 
the disjoint sets A0\{a0} and {a0 ,a1' ... ,an} both meet all sets of A, so A 
is not a pre-mls (by r.1.9.a). 
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.'o------------, +-{a a ... a} 
ao ' ----------, I . O' 1' , n 

I I 

10: a. 
I l 
I I 

AO A. I 
l 

10 I ai' 

Ai I 
lj 

(ii) = (v) is trivial. 

(v) =>(iv) Let M be the mls in P(uA) containing A. By r.·1.11.b either 
TE Mor (uA \T) f M; let us suppose TE M. So (uA \T) E M. Then 3A E A 
such that A n (u A \T) 0, i.e. A c T. 

(iv) = (iii) Suppose S E S and A u {S} is linked. Then by (iv) 
::IA E A Ac (SnuA) c s or 

is excluded, i.e. 3A E A 
Ac (uA)\S, 

Ac S. Thus A 

(iii)==> (ii) follows from I.1.9.c. 

PROOF OF THE COROLLARY 

and the last possibility obviously 

{SES I 3AEA AcS}. 

If A is an mls in P(M), then, by 1.8, (iv) is satisfied. 

I.2.3. PROPOSITION 

The following aonditions ar>e equivalent for an mls M in S: 

(i) M is an fmls (i.e. is defined on a finite set) 

(ii) the family MMIN of the minimal sets in M is a pre-mls for M, and 
aonsists of finitely many finite sets. 

(iii) there exists a finite family {S 1, .•• ,Sn} c S that is a pre-mls for M. 

PROOF 

(i) ==> (iii). Because Mis defined on M, some subfamily of P(M) is a pre
mls for M. 

(iii) = (ii) follows from the first past of I.2.2. 

(ii)= (i) follows from I.2.2 (ii) ===> (iii). 



I.2.4. PROPOSITION 

Let M be an fmls in S, and MMIN the family of minimal sets in M. Put 
M = uMMIN' Then 

(i) vs E M3S' E MMIN S' c s 

(ii) M is the (minimal) defining set for M. 

(iii) {SEM I ScM} is an mls in P(M) and a pre-mls in S. 

(iv) for each S c M either S E M or (M\S) E M. 

(v) for each S E MMIN the family MMIN\{S} is not a pre-mls in S. 
(vi) a subfamily M' c Sis a pre-mls for Miff MMIN c M1 c M. 

PROOF 

('i) follows from I.2.3 (i) =o> (ii) and I.2.2 (ii) "==' (iii). 

(ii) Clearly M is a defining set for M. Suppose M' c M is a proper subset, 
Choose S E MMIN such that S meets M\M'. Then M' is not a defining set 
for M, because (a subset of) M' n S cannot belong to M, as S is mini
mal in M. 

(iii) Suppose {SEM I ScM} c M' E \(P(M)) and SE M'\M. Then, by (a) and 1.2, 
by (i) and I.1.4.c 3T E MI.UN S n T = \ii. This contradicts TE MMIN c M! 

(iv) follows from (iii). 

(v) Because S is minimal, each T E MMIN\{S} meets both S and M\S. Hence, 
by I.1.9.a, M \{S} is not a pre-mls. MIN 

(vi) follows from (v) and (i) (or (iii)). 

We can summarize the results obtained sofar as follows: 

I. 2 . 5 . THEOREM 

We obtain precisely all fmls in S if we first construct all mls's in 
P(M), for each finite M c X = uS, and then add to each mls M in P(M) those 
S E S that contain some S' E M. In formula 

S'EM S'cS} I ME\(P(M))}. 
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PROOF 

This follows from the corollary in I.2.2 combined with I.2.4 (iii). 

The following proposition will be useful in many proofs. 

I.2.6. PROPOSITION 

(a) If A is a linked system, and uA is a finite subset of X, then there 
exists an fmls M in S that contains A. 

(b) If A is a finite, linked family of subsets of X, then there exists an 
fmZs M, defined on uA, such that 

VA E A 38 E M s c A. 

REMARK 

Observe that (b) is stronger than (a). We did mention (a) because it 
is more transparant and frequently used. 

PROOF 

(a) Let M' be an mls in P(uA) that contains A. By L2.2 (iv) == (ii) M' 
is a pre-mls in S. Put M = M'. 

(b) Suppose A= {A1, ... ,A}. Choose a .. EA. n A., i,j = ·1,. . .,n, arbi-
n l.J J. J 

trarily. Apply (a) to the family of {a.. j=1, ... ,n}, i = i, ... ,n. 
l.J 

I.2.7. TYPES OF FMLS'S 

We will now formalize the intuitive feeling that the mls M in 
P{1,2,3,4,5} and the mls Nin PR (M, N defined below) have the same struc
ture: 

Let {S 
()( 

M {SEP{1,2,3,4,5} I (1ES and Sn{2,3,4}~0) or (s~{2,3,4})} 

N ={SERR j (OES and Sn{-1,1,6}~0) or (S~{-1,1,6})}. 

aEJ} be the class of families Sa that satisfy 

Pf(uS ) c S c P(uS ) 
a a a 



i.e. each S contains "all" finite sets. Next let F be the class of all a 
fmls's, i.e. 
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Let a,a' E J, and suppose Mis an fmls in S , and Mis the minimal defining a 
set for M. If M' satisfies M c M' c uSa' and f: M' + uSa' is arbitrary then 
it is easily seen that 

{f(M'nS) J SEM} 

is a pre-mls in S , for 
a 

It is also easily seen that f(M) only depends on M, and on the restriction 
9f f to M. This is an important observation: it reveals that the maximal 
linkedness of an fmls is preserved under arbitrary mappings, at least 
between families containing "all" finite sets. Let us look at an example 
and compare with arbitrary mls's. 

EXAMPLES 

(a) Let S = P(R) and T = PflN. Put 

{S J ~EScR} 

{SctR J S contains at least four of the following 

seven points: t• ~. t• 1,2,3,4}. 

Observe that M1 2 are mls's, indeed a fixed mls and a 7-mls respectively. 
' Now let e: R +IN be the entier-function. Then 

e(M 1 ) = {SEP flN 

is again a fixed mls. And 

N = {{0,1},{0,2},{0,3},{0,4},{1,2,3,4}} 

is easily seen to be a pre-mls in P~. 
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0 2 3 4 

x x x M = "at least four of these seven" 

l l l 
e(M) = x x x "either containing 0 and meeting 

{1,2,3,4}, or containing {1,2,3,4}". 

Observe that eM2 is an mls, and even a 5-mls. 

(b) Let X be the unit circle in the plane, D a diagonal and 11: X -+ D the 

projection on the diagonal. Let S and T be the families of all intervals in 

X and D, then T = 11S = { 11I I IES}. As we saw in I.1.8.a the family 

M = {IES I length I:::_.11} 

is an mls in S. However, if 0 is the midpoint, and a,b are the endpoints of 

D, then 

f(M) = {fI I IEM} = {IET I OEI and either a or bEI} 

clearly is not a pre-mls in T. It is contained e.g. in both mls's 

{I I OEIET} and {IET I I contains at least two points of O,a,b}. 

11 

REMARK 

Under suitable conditions on the families Sand T also arbitrary mls's 

are "preserved" _(as mls's) under maps uS-+ uT. This is the subject of II.1>. 

I.2.8. 

Let M, N be two fmls's, with minimal defining sets Mand N. Then we 

say that M and N have the same type, in notation: 

type M = type N 

if there exists a bijection f: N -+ M such that 
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M 'f(N). 

We say that 

type M < type N 

if there exists a function f: N ~ M which is not 1-1 and satisfies 

M = f:(N). 

Moreover we write "type M 2_ type N" for "type M <type Nor type M = N". 

In this way we obtain an equivalence relation on the class F of all 
fmls's, and a partial order on the set of equivalence classes, as is easily 

checked. Let C be such an equivalence class. Clearly all ME C are n-mls's 

for the same n. For this n we can also find in C an mls in the powerset of 

{1, .•. ,n}, which can be taken as representation of C. Because there are 

only finitely many mls's on {1, •.. ,n}, there are only countably many equi

valence classes. 

Let us now turn to the partial order of the set of equivalence classes. 

The following facts are simple to prove. 

(a) If M is an m-mls, and N an n-mls, then type M < type N irrrplies m < n. 

(b) For each m-mls M there exists an (m+1}-mls M' such that 

type M <type M'. 

(c) Each maximal linearly ordered set of types has the ordertype of the 
natural numbers. 

(d) For each two fmls's Mand M' there exists fmls's N and N' such that 

type N' ~type M ~type N 

and type N' ~type M' ~type N. 

We can even choose N' maximal and N minimal as follows from (c).How
ever these maximal N' and minimal N are not at all uniquely determined 
by M and M' (see figure at p. 26). 
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PROOF 

(a) is trivial. 

(b) Let M be defined on M. Define a surjection f: {1, ... ,m+1} + M. Let M' 
be any mls in P{1, ... ,m+1} containing {f- 1S I SEM}. 

(c) is trivial from (a) and (b). 

(d) Since all fixed mls's have the same type and this type precedes all 

other types, we only have to construct N. As we may replace M and M• 

x(O,m) ) 1 ,m) x x )m,m') 

x x x x x 

N x x x x x 

x x x x x 

)o, 1) ) 1, 1) x x x 
(m I , 1 ) 

M x x x x I 
( 1 , 0) M' (m' ,o) 

by mls's of the same type, we may suppose that their defining sets are 

M { ( 0 , 1 ) , ••• , ( 0 ,m) } 

and 

M' = { ( 1,0),. . .,(m' ,O)} 

respectively, and moreover uM = M, uM' = M'. Put 

N = {1,. . .,m'} x{1, .. .,m}, and let rr1: N + M' and rr2 : N + M be the 

projection maps. Let N be any mls in P(N) which contains all sets 
-1 -1 M M - ( ) -rr1 S' and rr2 S, for S' E ', S E • Then rr 1 N M• and n2(N) = M. 

Thus indeed type M ~type N and type M1 ~type N. 

I.2.10. EXAMPLES (we use the notational conventions from page 27), 

First we describe all types of n-mls for n .:_ 5 and some for n = 6, 
simply by giving for each type (n,i) a pre-mls in Pn. It is easily seen 

that all given pre-mls correspond to mls 1 s of different types. From the 

fact that t(0,1,2,3,4,5) = (1,1,0,1,1,4) (proved in I.3.8) it follows that 

indeed all types (n,i) with n .:_ 5 are described. 
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Let us explain the notation below by means of two examples: 

type (4,1) is represented by the pre-mls {{1,2},{1,3},{1,4},{2,3,4}}. 

type (5,2) is represented by the pre-mls {{1,2}} u {all three-point

sets in P5 that contain either 1 or (exclusively) 2}. 

The word (scheme) near the figure means that not all minimal sets are in

dicated but only a "representative" selection. The sets which are "repre

sentative", and should be copied in order to obtain all minimal sets 

(copied, by taking certain permutations of {1, •.. ,n}) are indicated by 

dashed lines. So is in type (5,2) the set {1,3,4} "representative" for "all 

three-point-sets in P5 that contain either 1 or 2". 

For the definition of case (k), -2 .::_k .::_ n-1, see I.3.6. 

type minimal sets figure 

~ 1 (fixed mls) type ( 1 , 1) x 

(case(-2)) 

type (2, ) does not exist 

2 3 

type (3,1) x x x 

(case(-1)) x x 

x x 

2 3 4 

type (4, 1) x x 

(case D)) x x 

x x 

x x x 

2 3 4 5 

type ( 5, 1) x x x 

(case (0)) x x x 

x x x 

x x x 

x x x 

x x x 

x x x 

x x x 

x x x 

x x x 

~1 
~ 3 2 

2 3 4 - -- -
(~ x ;; x 

.... - - - .,.. 

(scheme) 

5 
x 

number of mls's of this 
type in P = P{1, ... ,n} 

n 

n 
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type minimal sets 

2 3 4 5 
type (5,2) x x 

(case ( 1)) x x x 

x x x 

x x x 

x x x 

x x x 

x x x 

2 3 4 5 
type (5,3) x x 

(case ( 2) ) x x 

x x x 

x x x 

x x x 

2 3 4 5 

type (5,4) x x 

(case ( 4)) x x 

x x 

x x 

x x x x 

2 3 4 5 6 
type ( 6, 1) x x 

(case ( 5)) x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x x x x 

2 3 4 5 6 
type (6,2) x x 

(case ( 3) ) x x 

x x 

x x x 

x x x x 

x x x x 

figure 

2 p 
I \ 

I 

x 

3 4 5 
(scheme) 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 5 

G: I • 
Ix I x x 
I \ 

I 
I 

I 
I I 
1~;1 

(scheme) 

2 3 4 

5 

6 

x:J 

number of mls's of this 
type in P 

n 

n( n51) 

n ( n; 1 ) ( n;4) 



type 

type (6,3) 

(case (2)) 

type (6,4) 
(case (3)) 

type ( 6 ,5) 

(case ( 1 ) ) 

minimal sets 

2 3 4 5 6 
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number of mls's of this 
type in Pn 

Next we indicate the partial ordering between the types defined above. 
Below the dots indicate types, and a line between the dot= type (i,j) and 
the dot(i+1,j') symbolizes that type (i,j) < type(i+1,j'). Such an in-
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equality is proved by exhibition of a certain function 
f: {1, ... ,i+1} onto {1, ... ,i} (see I.2.8). This function identifies just 
one pair, say k,k', in {1, ... ,i+1}. This is indicated by writing k ~ k' 
next to the line. 

type(1,1) type(3,1) 

type(5,2) 

123456+ 
123345 

type(6,1) 

123456+ 
122345 

type(6,4) 
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I.3. COUNTING MLS'S 

I.3.1. 

Numerical results dominate this section. In particular we compute the 
number A(n) of mls's in the powerset of an n-point-set for n :5_ 7. I.e. for 
n = 'T an algorithm will be given which has been implemented by A. E. Brouwer 
on a PDP-8 computer for the calculation of A(7) (and of A(1), ... ,A(6)) and 
another, much more efficient, method, also of A.E. Brouwer, is used to 
evaluate A(n) by hand for n :5_ 6. (These A(1), ..• ,A(6) had been evaluated by 
G.A. Jensen already in 1966). Moreover we show that all types of n-mls's 
for n ::_ 5 have been exhibited in the list in I.2.10. 

First we need some notational conventions for the rest of this section. 

P = P{1, ... ,n} is the powerset of an n-point-set. n 

HPn "half of Pn" = {SEPn I 1.::_card S<~} u 

u one of each pair of complementary% -point-sets (if 
n is even), arbitrarily choosen. 

Sc= {1, ... ,n}\S for SEP (if n is obvious from the context). n 

A(n) card A(P ) = the number of mls's in the powerset of an n 
n-point-set. 

t(n) =the number of different types of n-mls's. 

We will denote the different types of n-mls's by 

type(n, 1), type( n,2), ..• , type(n, t(n)) 

in an arbitrary order (as there is no "natural" order). For the definition 
of type(i,j) for. i .::._ 5 and j ::_ t(i) and for i = 6 and j .::._ 5, see page 23. 

I.3.2. n-MLS'S FOR n .::._ 3 

Recall the definition of an n-mls: 

An mls M is an n-mls if there exists an n-point set M, but no smaller set, 
such that 

vs E M 38' c M S' c S and S' E M. 

As an immediate consequence any 1-mls is fixed and A(1) 1 , and also any 
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fixed mls is a 1-mls. Hence n-mls's with n > 1 are free. 

Next suppose Mis an mls in P2 = {0,{1},{2},{1,2}} but not the fixed 

mls of all sets containing 1. Then {1} 4 M so 38 EM Sn {1} = 0. Only 

S = {2} is disjoint of {1}, so Mis the fixed mls of all sets containing 2. 

Consequently A(2) = 2 and there is no (free) 2-mls. 

If M is a free mls in P3 then M contains no singletons so 

Mc {{1,2},{1,3},{2,3},{1,2,3}}. However the latter family is linked and 

thus equals M because of the maximality of M. Hence there is precisely one 

free mls in P3 , and precisely one type of 3-mls's. As there are 3 fixed 

mls's in P3 (n fixed mls's in Pn for each n) A(3) = 4. 
The next lemmas are crucial for the computation of A(n) for n .::_ 4, and 

for the - extremely rough - estimates we have for A(n). The first is a 

modification of I.1.11.b, so that we may omit its simple proof. 

I.3.3. LEMMA 

If Fis a finite set and M c PF is linked then M is an mls (in PF) iff 

VF' c F F' E M or (exclusively) F\F' E M. 

I.3.4. 

Consider all 2n- 1-1 pairs of complementary proper subsets of {1, •.. ,n}. 

Then, by the above lemma, an mls M in P is a linked subfamily of P which 
n n 

contains precisely one set of each pair. Consequently 

Next we may represent each pair by its element that belongs to HPn, roughly 

speaking, by its_ smallest set. Thus we may represent M E AP by a subfamily 
n 

M' as follows: 

M E AP 
n 

M 

M' c HP 
n 

-Mn HP 
n 

M• u {SEP \HP I sc4M•} +-- M' 
n n 

M' 

We may still go further and represent M by only those sets in M n HP that 
n 

are c-minimal. We denote this representation by ~: 
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P(HP ) 
n 

Recall that MMIN is ,the smallest pre-mls for M (see I.2.4 (v)), so 
MMIN n HPn does, in general, not determine M in the sense that M is the 
only mls containing this family. Yet we just made it plausible that qi is 
1-1. This is worked out and formalized in the following lemma, the major 
importance of which lies in the characterization of the image of cp. This 
enables us to count J.(n) by counting down cji(AP ) which is n much easier (i.e. 
is doable for n_:_T) than counting AP (which is not doable for n.:_5) . This n 
because cji(AP ) has much more symmetries than ;\P n n 

LEMMA 

If qi: J.P ~ P(HP ) is defined by n n 

then q, is 1-1. 

If M' E P(HP ) . n then M' = qi(M) for some M e J.P iff M' is linked and no n 
S e M' contains a T e M'\{S} (i.e. M' is an c-anti-chain). 

The straightforward but tedious formal proof is only given for the 
sake of completeness, but can easily be skipped by the reader. 

PROOF 

Suppose M, M' are two different mls's in P , and yet q,M = qiM' = n 
= MMIN n HP n = MMIN n HP n. Because MMIN is a pre-mls for M, 3 S e MMIN \M' • 
Hence S 1 HP , i.e. Sc e HP . Also Sc e M'. Let T be a minimal set of M', n n 
contained in Sc, then, by definition of HPn, Te HPn' so Te MMIN n HP . 

n 
Consequently T e MMIN c M, contradictory to T n S = (ll. This shows that q, is 
1-L 

The "only if" part of the second assumption is trivial. The proof of 
the if part proceeds as follows: first we define 

P(HP ) 
n 

1/11 
---+ P(HP ) 

n 
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by 

Next we observe that VM 1, 2 ~ HPn 

(i) If M1 is linked then ~ 1 M 1 is linked. 

(ii) If ~ 1 M 1 is linked then ~2~ 1 M 1 is linked. 

M c HP 
2 n 

(iii) ~2M2 contains precisely one of each pair of complementary subsets of 
{1, ... ,n}. 

Combination of (i), (ii), (iii) (with M2 = ~ 1 M 1 ) and I.3.3 shows that if 
M1 is linked then ~2~ 1 M 1 is an mls in Pn. Finally we claim that if also no 

set of M1 contains another (i.e. M1 = M1MIN) then ~~2~ 1 M 1 = M1 • For 

As immediate corollary we have 

I. 3. 5. THEOREM 

The nwnber A(n) of mls's in the powerset of an n-points set is equal to 
the number of linked subfamilies of HPn that are c-anti-ehains. 

One more lemma is needed before we attack A(4), A(5) and A(6). For we 
will classify th.e mls' s in P4 , P 5 and P 6 according to the nllillber of two
point-sets they contain. How these two-point-sets are situated is described 
now. 

I. 3. 6. LEMMA 

If M E APn then precisely one of the following eases holds: 

aase(-2): Mis fixed (i.e. Mis an 1-mls), 

ease(-1): Mis a 3-mls, 



case (k): Mis free and contains k two-point-sets which have one point in 
common (if k :2: 2) (k = o, 1,2, ••• ,n-1) 

~ r, x x 

~ k x x 

~ 
. . . . . . 
'---y-----' 

k+1 

case(-2) case(-1) case(k), k > o. 

PROOF 
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Suppose M is not fixed (i.e. contains no singletons) and M contains at 
least 3 two-point-sets, say A, B and C (if this is not satisfied then we 
are obviously in case(-2), case(O), case(1) or case(2)). Now An B ¥ 0, 
A n C ~ 0 and B n C ¥ 0. If A n B n C = 0, then A u B u C must be a three
point-set and {A,B,C} obviously is a pre-mls, i.e. we are in case(-1). Else 
3x E A n B n C. Now if M contains other two-point-sets, say D, then we 
claim that also x E D. For suppose x f D. Because D n A, D n B, and D n C 
are nonempty, but A\{x}, B\{x} and C\{x} are disjoint (singletons), D cannot 
be a two-point-set. 

Finally observe that k cannot be larger than n-1. This proves the 
lemma. 

Computation of /..(4), /..(5) and /..(6). 

Let l(n,k) denote the number of mls's in Pn in case(k), (-2.::_k.:::_n-1). 
Obviously 

l(n,-2) = n and l(n,-1) = (~) 

because a 3-mls is determined by the choice of its smallest defining set, 
which has 3 points. 

For k > O l(n,k) is the number of linked anti-chains in HP for which the 
n 

number of two-point-sets is k, while for k > 2 the two-element-sets must 
have one point in common. So for n .:::_ 3 

/..(n) = n + (n) + l(n,O) + ... + l(n,n-1). 3 
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n = 4 

4 Observe that there are ( 2 ) = 6 two-point-sets in P4 , so 3 pairs of 
complementary two-point-sets. Consequently each M E AP4 contains precisely 
three two-point-sets, i.e. 1(4,0) = 1(4,1) = O. There are precisely 4 anti
chains with precisely 3 two-point-sets having one point in common, viz. 
with intersection 1 , 2, 3 and J.1: 

and 

Hence 

and 

{{1,2},{1,3},{1,4}} 

{{2,1},{2,3},{2,4}}, 

{{3,1},{3,2},{3,4}}, 

{{4,1},{4,2},{4,3}}. 

A(lr,3) 4 

(see figure) 

A(4) = 4 + 4 + 0 + 0 + 4 = 12. 

2 3 4 

~ 

~ 
ex= 0 

The mls in case(3) corresponding to the first mentioned anti-chain is given 
by its minimal sets: 

{{1,2},{1,3},{1,4},{2,3,4}} 

It is easily seen that the other mls's 

can be obtained from this mls by 

permutations, i.e. are of the same 

type. Thus t(4) = 1. 

n = 5 

1 2 3 4 

~ 
G 0 
cc:::==v 

ex- x 0 

HP5 {Sc{1.,. .. ,5} IS has 1 or 2 points}, but for case (0), .. ., 
case(4) we only count linked anti-chains which do not contain singletons, 
i.e. linked anti-chains in the family {Sc{1, ... ,5} I S has 2 points}. 

The case ( 0) . 

There is precisely one linked anti-chain in this family without two-point
sets, viz. the empty subfamily. 'rhus 

1(5,0)"' 1. 

To this anti-chain corresponds the mls consisting of all 3, 4 and 5-point
sets in P5 . 
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The case ( 1 ) . 

There are (~) = 10 two-point-sets in P5 , so 

1( 5'1) = 10. 

The case (k) for 2 < k < 4. 
4 - -

There are 5 (k) ways to select k two-point-sets in {1,2,3,4,5} that have 
one point in common. I.e. 

For fixed k the corresponding mls's are obviously of the same type, so there 
are 5 different types of mls's, each corresponding to one of the cases (0)
(4). Fork= 3 we have a 4-mls, the other k must give 5-mls's, because there 
are only 3 types of n-mls's for n < 5 (viz. n = 1, 3 and 4), which corre
~pond to k = -2, -1 and 3. So t(5) = 4. Moreover 

A(5) = l(n,-2) + l(n,-1) + l(n,O) + l(n,1) + l(n,2) + l(n,3) + l(n,4) 

5 + 10 + + 10 + + + 

81. 

n = 6 

HP6 consists of all singletons, and all two-point-sets and one set of 
each of the (~)/2 = 10 pairs of complementary three-point-sets, say all 
three-point-sets containing the point 1. 

Case ( 0). 

Observe that all three-point-sets in HP6 meet each other. So the linked 
anti-chains in HP6 not containing singletons or two-point-sets are the 
arbitrary families of the three-point-sets in HP6 . Thus 

10 1(6,o) = 2 = 1024. 

Case ( 1). 

c c HP6 is anti-chain and 2 3 4 5 Suppose an 
x x 

{ 1 ,2} € c is the only two-point-set in c. x 0 x x 0 

contain three-point-set x 0 x 0 x Then C cannot any 
x 0 x 0 0 

containing { 1 ,2}' because c lS an anti-chain x 0 0 x x 

any three-point-set in HP6 
x 0 0 x 0 On the other hand 
x x 0 0 0 

6 

0 

0 

x 

0 

x 

x 
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meets {1,2}, viz. in the point 1. This implies that its complements also 
meets {1,2}, viz. in the point 2. There are(~)= 6 pairs of complementary 
three-point-sets, both of which meet {1,2}. Again three-point-sets that are 
not complementary, meet each other. This gives 26 linked anti-chains con
taining {1,2} as only two-point-set and(~) 26 = 960 linked anti-chains with 
precisely one two-point-set: 

1(6,1):::: 960. 

Case ( 2). 

Suppose the linked anti-chain C c HP6 
contains {1,2},{1,3} but no other two-point-

sets. As the three-point-sets in HP6 are the 

three-point-sets in P6 that contain 1, the 

three-point-sets in HP6 that meet both {1,2} 

x x 
x x 

x 0 0 

x 0 0 

x 0 0 

x x 0 

x 0 x 
0 x x 

and {1,3} but contain neither of them, are {1,4,5}, {1,4,6} and {1,5,6}, 
So there are 23 linked anti-chains in HP6 with {1,2} and {1,3} as only 
two-point-sets, and 6(~) 23 = 480 anti-chains with two two-point-sets: 

>-(6,2) = 480. 

Case ( 3). 

Suppose the linked anti-chain C c HP6 
contains {1,2}, {1,3} and {1,4} but no other 

two-point-set. The only three-point-set in 

HP6 that meets these sets but contains 

x x 
x x 
x 

x 0 0 

x 

0 x x 

neither of them is {1,5,6}. This gives two linked anti-chains in HP6, viz. 
{1,2},{1,3},{1,4} and {1,2},{1,3},{1,4},{1,5,6}. Hence there are 

6( 5) 2 = 120 linked anti-chains with precisely 3 two-point-sets in case (3): 3 

1(6,3) = 120. 

In Case (4) and (5) the possible linked anti-chains can consist of 2-
element-sets only. So 

1(6,4) = 6(~) 30 

and 

1(6,5) 6. 

Thus 
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A(6) = A(-2) + A(-1) + A(O) + A(1) + A(2) + A(3) + A(4) + A(5) = 

= 6 + 20 + 1024 + 960 + 480 + 120 + 30 + 6 = 2646. 

For n = 6 almost 3/4 of all mls's belong to case (0) or case (1). We gen
eralize as follows: for even n there are 

(a) 
n ( n-1 ) (n/2)/2 n/2-1 2 = 2 

anti-chains in HPn consisting of n/2-point-sets only. For odd n there are 
( n-1 ) 

(b) 2 n/2-3/2 

linked anti-chains in the family A = {A,S \A I 1€A and A has [n/2] points}. n Note that only complementary sets in A are disjoint, Next we see easily: 

'( c) l(n,-2) = n (Vn) 

(d) l(n,-1) = (n) 
3 (n~3) 

(e) l(n,k) ~ n(n~l) 
k-1 (n-~-1) 

l 2 1 ( n/ 2.::.k.::.n-3) 
i=2 

(f) l(n,n-5) _ (n-1) - n 4 , 14 (n~10) 

(g) l(n,n-4) ::: n(n-1) 
3 (23+1) (n~8) 

(h) l(n,n-3) = n(n-1) 
2 (2°+1) (n~6) 

(i) l(n,n-2) = n(n-1) (n~) 

( j) l(n,n-1) = n (n~4) 

Here (e) is obtained by considering for i = 2,3, ••. ,n-k-1 anti-chains with 
k two-point-sets and furthermore only (i+1)-point-sets. 
The equations (a)-(j) give us a lower bound for A(n). The upper bound given 
in I.3.7 can be sharpened a little e.g. by observing that there are only n 
mls's that contain a singleton. The other mls's correspond to linked anti
chains in HPn\{~,{1}, •.. ,{n}}, so 

(k) 2n-1 1 A(n) .::_ 2 - -n + n (n~2). 
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A different upper bound can be obtained as follows. Put P = {ScS I nES} u n n 
· u {ScS I n4s}. Then the maps AP + P{S I nESES} defined by M + {SEM I n4s} n n n 

and M +{SEMI n~S}MIN are 1-1. (For the first map recall that an mls con-

tains precisely one of each pair of complementary subsets.) Now the second 

map maps M onto an anti-chain in S 1. Let us denote the number of non-empty n-
anti-chains in S by 'a(n). Then we just proved: 

n 

(1) A(n) :::_ a(n-1). 

In [12] Kleitman showed that 

(m) (where f~g means lim f/g+1). 

Combination of a, b, 1 and m yields the following 

THEOREM 

(n) 21og A(n) ~ 21og a(n-1) ~ ([nf2]) .~ 2n/h11n'. 

2 For more details and an estimation of the log of the number of all linked 

systems in P , see [2]. Let us now compare some numerical values. 
n 

n 
2 log A(n) 2 log a(n-1) 

2n 2n 

1211 ( n-1 Y l211n1 
a(n-1) 

0 0 

1 0 0 0.798 
2 2 2 1.596 1 .128 

3 4 5 2 2.322 2.257 1 .843 

4 12 19 3.585 4.248 3,685 3 .192 

5 81 )67 6.340 7,384 6.383 5,709 

6 2646 7580 11 • 370 12.888 11 .418 10.424 

7 1422564 7828353 20.440 22.900 20.847 19.301 

conjectured: 

8 7x1010<A(8)<4x1011 <a(7)<4x1012 38,601 36. 108 

9 1021 <A(9)c5x1021 <a(8)< 1024 72.216 68.086 

Here A ( 7 ) , a ( 5) and a(6) (and also all other values for control) 

computed by A.E. Brouwer on a PDP-8 computer. The algorithm used 

( n-1 ) 
[n/2]-1 

0 

2 

3 

6 

10 

20 

35 

70 

have been 

for A is 

described below. As this was done only once, we cannot be absolutely sure of 

all values. Esp. A(7) seems a little low, if we compare 21og A(n) -

- 2n/12rr(n-1J for n = 1,3,4,5,6 with n = 7: 220 ·84 ™ 1.88x106 . 



I.3.8. ALGORITHM FOR THE COMPUTATION OF A(n) 

Let r be the tree of all ~ 

1~~0 
/~ /~ 

11 10 01 00 
I\/\ /\I\ 
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sequences of O's or l's of 
length::.._ n-1, such that the 
empty sequence is at the top 
and the sequences of length 111 110 101 100 011 010 001 OOO 
n-1 are the roots, and each 

sequence (i 1, ... ,ik) is connected 

/\ /\/\ /\ !\ /\/\ /\ 
to above only with the sequence (i 1, ... ,ik_ 1) (if k>O), and to below with 
the sequences (i 1,. .. ,ik,O) (on the right) and (i 1, .. ,,ik,1) (on the left) 
(if k<n-1). We make a correspondence between the sequences and certain 
families of subsets (including all mls's) of {1, ... ,n} in the following 
way: we denumerate the pairs of proper, complementary subsets of 
{1, ... ,n}: 

Thus 

and 

0 1 0 1 (81,81), ... ,(8 -1 ,S -1 ). 
2n -1 2n -1 

s? u 8! 
l l 

{ 1, ... ,n} 

8? n s'. 
l ]_ for i n-1 1, .. .,2 -1. 

Then we let (i 1 , ... ,ik) correspond to 

We say that a seq~ence ( i 1 , ... ,ik) is linked if the corresponding family 
is linked. Then, according to I.3.6, the mls's in P just correspond 1-1 n to the linked sequences of length n-1. 

Now our game consists in starting in the top of the tree, and moving 
through the tree from one linked sequence to another sequence (following 
strict rules) until we reach the top for the second time. Our game is such 
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that we shall come to each root that corresponds to an mls (=to an (n-1)

sequence that is linked) just once. So if we count the number of times we 

reach the lowest level, then at the end we find A(n). We start in~. by 

going down. Going down: 

If we are in the sequence (i1 , •.. ,ik) O .::_ k .::_ n-1 and k = n-1, then 

we are in the lowest level, we have found another mls and go up. If k < n-1, 

then we check whether (i 1 , .•. ,ik,O) is a linked sequence or not. In the 

former case we move to this sequence and go down again. Else (i 1 , ••. ,ik,1) 

must be linked, so we go to this sequence and go down again. Going up: 

If we are in ( i 1 , ••• 'ik) ' 0 .::_ k .::_ n-1 and k 0 and we came from 1 , 

then we are ready. Else we go to 1 and go down. If k > O, then we look at 

ik. If ik = 1, or if (i 1 , ... ,ik_ 1,1) is not linked, then we go to 

(i1 , ..• ,ik_ 1) where we go up again. If ik = O and (i 1, ... ,ik_ 1,1) is linked, 

then we go to (i 1, ... ,ik_ 1,1) and we go down again. 

It is easily seen that in this wa:y we move through all linked se

quences of the tree, with a preference for going down and going - in the 

figure - to the left; but with a prohibition to go twice to the same maximal 

linked sequence. 

I.4. MLS'S IN FAMILIES OF FINITE SETS 

Let X be any set and 

s = p x 
f 

is the family of all finite subsets of X. The main result of this section 

will be that for any mls M in S the family MMIN' which necessarily is a 

pre-mls, is finite or countable. Of course this will also be true for those 

mls's in an arbitrary family T that have a defining set M satisfying 

if each set of the mls contains a finite set, belonging to the mls. 

A similar theorem is conjectured (cf. V.3) if S is the family of 

all closea sets in a compact space. ·i'hen for any M " A\0; aJ_so MMIN -'-c a 

pre-mls, and it is conjectured that uMMIN has a a-compact dense subset. 

If this is true, it does require a proof quite different from the purely 

combinatorial proof that is given in this section. In this case MMIN of 

course need not be countable: see I.1.3(d) and I.1.8(b). 
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I.4.1. THEOREM 

Let X be a set and Man mls in S = Pf(x). Then 

(a) VS E M 3S' E MMIN S' c s. Hence MMIN is a pre-mls for M. 

(b) For each naturql number k, MMIN contains only finitely many sets of' 
k points. Hence MMIN is finifr or countable. 

(c) M is an fmls iff ~IN is finite. 

(d) For each natural. number k there exists a finite subfamily M(k) c MMIN 
such that 

(*) if K E S, K ~ M(k) and {K} u M(k) is linked then K has more than 
k points. 

REMARKS 

Ad (b).There is no upperbound, independent 

of M, to the number of k-point-sets of MMIN; 

E.g. the 13-mls in P{ 1,2, ... , 13} which has 

the minimal sets {2,3, ... ,13} and 

{ 1 , 2} , { 1 , 3}, ... , { 1 , 13} has "even 12" two

po int-set s. 

2 3 13 

(~~ 
~~ 

Ad (c). MMIN need not be finite, as was seen in I.1.8.(c) 

Before we can proof I.4.1 we first need the following well-known 
lemma from combinatorial set theory. 

I. 4 • 2. LEMMA 

For each natural number n each infinite family of sets of at most n 
points has an infinite quasi-disjoint subfamily. 

PROOF 

By induction on n. 

For n = 1 the family itself is even disjoint, and hence quasidisjoint. 
Suppose I. 4. 2 holds for a natural number n, and A is an infinite family of 
sets of (at most) n+1 points. First choose a maximal disjoint subfamily 

AD c A· If AD is infinite, then we are ready, so suppose AD is finite. By 
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its maximality each A E A\AD meets the finite set uAD. Hence some a E uAD 
must meet infinitely many A E A. By our induction hypothesis the family 

{A\{a} I aEAEA} 

has an infinite quas_idisjoint subfamily AQ. Now 

is an infinite quasidisjoint subfamily of A. 

PROOF OF THEOREM I.4.1. 

(a) is trivial because each S E M is finite. 

(b) Put Mk = {SEMMIN I S has at most k points} fork= 1,2, ...• Suppose 
some Mk is infinite. By lemma I.4.2 this Mk has an infinite quasi
disjoint subfamily MQ' i.e. 

JK VS,S' E MQ if S ~ S' then S n S' = K. 

Clearly 3S E MQ S\K f ~. Choose p E S\K. Because S E MMIN' we can 
find a TE MMIN such that Sn T = {p} (cf. I.1.10(a)). Consequently 
T n K = ~. so T meets S'\K for each S' E MQ. Now {S'\K I S 1 EMQ} is 
an infinite disjoint family, contradictory to the finiteness of 
TES= PfX, 

( c ) Cf. I. 2. 3 . 

(d) The finite families M0 , ... ,Mk and A1, .•. ,Ak are defined inductively 
as follows: 

Let M0 be the family of all (.::_k)-point-sets of MMIN' This family is 
finite according to (b).If M0 ,A 1 ,M 1 , ... ,Ai and Mi are defined for 
some i e: { o-, 1 , ••• ,k-1} then we put 

Ai+ 1 = {KcuMi I K has at most i+1 points and 

Miu{K} is linked and K4M0}. 

For each KE Ai+ 1 we have K 4 M (otherwise Ke: M0 ). So we may choose 
an M(K) E M such that 

K n M(K) = ~. 

Put 



Finally we take M(k) = Mk. Now if K E S, K ~ M(k) and M(k) u {K} is 
linked, then K 4 M0 c M(k) and thus K ~ Ak. Hence K must have more 
thank points. 

I.5. PRIME SYSTEMS 

I.5.1. 

Let S be a family of subsets of a set X. In II we will need the 
following notion: 
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A subfamily M of Sis prime (in S) if for any finite number s1 , ••. ,Sn ES 
with s1 u s 

n 
X at least one S. belongs to M. 

]. 

Some trivial properties of prime systems and their relation to 
centered systems are mentioned in: 

I.5.2. PROPOSITION 

(i) If M c N c Sand M is prime then N is prime. 

(ii) M c S is prime iff {X\S I SES\M} is centered. 

(iii) M c S 'is a minimal prime system iff {X\S I SES\M} is a m=imal 
centered system. 

(iv) Each prime system contains a minimal prime system. 

( v) A minimal prime system is centered. 

( vi) A maximal cente1°ed system is prime. 

We omit the simple proof, 

REMARKS 

If S satisfies the condition 

(e.g. if S = PX) then the following converse of (v) and (vi) holds: 

(vii) A subsystem of S is minimally prime iff it is maximally centered. 
Consider the lattice of all subfamilies of a family S satisfying 
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(vii), ordered by inclusion. There are three types of maximal chains 
(=by inclusion linearly ordered collections of subfamilies of S): 

(i) those chains that contain a minimal prime =maximal centered 

system. These are the chains which only contain centered systems 
("in the lower half") and prime systems ("in the upper half"). 

(ii) The maximal chains wh:i.ch contain no centered systems, except 

~and some {S}, and no prime systems, except Sand some S\{S'}. 

(iii) The "intermediate" chains which contain some nontrivial 
centered systems, and some nontrivial linked systems but also a ncn

centered non-prime family. 

Classification of subfamilies in the lattice (PPX,c) for an infinite set X: 

families P(X)\{A} 

families P(X)\{A,B} 

minimal prime 

= maximal centered 

two-set-families 

one-set-families 

a- -- - ~ - - --1-----------, 
PX : 

~1 PX\{X} 11 N /I\ families 
; 1 1 , that are 

,,. \ I \ \ 
; prime ' 'I 
I \ 1' \ 
1 families ~ \ , 

I I 1 I I \ 
\ ~en~~:ed / 1 / 1 

\ ami ies 1 ; )/ / 

\ ( ,- I I 
\ I I I 

" I I I 
"' I I I 

\iii.) 

neither 

prime nor 

centered 

I 

I !/J 
I __ - - - - - - -

I 
-· - - I 



CHAPTER II SUPEREXTENSIONS RELATIVE SUBBASES 

Had I the heavens embroidered cloths 
Enwrought with golden and silver light 
The blue and the dim and the dark cloths 
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Of the.night and the light and the half-light 
I would spread the cloths under your feet 
But I being poor have only my dreams 
Tread softly because you tread on my dreams· 

(Yeats) 

All topological spaces under consideration will be T1-spaces. For a 
T .1-space X and a sub base S for the closed sets we will define a T 1-space 
\S(X), called the superextension of X with respect to S. The underlying 
set of AS(X) will be the family of all rnls's in S, i.e. the set-theoretical 
superextension of S. The topology will be defined in close analogy to the 
Wallman-type-S-compactification, which has for underlying set all maximal 
centered systems in S. In order to guarantee that X is (canonically) 
embedded in AS(X) (by identification of points in X with fixed mls's), we 
have to put a mild condition on S, named: S is a T1-subbase. This condition 
will be assumed for S throughout this and the next chapters. 

After the formal definition of AS(X) in section 1, section 2 intro
duces the notion of supercompactness, a property stronger than compactness. 
The relation between supercompactness and AS(X) is very similar to the 
relation between compactness and the Wallman-type-S-ex~ension, wS(X). The 
major difference is that X is always dense in wS(X), but 'almost never' 
(cf. II.1.8) in ~Sx. 

The De Groot-Aarts's characterization of complete regularity (cf. [7]) 
is proved in section 3. This characterization makes essential use of linked 
systems, in order to abstain from algebraic conditions on the subbase such 
as being closed under the ta.king of finite intersections. From this charac
terization (maximal) linked systems, supercompactness and superextensions 
originate (cf. II.5.4). Earlier characterizations did involve algebraic 
conditions on the subbase. The implications of such conditions for ASX are 
the subject of section 5, Here also conditions are studied under which two 
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different T -subbases S and T for X generate "canonically homeomorphic" . 1 
superextensions: ASX~ AyX· Also the separation axioms and the closure of X 

in ASX get attention in the sections 3, 4, 5, 

Sufficient conditions for the continuous extension of e.g. the func

tions f: X + R or g: X + Y to f: ASX + R and g: ASX + AyY are given in 

section 4. This will lead to the result that under suitable conditions the 
closure of X in ASX is (homeomorphic to) the Cech-Stone-compactification 
of X. In general there are no appropriate necessary conditions known. 

II. 1 . DEFINITION AND IMMEDIA'rE CONSEQUENCES 

II. 1. 1. 

Let S be a family of subsets of a set X. Our first concern is to make 
X into a subset of A(S) by identification of x E X with {S J xESES}. So we 

define: 
A family S of subsets of a set X is called a T1-family if 

Vx n{S J XESES} {x} and (one of) the following two eq_uivalent conditions 
hold( s): 

(i) Vx E X the family {S [ xESES} is an mls in S. 

(ii) Vx E XVT Es x 1 T ==> (3SES XES and SnT 0). 
By a T1-subbase for a topological space X we will always mean a T1-family 
that is a subbase for the closed sets of X. 

II . 1 • 2 . REMARKS 

Observe that a topological space X has a T3-subbase iff X is a T1-

space. On the other hand a subbase for the closed sets of a T1-space need 
not be a T 1-family; e.g. the family of all c.of'ini te subsets of an infinite 

set X is a closed subbase for the discrete topology, but this whole family 

is even linked, contradictory to being a T1-family. 

If S is a T1-subbase of X, then, not only {S J XESES} is an mls for 
each x E X, but also {S [ xESES} ~ {S [ yESES} for different x,y E X. So 

the map i: X + A(S) defined by i(x) = {S J xESES} maps X 1-1, onto the 
fixed mls's in A(S). 

If s c P(X) is arbitrary' then s* = s u { {x} I XEX} lS a T ,-subbase 
(viz. for the smallest T1-topology in which S is a family of closed sets). 

* Moreover A(S) and A(S ) contain precisely the same free mls's. So the 

following restriction involves no essential loss of generality. 



FROM NOW ON IN CHAPTER II-V, WE RESTRICT OURSELVES TO T1-SPACES WITH T1-
SUBBASES.IN PARTICULAR 

X WILL ALWAYS BE A T1-SPACE, AND 
S WILL ALWAYS BE A T 1-SUBBASE FOR X. 

G IS THE FAMILY OF ALL CLOSED SUBSETS OF X. 
0 IS THE FAMILY OF ALL OPEN SUBSETS OF X. 
Z IS THE FAMILY OF ALL ZEROSETS OF X. 

THE FUNCTION i: X 7 ASX IS DEFINED BY 

i(x) = {S J xESES}. 

FOR ANY FAMILY A WE DEFINE 

II.1.3. 

An = the family of intersections of subfamilies of A., 

Au = the family of unions of subfamilies of A, 

A®= the family of intersections of finite subfamilies of A. 

A© = the family of unions of finite subfamilies of A. 

Before we introduce a topology on A(S), we need the following defi
nition, in analogy to the Wallman-type-compactification. 

For each S E S we define 

It is useful to generalize the operator to arbitrary subsets A c X in the 
following way: 

Some properties of this operation are given in the following proposition, 
the simple proof of which is omitted. 

II.1.4. PROPOSITION 

(i) If A c B c X then A+ c B+ 
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(ii) If A,B c X and A n B = (iJ then A+ 
+ 

(iJ n B 

(iii) s then 0 iff s 
+ + 

(iJ If S,T E s n T n T 

(iv) If S,T E s then s u T x iff s+ u T + 
1-(S) 

(v) If S E S then S 
+ (X\S)+ >-(S) u 

(and by (ii): 's+ n (X\S)+ (iJ) 

(vi) VS E s i-1(s+) = s 

(vii) If M E A(S) and A c S then A c M iff M E n{A+ I AEA} 

rr.1.5. 

Now s+ = {S+ I SES} is taken as subbase for the closed sets of a 
topology on A(S). The resulting topological space is called the super
extension of (X,S) or the superextension of X with respect to or relative 
S. It is denoted by 

THE superextension of X is the superextension of X with respect to the 
closed subbase consisting of all closed sets, and will be denoted by 

X is in general not dense in >-s(X), see II.1.8. The closure of X in AS(X) 
will be denoted by 

This notation was originally chosen because if S is the family of all 
closed sets in a normal space, or the family of all zerosets in a 
Tychonoff-space,· then Ss(X) is homeomorphic to S(X), the Cech-Stone-com
pactification of X (see II.4.4). 

We proceed with some immediate consequences. 'rhe first is a trivial 
corollary of II.1.4.(v). 

II.1.6. PROPOSITION 

The family {(X\S)+ I SES} is an open subbase for AS(X). 



II.1.7. PROPOSITION 

Ss(X) n{s+1u ... s+ I S.ES and s u ... s = x, nEN} n i 1 n 
(a) 

(b) For M E A5(x) the following conditions are equivalent: 

PROOF 

(i) M E ss(x). 
(ii) Mis prime (i.e. from each finite cover of X by elements of 

S, at least one element belongs to M, cf. I. 5). 
(iii) M contains a prime centered system. 

(a) Note that the sets s~ u ... s~ for s,, ... ,sn Es form a base for the 
closed sets in AS(X). 

(b) ( i) = (ii) follows from (a) and (ii) ==:. (iii) follows from 
r.5.2.(iv) and (v). Finally (iii) =9 (ii) is trivial (cf. I.5.2.(i)). 

That "almost always" s5x # ASX can be seen from 

II.1 .8. PROPOSITION 

If X is Hausdorff and has at least 3 points, then X is not dense in 
AX. In fact any free fmls in G does not belong to the closure, SG(X), of 
X in AX. 

PROOF 

If p, q and r E X then {{p,q},{q,r},{r,p}} is a p~e-mls for a free 
fmls in AX. Next let M be an arbitrary free fmls, defined on the finite 
set M. Because X is Hausdorff we can find pairwise disjoint neighbourhoods 
U , p E M. Because M is free, each S E M contains at least two points of p + + M, i.e. M 4 (U-) for each p EM. Also M 4 (X\u{U j pEM}) . However p p {U- j pEM} u {X\u{U I pEM}} is a finite cover of X by closed sets. So by p p 
II.1.7.a M 4 SGX. 

II.2. COMPACTNESS AND SUPERCOMPACTNESS 

II.2.1. 

By Alexanders lemma a topological space is compact iff it has a closed 
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subbase such that each (maximal) centered system of subbase elements has a 
non-empty intersection. We define: 

A topological space is supercompact if it has a binary, closed subbase. 
Here, a family of sets is called binary if each (maximal) linked subsystem 
has a non-empty intersection. 

II.2.2. REMARKS 

( ) Each supercompact space clearly is compact. 

( 2) The canonical sub base of right- and left-tails of a linearly ordered. 
compact space is binary. 

(3) The canonical subbase of a product of supercompact spaces is binary, 
so supercompactness is a product invariant. As a consequence of 2 all 
topological (hyper) cubes (= all products of closed intervals) are 
supercompact. 

(4) The topological sum of finitely many supercompact spaces is super
compact. 

(5) X is supercompact iff for some ( 1r 1-) subbase T /..~ = i(X) holds. 

(6) If a closed base of a T1-space is binary, then this space contains at 
most two points. 

(7) If S is binary and Sn denotes the family of all intersections of 
arbitrary subfamilies of S, then also Sn is binary. 

(8) There exists a compact T1-space X with the following properties: 

(i) X is not supercompact, 
(ii) X can be written as a union of two supercompact T1-spaces or of 

three supercompact metric spaces, 
(iii) X is the quotient of a supercompact metric space under a 

quotientmap with finite point-inverses. 
(iv) X can be made supercompact by adjunction of one point. 

(9) J.L. O'Connor [15] has proved that every compact metrizable space is 
supercompact. We do not know whether every compact Hausdorff space and 
in particular whether SN is supercompact or not. 



Proof of 8. Let {p,q,r} be 

a three-point-set and put 
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r 
x 

P::: IN x {p} 

Q = IN x {q} 
( 1,q) x 

(2,q)x x 

x ( 1,p) 
x x(2,p) 

R = IN x {r} 

X = IN x {p,q,r} u {p,q,r} 

We define a topology on X by 

making P u Q u R into isolated 

points, and making P converge 

to {q,r}, Q to {r,p} and R to 

{p,q}: 

0 c x lS open iff u 
Proof of 8 (ii). 

€ 0 

€ 0 

E 0 

X = (Pu{q,r}) u (QuRu{p}) 

x 

p 

===> ( QuR) \0 

= (RuP)\O 

===> (PuQ)\O 

lS 

lS 

lS 

x 

x (2,r) 
x ( 1,r) 

finite 

finite 

finite 

x 
q 

(Pu{q}) u (Qu{r}) u (Ru{p}). 

Now Q u Ru {p}, Q u {p}, Q u {r}, Ru {p} and the subset of the real line 
{O} u {~I n=1,2, •.. } are homeomorphic, and the last space is a compact 
linearly ordered topological space, and hence supercompact (remark 2). So 
we only have to produce a binary closed subbase for P u {q,r}. As such we 
can take e.g. 

{{x} xEPU{q,r}} u {Pu{q,r}\{x} I xEP} 

Proof of 8 (iii). Let Y be the following subset of the plane 

Y= ({O} U {11 nEIN}) x {1,2,3,4,5,6}. n 

Identify in Y (l ,k) with (l ,1) if k = 1 mod 3, and (O,k) with (0,1) if n n 
{k,l} is one of the pairs {1,2}, {3,4} or {5,6}. The thus obtained 
quotient space is homemorphic to X. Moreover Y is supercompact by (2) and 
and (3): a binary subbase for Y is e.g.: 

{{y} I yEY} u {Y\{(l ,k)} I (l ,k)EY}. n n 



Proof c1f (l ( i). Suppose S is a subbase for the closed sets of X. Consider 
the closed set Pu {q,r} and x E X\(Pu{q,r}). We can find finitely many sub
base elements, covering Pu {q,r}, none of which contains x. So for one of 
these subbase elements, denoted by S(P,-x), we must have: 

S(P,-x) n,P is infinite, so q,r E S(P,-x) 

and 

x 4 S(P,-x) E S. 

Look at S(P,-p). Because p ~ S(P,-p), S(P,-p) meets Ru Qin only finitely 
many points, say x 1, ... ,xn. Then {q,r} c S(P,-p) n S(P,-x1) n ... 
... S(P,-xn) c Pu {q,r}. Similarly we can find S(Q,q),S(Q,-y1),. • .,S(R,-z1 ) 

such that 

{r,p} c S(Q,-q) n S(Q,-y1 ) n ••• S(Q,-ym) c Q u {r,p} 

{p,q} c S(R,-r) n S(R,-z 1 ) n ••• S(R,-z1 ) c Ru {p,q}. 

Now 

{S(P,-p),S(Q,-q),S(R,-r),S(P,-x. ),S(Q,-y.),S(R,-zk) I i,j,k} 
l J 

is a free linked system. So S can never be binary. 

Proof of 8 (iv). Put Y Xu {s}, where X is open in Y, and the neighbour-
hoods of s are only all cofini te subsets (i.e. sets with a finite comple
ment) of Y that contain s. A binary subbasis for Y consists of all single
tons of Y and all cofinite subsets of Pu {q,r,s}, Q u {r,p,s} and 
Ru {p,q,s}. 

II.2.3. THEOREM 

+ Every superextension 1.5x is (super-) compact. In fact the subbase S 

is binary. 

REMARK 

The proof of the supercompactness of t.5x is quite similar to the 
proof of the compactness of the Wallman-type-compactification of X. 



PROOF 

Let {S+ I aEJ} be a linked subfamily of {S+ I SES}. By II.1.4.iii a 
{S I aEJ} is a linked subfamily of S. Let. M be any mls in S, containing a 
this family. Then ME n{S+ I aEJ} (cf. II.1.4.vii). a 

COROLLARY 

The closure of X in the superextension, SSX, is a corrrpactification 
of X. 

II.3. A TOPOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPLETE REGULARITY 

II.3.1. 

The characterization mentioned in the title is due to De Groot and 
Aarts, [ 7], and appears here as theorem II.3.5, This and several other 
known and new characterizations are discussed and generalized by 
P. Hamburger, see [10]. 

First we need some definitions. Normality is usually defined as a 
property of topologies (i.e. very special families of sets), using both 

d l d t *) d . . . open an c ose se s. Here we efine normality in terms of closed sets 
only and moreover we generalize the definition, so that it becomes appli
cable to (closed) subbases, i.e. arbitrary families of sets. 

An arbitrary family A of subsets of A is normal if for any two dis
joint A1,A2 EA there exist A1,A2 EA such that 

"This nomenclature is an excellent example of the time-honored custom 
of referring to a problem we cannot handle as abnormal, irregular, im
proper, degenerate, inadmissible, or otherwise undesirable", J.L. Kelly -
General Topology, p. 112. 

"What we call "normal" is a product of repression, denial, splitting, 
projection and introjection and other forms of destructive action on ex
perience. It is radically estranged from the structure of being .•• 
Society highly values its normal man. It educates children to lose them
selves and to become absurd and thus to be normal", R.D. Laing - The 
Politics of Experience. 

51 
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A. 

An arbitrary family A of subsets 

of A is weakly normal if for any 

disjoint A1,A2 EA there exist 

A' 
2 ~---------~A\ 

finitely many B1 , ••• ,Bn EA such that each Bi meets at most one of A1 ,A2 
and uB. = A. 

l 

REMARKS 

(i) Any normal family is weakly normal. 

(ii) The collection of all closed sets, G, of a T1-space X is (weakly) 
normal iff X is normal. 

(iii) The zerosets, Z, of a Tychonoff-space X constitute a normal T1-
subbase. 

(iv) A weakly normal family that is closed under the taking of finite 
unions, is normal. 

II.3.2. THEOREM 

PROOF 

Let M, N be two different mls's in S. By I.1.4.c there exist disjoint 
S,T E S with S E M, T E N. Since S is normal there exist s0 ,T0 E S with 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

S n s0 

T n T0 

s0 u T0 = X 

By (iii) and II.1.4.iv 

joint open neighbourhoods of M and N respectively. 



II. 3. 3. THEOREM 

If S is a weakly normal T1-subbase then SsX is T2. 

PROOF 

Let M, N be tw; different mls's in SsX, and S E M, T E N disjoint. 
Because S is weakly normal, there exists a finite cover of X by elements 
H1 , ••• ,Hn of S, each of which meets at most one of Sand T, say 
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+ + (H 1u ••• H_) n S =~and (Hk 1u .•• H) n T =~-It follows that (H1u ••• H) ~ k + + + _ n + + _n ~ X and hence H1 u ••• Hn ~ X = BsX (cf. II.1.7). So SsX\(H1u ••• !\)and 
SsX\(f~+ 1 ••• H~) are disjoint open neighbourhoods of M and N in SsX. 

II. 3. 4. THEOREM 

Let X be a T1-space X and G the family of all closed sets. Then the 
following properties are equivalent: 

(i) X is normal, 

(ii) :\X = >.GX is normal (compact + T2)' 
(iii) SGX lS normal (compact + T2)' 

(iv) SGX ~ SX, the Cech-Stone compactification. 

PROOF 

(i) ==> (ii) is II.3.2; (ii)===:> (iii) is trivial; (iii)===:> (i): Suppose S 
and T are disjoint closed sets in X, and SGX is normal. Then S+ n SGX and 

+ 
T n 6GX are disjoint closed subsets of SGX (cf. II.1.4.iii) which thus have 
disjoint open neighbourhoods, say U and V, in SGX. Then i-1u and i- 1v are 
disjoint open neighbourhoods of S and T. 
(i) ==:> (iv) will be a corollary to II.4.3 and (iv)===> (iii) is trivial 
again. 

II.3. 5. 

It follows from remarks (i) and (iii) above and II.3.3 that the 
following conditions on a T1-space X are equivalent. 

(i) X has a T2-compactification (i.e. X is T3 ~), 

(ii) There is a closed, normal T1-subbase for X. 
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(iii) There is a closed, weakly normal T1-subbase for X. 

We state this as a theorem (cf. II.5.4). 

THEOREM [De Groot-Aarts] 

A T1-space X is' completely regular iff X ha.s a (weakly) normal, closed 
T1-subbase. 

II.4. EXTENSION OF FUNCTIONS 

Two types of extensions will be considered: 

x _f.+ R x f - y 

l ' "' 1 1 , ' and , 
3f? / 

' 
AS(X) H? ASX -----+ ATY 

II.4.1. THEOREM 

If S is a T1-subbase for a T1-space X, and S contains all zerosets, 
then each continuous, bounded real-valued function f: X -+ IR has a con
tinuous, bounded extension f: ASX -+ IR defined by 

f(M) = inf sup f(S). 
BEM 

PROOF 

Put IR+ = {xEIR J x>O}. We will show that 

(i) Va E IR [f-1(-00 ,a] is closed] 

(ii) Va E IR [f- 1[a, 00 ) is closed] 

( i): M E :r- 1 (-oo ,a] 

~ inf sup f(S) < a 
SEM 

~ Yr:. E ir/ 3 S € Mf(S) :=_ (-00 ,a+E:] 

+ -1 = Vr:. € IR f (-oo,a+EJ € M 

( -1 )+ = M E n + f (- 00 ,a+r:.] 
EEIR 
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= inf sup f(S) :::_a 
sdvf 

= vs E M sup f(S) :::_a 

MVE + -1 .;, ~ = VS E E IR Snf [a-£, 00 ) 

= VE E + -1 IR f [a-E,oo) E M 

= M E ( -1 + n + f [a-£,oo)) 
EEIR 

II.4 .2. 

Note that of course the above extension f is, in general, not unique, 
if X is not dense in ASX. Let F be the following family of (bounded) con
tinuous functions 

Then {f+g I gEF} is the collection of possible extensions of f. 

As an immediate corollary of II.4.1 and II.3.3 and the fact that the 
z.erosets, Z, of a Tychonoff space are a normal T 1-base we obtain: 

IL 4. 3. THEOREM 

If X is a T1-space a:nd S a (weakly) normal T1-subbase, which contains 
all zerosets of X, then X is completely regular, and the closure of X in 
ASX is the Cech-Stone-compactification of X: 

REMARK 

Note that the condition of S being weakly normal is essential. E.g. if 
S = G is the family of all closed sets and X is completely regular but not 
normal, then Ss(X) is not Hausdorff (cf. II.3.4 and II.3.1.(ii)). 
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II.4.4. COROLLARY 

(i) If X is Tychonoff and Z the family of all zerosets in X, then 

Sz(X) = S(X). 

(ii) If G is the fmnily of aZZ closed sets in a T1-space X, then 

iff X is normal. 

The other type of extension is covered by 

II.4.5, THEOREM G.A. Jensen [9], tbm. 2.1. 

Le-t S be a T 1-subbase for X, let T be a normal T 1-subbase for Y and 
let f be a continuous map f: X + Y such that 

VT E T 

Then 

is a pre-mls in T_, and the function 

defined by 

is a continuous closed extension of f. 

Moreover, if f is onto, then f is onto. 
If f is 1-1 and VS E S f(S) E T then f is an embedding. 

PROOF 

Clearly {TET [ f- 1TEM} is linked. Suppose T. ET, i = 1,2, both meet 
l 

all T from this family, but T1 n T2 = 0. By the normality of T there exists 
Tl ET, i = 1,2, such that 

and 

T. n T! = 0, 
l l 

i 1,2, 
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1 1 -1 ) Hence f- T11 u f- T21 = X and (by I.1.11.b) f (T! EM for at least one i. 
-1 M i Suppose f Tj E 1, Then T1 n T1 = 0 provides a contradiction to our 

I -1 assumptions on T1 • So (by r.1.9.a) {TET f TEM} is a pre-mls. 
For the continuity off, we only have to show for all T0 ET that 

r- 1 (T~) is closed in ASX. Suppose ME AsX\f- 1 (T~). I.e. f(M) u {T0 } or 
equivalently 

is not linked, 
Hence 3T 1 E T f- 1T1 
T.nT!=0,i=0,1, 

l l 

(r- 1T 1 )+ u (f- 1T 1 )+ = 
0 1 

so 

E M and T n T0 = 0. Choose T! E T such that 
1 -1 l -1 

and Tb u T1 = Y. Then f Tb u f Tl = X, so 
( -1 )+ "' 1 ( +) d. ( -1 ) ASX. Moreover f T0 n I- T0 ~ and f T1 

ME ASX\(f- 1Tj)+ c ASX\f- 1 (T~). 

Hence AsX\(f- 1Tj)+ is a (subbasic) open neighbourhood of M, which is dis
--1 +) joint of f (T0 . 

Because T is normal, ATY is Hausdorff (II.3.2). Now f: ASX 7 AyY is a 
continuous map from a compact space onto a Hausdorff space, so f is a closed 
map. 

Next we show that 

x f y 

fix * riy 
f 

AS(X) AS(Y) 

commutes, i.e. f is an extension of f. Let x E X and y f(x). Then 

{S I XESES} :i {f- 1T I yETET}. 

Hence fi (x) = f{S I xESES} = {T I yETET} = i (y) = i f(x). x 1 y y 
If f is onto and M E AT(Y), then {f- T I TEM} is a linked subfamily of 

S. Any mls in S, which contains this family is clearly mapped by f onto M. 
Hence f is also onto. 

Finally suppose f is 1-1 and VS E S f(S) E T. Then f is 1-1. For 
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suppose M,N E A(S), M ¥ N, SE M, S' EN and Sn S' 

and fS,fS' E T. So f(S) E fM\fN, i.e. fM ¥ fN. 

COROLLARY 1 

~. Then fS n fS' 

If T is a normal T1-subbase of a T1-space X then ATX is a Hausdorff 
quotient of AX, under a continuous map, that is identity on X. 

REMARKS 

Corollary 1 will be used in III.4.1.CORO to prove local connectedness 
for ATX if X is connected and T is a normal T1-subbase. There we first prove 
that AX is locally connected, and then apply corollary 1. Because of the 

self-chosen-restrictions on the definition of an fmls, there do not always 

exist fmls's in T, and we are not able to give a more direct proof. 

In V one finds examples of subbases S for [0,1] such that AS[0,1] is 

not connected, or connected but not locally connected. This shows that ASX 
is not always a continuous image of AX, so the condition of normality of S 
cannot be neglected. Yet it is well possible, that it can be weakened con

siderably. 

COROLLARY 2. SUPEREXTENSIONS OF SUBSPACES 

If X is a subspace of Y, S is a T1-subbase for X and T is a T1-suhbase 
for Y, then ASX is naturally embedded in ATY in each of the following cases: 

(a) X is closed in Y, 

Y is normal and 

S and T consist of all closed sets of X resp. Y. 

(b) X is a zero?et in Y, 
Y is Tychonof f and 

S and T consist of all zerosets in X resp. Y. 

(c) (most general corollary of the thm:) 

S = {TnX [ TET} c T 
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COROLLARY 3, SUPEREXTENSIONS OF PRODUCTS 

If S. is a T1-suhbase for X., i E J and S u {n-18 I SES.} is the l l iEJ i l 
corresponding subbasis for IT{Xi I iEJ} then S is a T1-family and the 
canonical map 

defined by 

where 

h: >-srr{xi I iEJ} _,. rros. xi I iEJ} 
l 

M H (M.). J 
l 1E 

is a homeomorphism. If moreover the Si are normal for all i E J then the 
map 

defined by 

where again 

g: >.rr{xi I iEJ} + rr{>-s.xi I iEJ} · 
l 

M>-+(M.).J 
l lE 

is a continuous, closed, surjective extension of "id 11 
rrx. 

l in general, not 1-1. 

PROOF 

Of course, g is, 

The remarks on h are trivial. For g, apply the theorem to each pro
jectionmap 

1f·: rr{x. I iEJ} + x1 .• l l 

This gives extensions ni: AIT{Xi I iEJ} + "sixi' that can be composed to a 
g: l.IT{X. I iEJ} + rrO.s.X· I iEJ}. If J = {0,1} and x 1 2 are two-point-

1 l l ' 
spaces, S. =all closed sets, then >-s.X. ~ x. and IT{>-s.X· I iE{0,1}} is a l l l l l l 
four-point-space. However x1 x x2 is also a four-point-space and >.(X 1xx2 ) 
is a twelve-point-space. This shows that g is in general not 1-1. 
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COROLLARY 4. ON RETRACTS 

If r: x + Y is a retraction, S and Tare normal T1-subbases for X and 
Y such that 

VT E T 

and 

YS E s 

then r: AS(X) + Ay(Y) is (homeomorphic to) a retraction. 

COROLLARY 5 

Let 

T4 = the category of T4-spaces and continuous maps 

T3 ~ = the category of T3~-spaces and continuous maps 

cT2 = the category of compact T2-spaces and continuous maps. 

Then A = AG and Az induce covariant functors 

Analogous to II.4.5 we have theorem II.4.6 for extensions 

Now the condition of normality is replaced by weak normality. 

II. 4. 6. THEOREM 

Let S be a T1-subbase for X, and T a weakly normal T1-subbase for Y, 
and let f be a continuous function of X into Y such that 

Then VM E s5(x) {TET I f- 1TEM} is a pre-mls in A(T) and the function 

f: 13sX + SyY 

f(M) = {TET f-1TEM} 



is a continuous extension of f. 

Moreoever if f is onto then f is onto. If f is 1-1 and VS E S 
then f is an embedding. 

COROLLARY 

f(S) E T, 

If T is a weakly normal T1-subbase of the T1-space X then STX is a 
Hausdorff quotient of SGX. 

PROOF 

The proof is almost literary the saJUe as the proof of II.4.5, except 
for some replacements of A by S, and of two-element covers by finite covers. 

Although the extension f off in II.4.5 is not a unique extension off, 
it depends continuously on f, at least if X is compact, in the following 
sense. (Here I= [0,1] is the closed interval of real numbers.) 

THEOREM 

Let S be a T1-subbase for the 
corrrpact T1-space X, and T a normal 

T1-subbase for Y. Then a homotopy 
H: X x I + Y which satisfies 

-1 Ht T E S for all t € I and T E T 
has a continuous extension 

XxI __ H _ _,. 

that can be obtained by extending for each t E I, the map Ht = H I X x { t}, 
as is defined in II.4.5, 

PROOF 

Thus H is defined by: 

H(M,t) 
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We only have to prove continuity, Suppose (M,t) E ASX x I and T0 E T and 

li(M,t) 1 T~. 

Then, because {TET -1 Ht TEM} is a pre-mls for H(M,t), 

Choose T0,T; E T such that 

and 

Because X is compact 

3£ > 0 

It is easily seen t~at 

and 

H -

(H~ 1 (Y\T,))+ x (t-£,t+E) 

T! 
l 

y 

n T. = I')' l 

T1 
,,----._ 

TO 

y 

i 1 ,2. 

is an open neighbourhood of (M,t) in ASX x I, that is disjoint of (H- 1T0 )+. 

II.5. EXTRA CONDITIONS ON THE SUBBASE S 

In this section we study the implications of S being (weakly) normal 

or closed under algebraic operations such as the taking of (finite) unions 

and/or intersect.ions, for the structure of mls's in ASX or in SsX (an for 

the separation axioms). Important applications are on \X and on Az(X) and 

Sz(X) where Z is the family of zerosets of X, which is then supposed to be 

completely regular. 

First we study the relation between prime mls's (i.e. mls's in SsX, 

cf. I.5.2 and II.1.7) and (maximal) centered systems, if Sis weakly normal. 

II.5.1. PROPOSITION 

A prime centered system M in a weakly noY'/7/al family S is a pre-mls. 



PROOF 

that 

Suppose T,T' E S and T n T' 

s, u ... s = x n 

~.Then there exist s1, •.• ,Sn ES such 

Si meets at most one of T and T', i = 1, ... ,n. 
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Because Mis prime 3i E {1, ... ,n} S. EM. So not both T and T' meet all l 
elements of M, i.e. Mis a pre-mls (cf. I.1.9.a). 

II.5.2. THEOREM 

If S is weakly normal then for M E ASX the following conditions are 
equivalent 

(i) M E ssx 
(ii) M is prime 

(iii) M contains a maximal centered system. 

PROOF 

(i) ~(ii) by II.1.7 and (iii)==:> (ii) by I.5.2 (vi) and II.1.7, 
Now suppose (ii). By II.1.7 M contains a prime centered system, say M'. Let 
M1 be any maximal centered system in S, which contains M', and M2 any mls, 
which contains M1• Because M' is a pre-mls, by II.5.1, M = M2 ~ M1. This 
proves (iii). 

II.5.3. EXAMPLES 

Notice that though a maximal centered system in a weakly normal sub
base S uniquely determines an mls in Ss(X) (by II.5.1 and r.5.2.vi), it is 
not generally true that an mls from Ss(X) contains only one maximal centered 
system. The following examples show some of the possible relations between 
maximal centered systems and (prime) mls's (cf, I.1.8.d and I.5). But let 
us first introduce some notation on, the Wallman-type-compactification. 

If S is a subbase for the closed sets of a T1-space X, then the 
Wallman-type-S-corrrpactification of X is denoted by wS(X), i.e.: 
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Here mes 

ws(X) = {M I Mis an mes in S}. 

maximal centered (sub)system. And if 

* s for S E S 

then {s* I SES} lS a' subbase for the closed sets of ws(X}. Observe that for 

s1 ,.,. ,Sn E S 

* s*) wS(X)\(s 1u •.• n 

~ So if we define 0 for 0 c X by 

,;) 
0 

~ 
then {O I X\OES} is an open subbase for ws(X}. Moreover 

M PI .<>1 o1 n o2 = (o1no2 ) • 

Returning to the superextension we recall the following definition, for a 

set Y: 

{Y'cY I Y' is finite} 

and 

p f(Y) co {Y'cY J Y\Y' is finite}, 

Let 

X = A u B u C 

be the union of three disjoint, infinite, fixed sets A, B and c. First we 

will define T,-families s,. s2, s3, S4 Of subsets of x (closed subbases for 
the discrete topology) such that: 

S 1 contains an mes, that is not a pre-ml.s (so S 1 is not weak1y normal). 

s2 is normal, so each mes is a pre-ml.s. S 2 contains three free mcs's: 

c,, c2 and c3. While c, and c2 are also maximally linked, c3 is properly 

contained in the ml.s .Q.3 . 

s3 is a normal family such that ws (X) is Hausdorff. There are three free 

mcs's in s3, the union of which is3the only free prime ml.s in s3. 



s 4 is closed under the taking of finite unions, which implies that each 
mes in S4 is an mls (cf. II.5,5), So wS(X) c Ss(X). Yet wS(X) ~ Ss(X). 

s1 
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Put s1 = {{x} I XEX} u {(AuB)\{x},(AuC)\{x} I XEX} u {Bu{a1,a2},Cu{a3,a4}} 

where a 1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4 are different points in A. The free mcs's in S1 are: 

c1 {(AuB)\{x},(AuC)\{x} I xEX} 

XEX} 

XEX}. 

The free, prime mls's in s 1 are: 

and 

S1 , as a (sub)base for the closed sets, induces the discrete topology on X. 
The subspaces Au {C 1}, B u {C2} and Cu {C 3} of ws1(x) are the one-point
compactification of A, B and C respectively. The space ws (X) is the 

1 . 
topological sum of these spaces, and is consequently Hausdorff. However, 
Ss 1(x) is not Hausdorff: a neighbourhood of M1 (M2 ) consists of M1 and all 
but finitely many points of A u B (respectively M2 and all but finitely 
many points of Au C). Observe that S1 is not weakly normal: B n C = ~. 
B,C E S 1 but there are no s1, ••• ,Sn ES with union X such that each Si meets 
at most one of Band C. 

s2 
Put s2 = {{x} I XEX} up f(X) up f(AuC) up f(BuC) u {A,B,AuB}. co co co 

Observe that if S,T E S2 are disjoint, then one of them, say S, is either a 
singleton, or equals A or equals B. Then (X\S) E S2 , which shows that S2 is 
normal. The free mcs's in S2 are: 

c1 p f(X) u {A,AuB} up f(AuC), co co 

P f(X) u {B,AuB} u P f(BuC), co co 
and 
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c = p f(X) up f(AoC) up f(BuC). 3 co co co 

The free, prime mls's in s2 are M1 = C1, M2 = C2 and 

M = c = c u {AUB}. 
3 -3 3 

Now ws (X) and Ss (X) are homeomorphic to ws (X). It is also worthwhile to 2 2 1 
observe that in Ss2(x) 

while 

(AUB)+ n Ss (X) 
2 

A u B u {M ,M ,M } 
1 2 3 

Again, if two sets S,T E S3 are disjoint, then one of them is a singleton, 
say S = {x}, and (X\SES3 ) shows that S 3 is nDrmal. The free mcs's in S3 are: 

c, p f(X) co u P f(AuB) co u P f(AuC) co 

c2 P f(X) co u P f(BuA) co u P f(BuC) co 

c3 P f(X) co u P f(CuA) co u P f(CuB). co 

And 

M3 = c1 u c2 u c3 = s 3\{{x} I xEX} 

is the only free (prime) mls in s3 • Again ws3(x) is homeomorphic 
while Ss (X) is the one-point-compactification of X, obtained by 

3 
identification C1 = C2 = C3 in ws3(x). In particular both ws3(X) 
are Hausdorff. 

to ws (X), 
1 

the 

and Ss (x) 
3 

II " • • • • • • ( 'A® ' Let C = C' u C , where C' and C are disJoint and infinite. Put for 
see II.4.5) 

lfl I ( {AuB ,Bue' ,Aue } uP fx) u { {x} xeX} co 

u{P fy Y = A,B,C',AuB,AuC' ,BuC'} u {{x} co xEX}. 

Recall that each mes in s4 is an mls, because s4 
free mcs's in s4 are: 

S~ . The only three 



Ml u{P cof y 
y A,AuB,AuC' ,X} 

M2 u{Pcofy y B,AuB,BuC' ,X} 

M3 = u{Pcofy I y = C' ,AuC' ,BuC' ,X} 

and the only other free mls in S is: 

y AuB,AuC',BuC' ,X}. 

If s1, ... ,Sn ES and s1 u ... Sn= X then at least one Si E PcofX, and this 
Si belongs to all free mls's. So all mls's are prime, i.e. AS(X) s5 (x) 
= x- # w5(x) =Xu {M1,M2 ,M3}. 

A similar example is obtained by letting X = m u {a,b,c} be the T1-

space consisting of a pointsequence (m) converging to three different points 
(a, band c). Then X is compact, and so wG(X) = X. However SG(X) also con
tains the mls 

{SEG I S contains at least two points of a, b, c}, 

and is a pointsequence converging to four points. 

Finally we give, for illustration of theorem II.5.4, a more topological 
example viz. of a normal T1-subbase s5 for the same X such that w55 (x) is 
not Hausdorff, while Ss (X) of course is Hausdorff. 

5 
s 

5 
Let c 1 , c2 , c3 be three different fixed points in C. Put 

u {A'u{c.,c.} 
l J 

u {B'u{c.,c.} 
l J 

A1 EP f(A), i#j, i,jE{l,2,3}} co 

B'EP f(B), i#j, i,jE{1,2,3}}. co 

Then s5 contains two free mcs's, viz. 

C1 = P f(X) u {A'u{c. ,c.} I ... } co l J 

and 

c2 = p f(X) u {B'u{c.,c.} I ... }. co l J 

A basic neighbourhood of c1 or C2 in wS (X) contains all but finitely many 
5 
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points of C (and all but finitely many points of A, respectively B), so 

wS (X) is not Hausdorff. Because s5 contains only one mls, viz. 
5 

Ss (X) is the (Hausdorff) one-point-compactification of X, that can be 

ob£ained from WS (X) by identification of C1 and C2 • 
• 5 • I Let us finally observe that in all cases there are no other mls s, 

i.e. 

"s. (X) Ss. (X) for i 1,2,3,4,5. 
i 1. 

Ir.5.4. 

Above we saw that there is a canonical map i: w5(x) + s5(x) c "s(X) 
if S is weakly normal. We will show that this is a (closed) continuous map: 

THEOREM 

If S is a weakly normal T1-subbase for X, then Ss(X) is a Hausdorff 
quotient of wS(X) under the continuous canonical map i: wS(X) + Ss(X) 
defined by 

i(M) = M_. 

(Recall that M is a pre-mls and M denotes the unique mls containing M, cf. 

II.5.2, I. J .5). 

REMARK 

This theorem is historically the basis of the notion of linked systems, 

superextensions and supercompactness. If S is a weakly normal subbase that 

is closed under the taking of finite intersections, then wSX is Hausdorff 

and thus X must be completely regular. However if the algebraic condition 

(S = :Jfi ) is dropped, then wSX need not be Hausdorff any more. In trying to 

characterize complete regularity De Groot and Aarts observed at this 

point that a Hausdorff-quotient, now called SsX, can be obtained from wSX 
by identification of those M,N E wSX for which M u N is linked. Because X 
is still embedded in this quotient, again X must be T3 ~. This method 

naturally led to the definition of superextension and supercompactness. 



PROOF 

Because Sis weakly normal Bs(X) is Hausdorff (II.3.3). So we only have 
to prove continuity. We use the notation of II.5.3 above for wSX. Suppose 
s Es and ME ws(X)\i-1(s+), i.e. Mu {S} is not linked, then ~TE M 
T n S = 0. Choose s 1 , ..• ,sn ES such that 

Sc s 1 u •.. Sk c X\T, 
and 

Tc Sk+ 1 u ... Sn c X\S. 

Clearly no s1 with l .::._ k belongs to M. So the basic open set 

~ontains M. We claim that this set is disjoint from i- 1s. For suppose 
NE ws(X)\S~ u ... s~. Because N is maximally centered and s1 u .•. Sn x, 
some S 1, necessarily with k < 1 :s: n, must belong to U. Now this S 1 is dis
joint from S, so N { i-1(s). 

Next we discuss the consequences of some algebraic conditions for S. 
Especially we look for conditions under which different subbases produce 
"the same" superextensions. First we recall our notation. For an arbitrary 
family A we put: 

An {A I 3A 1 cA A=nA' and A'#0} u { uA'} 

Au {A I 3 A•cA A=uA'} 

A® == {A 3 nEIN A1, •.. ,A11EA A=A1n ... An} 

Alf) = {A 3nEIN A1, •.. ,An EA A=A1u ... An} 

We say that A is closed under (the taking of) (finite) unions if A =Au 
(A = Ai:!) respectivelt) etc. Observe that if the subbase S really is a base 
(e.g. if S = dlJ) that then Sn = G = the family of all closed sets. 

II.5,5. PROPOSITION 

If S = :£f'J , then each maximal centered system is an mls, and 
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If moreover s5x is Hausdorff (e.g. S is weakly normaZJ, then 

PROOF 

The inclusions in the first part are trivial. The second part follows 
from the compactness of w5x (cf. II.5.2 and II.5.4). Without weak normality 
equality need not hold, as we saw in II.5.3 with s4 . 

II. 5. 6. THEOREM 

If X is compact and S s® c Tc Sn, then T is a closed T1-subbase for 
X and the maps 

M 1----+MnT1-+MnS 

are homeomorphisms that commute with the embeddings of x. 

PROOF 

Clearly Tisa closed subbase for X. We show that T is T1: if x EX 

and T E T, s• c s satisfy x <[ T nS'' then 3S' E s• such that x <I S'. 
Because Sis T1 ,.=is ES c T x ES c (X\S') c (X\T). 

Next we show that each M E AS(X) is a pre-mls in T. Suppose S. c S 
S M l. srfl M srf) M 1 and s. = n . meets all SE , = 1,2. Then 1 c and 2 c . Hence rfl l !fl.l. s, u s2 lS linked, but then it is centered and has a non-empty inter-

section because X is compact. I.e. s1 n S2 ¥ ~. 
Finally we have to show that the map M ......,_Ji (to be denoted by 

-1 + h: AS(X)-+ AT(x)) is a homeomorphism, i.e. is 1-1, onto, h T is closed 
for each T E T and h(S+) is closed for each S E S. 
his 1-1: If M ¥Nin AS(X), then Mu N is not linked (cf. I.1.2), so 

M_ ¥ !Y.. 
h is onto: If M E AT(X) and N = M n S, then we claim that N is maximally 
linked. Suppose S E S\M. Then 3S' c S (nS') E M and (nS') n S ~ ~. 

Because S is compact 3S1,. .. ,Sn E S' s1 n ... Sn n S =~.Clearly 



(nS') c s1 n ... Sn E M n S = N, so N u {S} is not linked. 
his continuous. If TE T, say S' c Sand T = nS', then 
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-1 + Inclusion is obvious_, so suppose M E A.(S)\h (T ) . Then apparently 38' E M 
® -1 + S' n T =~.Because S'is compact 38 ES' Sn S' =~.I.e. M ~ h (S ). 

h- 1 is continuous. If S E S, then obviously 

+ (where the first is taken in A.(S) and the second in A.(T)), because 
VM E A.(S) M = h(M) n S. 

From the above proof it is clear that we may sharpen II.5.6 as follows: 

II.5.7. COROLLARY 1 

If S is a T1-subbase for the space X and T satisfies 

(i) S c T c S11 

(ii) VT E T\S38 T c S and S is corrrpact and 
(iii) ifrET\S3S 1,82 E:S383 E:S Tc: s1 n 82 ~Tc 83 c 81 n 82 

then the map 

Mi-+MnS 

is a homeomorphism that commutes with the embeddings of X. 

The following corollary applies e.g. to the case X compact, T2 and 
S Z is the family of all zerosets of X. 

II.5.8, COROLLARY 2 

If X is corrrpact, S = s® = S\fJ , and T is any family of closed sets 
containing S then the maps 

M >--+Mn Tt-+M n S 
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are homeomorphisms that aommute with the embeddings of X. 

Here the compactness of X is essential. We give two examples: 

First let X be a (non-compact) Tychonoff-space which is not normal, and 
Z the family of all zerosets of X, and G = Zn the family of all closed sub
sets of X. Then, by'II.5.4 and II.4.4.i: 

while 

is not even Hausdorff (see II.3.4.iii and c.f. II.4.2) 

Secondly we show that even if X =Wand S = Pf(W) u Pcof(W), a normal 
T1-subbase, then an mls Min Sneed not be a pre-mls in sn. Put 
M = P f(W) E A(S). Then any of the 2.£ free maximal centered systems in . co 
P(W) is an mls in P(ITT) and contains M. 

From II.4.5 we know that for all T1-spaces, compact and non-compact, 
we have: 

If S c T are two T1-subbases for X, and S is normal, then the map 

f(M) = M n S 

is a continuous surjective extension of idi(X)' 
We now define: 

If T1 and T2 are two families of subsets of a set X, then T1 is normally 
sareening T2 iff 

t/J= 

x and 

II.5.9. REMARKS 

(i) S normally screens S iff S is a normal family. 

(ii) The family Z of zerosets of X normally screens the family of all 
closed sets G iff X is normal. 

(iii) If Sc S' c T and S normally screens T then 



S and T are normal, 

S normally screens S', and 

S' normally screens T. 

(iv) If S c Tare subbases for the T1-space X and S normally screens T, 
then, by (iii) & De Groot-Aarts' characterization II.3.5, X is com
pletely regular. Moreover, by Zorn's lemma, there is a maximal sub
base T', containing T, which is normally screened by S. 

Both theorem II.5.6 and the following theorem mention conditions on 
two subbases S c T for a T1-space X of a certain class, such that ATX and 
ASX are homeomorphic under the canonical map 
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While II.5.6 applies to compact T1-spaces and has an algebraic condition on 
S, viz. S = s® , the next theorem applies to all T3 ~-spaces and uses the 
more geometric condition of normal screening. 

II.5.10. THEOREM 

If S c T are T1-subbases for X and S noT'l7laZZy screens T, then the map 

is a homeomorphism, that commutes with the embeddings of X. Moreover As(X) 
and Ay(X) are Hausdorff and X is compZeteZy regular. 

PROOF 

The last part of the theorem follows from II.5.9.iv. Define 
f: Ay(X) + P(S) by f(M) =Mn S. We claim that f: Ay(X) + AS(X), i.e. 
M n SE A(S) if ME A(T). Clearly M n Sis linked, suppose S E S\M. Then 
3T E M S n T = ~- Because S normally screens T, and S,T E T :JS' ,T' E S 

S' u T' = X 

and 

s n S' = T n T' = ~. 

Clearly T' ~ M, so S' E M n S, and M u {S} is not linked. 
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Next we claim that each M E >.(S) is a pre-mls in T; this shows that f 
is bijective. Suppose T,T' ET both meet all SE ME >.(S), but T n T' = ~. 
Because S normally screens T, 

38,8 1 E S S u S' x 

S n T S' n T' = ~. 

At least one of S and S' belongs to M. Contradiction. 
Because >-sX and t.TX are compact Hausdorff there only remains to observe 

that f is continuous. This is trivial because VS ES f- 1(8) = S+ = 
{Mt:>.(T) I St:M}. 

II. 5. 11. 

An analogous result is obtained for Ss(X) and ST(X) if we start from 
II.4.6, and replace "normal screening" by the weaker condition of "weakly 
normal screening", which is defined next. The simple proofs are omitted 
because of their resemblance to the above. If T1 and T2 are two families of 
subsets of a set X then T1 is weakly normally screening T2 if for every 
two disjoin T' ,T" E T2 , there exist finitely many T1 , ... ,Tn e: T1 covering 
X, none of which meets both T' and T". 

II.5.12. REMARKS (Analogous to II.5.9) 

(i) S weakly normally screens S iff S is weakly normal. 

(ii) If S weakly normally screens T, then :J!I normally screens T. 

(iii) If S c S' c T and S weakly normally screens T then S also does so with 
s•' and s• with T. 

(iv) If S c Tare subbases for the T1-space X, and S weakly normally 
screens T, then (by (iii) and II.3.5) X is completely regular. More
over, by Zorn's lemma, there is a maximal, closed subbase T1 con
taining T which is weakly normally screened by S. 

II. 5. 13. THEOREM 

If S c T are T1-subbases for X and S weakly normally screens T, then 
the map 



is a homeomorphism that commutes with the embeddings of x. Moreover Sr(X) 
and Ss(X) are Hausdorff and X is completely regular. 

Ir.5.14. 
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The next focus of interest is the relation between the closure of i(S) 

in As(X), i(S)-, and s+, or rather s+ n i(X)- = s+ n Ss(X), for s ES. 

Clearly 

E.g. II.5.3-S2 and the following example show that even if S satisfies very 

riice conditions, then equality need not hold. 

EXAMPLE ( Cf. [ 7 ] , ex. 4 , p. 1 04) • 

Let x =IN, s = Pf(IN) u {AEPcoflN I 1EA or 2EA}. Then s = s© and s lS a 

normal base for the closed sets of N with the discrete topology. 

The only free maximal centered system in Sis S\Pf(IN), because a free 

maximal centered system never contains finite sets. By II.5.2 the only prime 

mls (= mls in SsX) is S\Pf(IN) = (S\Pf!N) u {AEPfN I {1,2}cA}. Na.me this mls 

M00 , and identify IN with i(IN), then 

{ 1 , 2} - = { 1 , 2} ~ { 1 , 2} + = { 1 , 2 ,M ,) • 

As immediate consequence of II.5,5 we have 

II.5.15 PROPOSITION 

ff) . 
If S = S , then vs E S 

The following proposition gives a necessary and sufficient but rather 

complicated condition for a SES to satisfy i(S)- = S+ n Ss(X). The 

trivial proof is omitted. 
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II.5.16. PROPOSITION 

For S E S (S)- = S+ n Ss(X) iff for each finite cover, 
S c s1 u Sn, of S by elements of S, and for each prime mls M, 
s E M = 3i s. E M. 

l 

If we consider the superextension of AS(X) with respect to {S+ I SES} 
then this is (canonically homeomorphic to) As(X) again, because this is a 
binary subbase (cf. II.2.3). Also the superextension of Ss(X) with respect 
to {S+nss(X) I SES} is easily seen to be homeomorphic to \S(X) under the 
canonical map 

This shows 

II. 5 . 17 . THEOREM 

Every superextension of X can be regarded as the superextension of a 
corrrpactification of X, viz. 

where 

II.6. SUPEREXTENSIONS AND GRAPHS 

II.6.1. 

Several problems and results can be clarified.by replacing the sub
base S by the graph that is its nerve. Then mls's in S correspond to com
plete subgraphs of the nerve and for S E S (a point in the graph) S+ is the 
family of all complete subgraphs that contain S. However if S is not closed 
under suitable algebraic operations, then it seems hard to re-obtain from 
the nerve information about inclusion, intersections and unions of elements 
of S. 

A short sketch of the framework of this translation is presented in 
this section. 



II.6.2. 

DEFINITIONS 

A graph is a.n ordered pair (V,S) that satisfies: 

( i) V is a set, the .elements of which are called vertices, 
(ii) S is a set of two element subsets of V, whose elements are called 

sides. 

The two vertices that belong to a side are called the endpoints of this 
side. 

If no confusion is likely then we may write V for the pair (V,S). 
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If' T is any family of sets then nerve T is defined as a graph whose vertices 
represent the elements T E T, and whose sides correspond to those two 
element sets {T,T'} c T for which T n T' # ~. 
A.graph (V,S) is corrrplete if S {{p,q} I p,qEV, p#q}. A graph (V,S) is a 
subgraph of a graph (V',S') if V c V' and Sc S'. If (V,S) is a graph and 
p E V then we define 

+ p = {(V' ,S') (V' ,S') is a maximal complete subgraph 
of (V,S) and pEV'}. 

The superextension of a graph (V,S), denoted by 

t.(V,S) 

is the topological space, the points of which are the maximal complete sub
graphs of (V,S), and for which a subbase for the closed sets is given by 

A graph (V,S) is normal if for any p,q E V 

such that 

{p,p'} .j: s 

{q,q'} ~ s 

{p,q} .j: S implies 3p' ,q' E V 

and every maximal complete subgraph contains p' or contains q'. 

II.6.3. REMARK 

In defining notions corresponding to normality and primeness one prob
lem is, that it is impossible to tell from the nerve of S whether or not acer-
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tain finite subfamily of S covers uS = X. E.g. if S is a T1-subbase for a 

space X and Ss(X) ~ AS(X), then we may choose ME Af(S)\Ss(X) and 

s1 , ••• ,Sn ES such that s1, ••• ,Sn 4 M but X c s1 u ... Sn. So 

3T1 , ••. ,Tn EM Tin Si=~. i = 1, ••• ,n. Now adjoin one isolated point 
p to X: 

y x u {p} 

and put 

s• = (S\M) u {Su{p} I SEM}. 

Then S' is a T1-subbase for the T1-space Y, and nerve S' nerve S. However 
s1 , ••• ,Sn ES n S' cover X but do not cover Y. 

If S satisfies the condition (called strongly T1 ) Vp EX 

~s 1 , ... ,sn ES p 4 s 1 u ... Sn~ 3T ES p ET c X\(s 1u ... sn) 
then 

vs1, ... ,sn Es (s 1 
side to some Si). 

u ... s n 
X iff each point of nerve S is connected by a 

This leads to the following definition: 

A set V' of vertices is prime in a graph (V,S) if for each finite number of 
vertices p1 , ••. ,pn E V (VrEV 3iE{1, ... ,n} {pi,r}ES) :==:> 3i E {1, •.. ,n} 

pi E V' 

II.6.4. PROPOSITION 

(i) If S contains all singletons of X or S is a T1-subbase and S :Ji1', 
then S is strongly T1• 

(ii) If S is a strongly T1-subbase for X then the prime maximal complete 
subgraphs of S correspond to the prime mls's in S i.e. to Ss(X), More
over each side of (V,S) is contained in a prime maximal complete sub
graph. 

II.6.5. PROPOSITION 

Let S be a T1-subbase for a T1-space X and i(X) c Y c AS(X), 

S(Y) = {S+nY I SES}. If (V,S) is the nerve of X and (VY,SY) the nerve of 
S(Y), then A(V,S), A(VY,SY), AS(X) and AS(Y)(Y) are canonically homeomor
phic. (Also S(Y) is a T1-subbase for Y). 



rr.6.6. PROPOSITION 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

If (V,S) is a graph, then 
A(V,S) is a supercompact T1-space, 
{p+ j pEV} is a binary, closed T1-subbase for A(V,S), 
nerve {p+ J PEV} = (V,S), 

if (V,S) is a normal graph, then A(V,S) is Hausdorff. 

The simple proofs of II.6.4-6 are omitted. 

II. 6. 7. EXAMPLES 

(i) Consider the nerve of the family of proper subsets of {1,2,3}: 

1,3 

The maximal complete subgraphs are 

1,3 2,3 

\ 
1,~~.3 

3 

1,2 
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(ii) Consider the AP{ 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5L If an mls contains a four-point-set as 
minimal set·, then it is of type (5,4) as is easily seen. So all other 
free mls's only have two- and three-point-sets for minimal sets. Con
sider the dual graph of the nerve of the family of two- and three
point-sets in {1,2,3,4,5}, i.e. the graph with the same vertices, but 
the complementary family of sides 
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123 

235 124 

45 

234 
125 

134 135 

145 

In this graph mls's correspond to maximal sets of (pairwise) unconnected 
vertices. It is easy to see that (up to symmetry) there are five types: 
the mls's of type (4,1), 

the (one) mls of type (5,1) which consists of all three-element-sets, and 

corresponding to the fixed mls i(1) 
( type ( 1 , 1 ) ) 



M 

M 

M 

M 

M M 

M 

corresponding to the pre-mls 

{{1,2},{1,3},{2,3}}, of type (3,1) 

(vertices corresponding to minimal 

sets are indicated by M) 

corresponding to type (5,3) 

corresponding to type (5,2) 
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CHAPTER III MORE TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF SUPEREXTENSIONS 

Si les plats que je vous offre sont 

mal prepares, c'est moins la faute 

demon cuisinier, que celle de 

la chemie, qui est encore dans 

l'enfance. 

(La Rotisserie de la reine 

Pedauque - Anatole France) 

In this chapter the investigation is continued of the superextensions 
ASX of a T1-space X relative a T1-subbase S. First we are concerned with 
"cardinal functions", viz. weight and dimension (in section one) and density 
a'nd the Suslin number (in section three). Here separability is equivalent 
to countable density. With the exception of the dimension these cardinal 
functions are the same for ASX and X under certain mild conditions. The 
dimension of ASX is, roughly speaking, mostly either zero or strongly in
finite (see III.1.4 and V.1). Other topological invariants that are dis
cussed are: connectedness and contractibility. The two main theorems of this 
chapter deal with these properties. Let us for simplicity only mention the 
results for AX, the superextension with respect to all closed sets. First, 
after a development of the necessary machinery in section two, we prove in 
III.4.1 that AX is connected and locally connected if and only if X is 
connected. Secondly for a class of (pseudo) compact, connected spaces, in
cluding all finite polyhedra, AX is shown to be contractible (III.4.3). 

III.1. WEIGHT AND DIMENSION 

III.1.1. DEFINITIONS 

The weight of X, w(X) is the minimal cardinality of a (sub)base of x. 
X is a-dimensional if X has a (sub)base of sets that are both open and 
closed. (Hence X is T3 ~). 
X is strongly a-dimensional if for each closed G c X and each open 0 c X 
with G c O, there exists an open-and-closed L c X such that G c L c 0. 
X is ?,)-dimensional if X is T3;, but not a 0-dimensional. 
X is strongly co-dimensional if X is T3 ~, but not the union of countably 
many 0-dimensional subsets. 



III. 1. 2. THEOREM ( G.A. JENSEN, [ 9]) 

If X is corrrpact, Hausdorff. and. S is either a normal T1-subbase or 
s stfJ = s®. then 

w(X) w(AX). 

PROOF 

First we show that w(X) w(AX). Let B = rfJ be an open base for X of 
cardinality w(X). Then for M ~ N, mls's in AX, there exist SE M, TEN 
with S n T = ~. By the compactness of X 3U,V E B S c U, T c V and 
Un V = ~. (because B = rfJ). So if {O+ I OEB} is taken as open subbase for 
AX, then it induces a Hausdorff topology which clearly is contained in 
(= weaker than) the superextension topology. So these topologies coincide, 
i.e. {O+ I OEB} is an open subbase for AX, and consequently w(AX) < w(X). 

If Sis a normal T1-subbase or S = fff1= s®, then AS(X) is a (:losed, 
continuous) image of AX (by II.4.5 CORO 1) or ASX is homeomorphic to AX 
respectively (by II.5.8). Hence w(ASX) = w(AX). 

III.1.3. COROLLARY 

If X is a T1-space and S is a normal T1-subbase then 
w( ASX) = w( SsX). 

PROOF 

SsX is a Hausdorff quotient of the closure of i(X) in A(X) by II.4.6 
CORO, and AS= AS,SSX by II.5.17. 

III.1 .4. REMARKS 
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(i) Theorem III.1.2 has no obvious equivalent for local weight - just as in 
the case of the hyperspace-. This is shown in V.1, by the example of 
the superextension of the Alexandroff double of a circle. 

(ii) It is easily seen that compactness is essential, e.g. the superexten
sion of the natural numbers,~. contains their Cech-Stone compactifi
cation, SN. 
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III.1.4. THEOREM (Cf. G.A. Jensen [ 9]) 

(a) If X is a-dimensional and S is a subbase consisting of elosed-and
open sets, and S E S =:::. (X\S) E S, then AS(X) is a-dimensional. 

(b) AX is a-dimensional iff X is strongly a-dimensional. 

(c) If X contains an interval then AX is strongly ""-dimensional. 

REMARKS 

(i) Theorems II.5.6 - II.5.13 combined with (a) and (b) above imply 
0-dimensionality for a number of superextensions Ay(X), for different 
T1-subbases T, by showing that Ay(X) is homeomorphic to AS(X) or AX 
above. 

(ii) In IV we will see that for a compact, metrizable space X, AX is either 
0-dimensional (if X is) or else strongly oo-dimensional. 

PROOF 

(a) By II.1.6 {(X\S)+ I SES} is an open subbase for ASX. However for SES 
also (X\S) E S, and so (X\S)+ is open-and-closed. 

(b) If-part. If Sis the family of all open-and-closed sets, then S normally 
screens the family of all closed sets because X is strongly 0-dimen
sional. By (a) AS(X) is 0-dimensional and by II.5.10 AS(X) and AX 
are homeomorphic. 

Only-if-part. If AX is 0-dimensional, and hence Hausdorff, then X is 
~ normal and the closure of X is the Cech-Stone sx. So SX is 0-dimen-

sional and hence X is strongly 0-dimensional. (Of course a simple 
direct proof also exists.) 

(c) Assume [-1,1] c X. We define a pre-mls Min P(Z) as we did in I.1.8.d: 

M {{-n,0,1,2, •.. ,n-1} I nE~} u 

u {{-1,-2,-3, •.• ,-n,n} I nEW} u 

u {{0,1,2,3, ... }}. 

Observe that 



Choose for n < O, disjoint, non-degenerate, closed intervals Jn in 
[-1,0). We will define a 1-1, continuous f: TI{J I n<O} +AX which 

n 
shows that AX contains a copy of the Hilbertcube and thus is strongly 
00-dimensional. This map is obtained by defining an mls in AX, defined 
on {. .. ,p_2 ,p_1 ,0,1,1/2,1/3, ••• } of the same type as M, and "letting 
the points p r;am a li tttle rn J " (for n<O). We define for n n 
p= (p) E TI{J I n<O}: n n n 

g : z + [-1,1] p 

by 

= { ::k 
if k > O, 

g (k) if k < o, and p 

(or anything else) if k 0 

and further f(p) ={BEG I g- 1(S)EM}. 
p -
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(In the terminology of II.4.5 f(p) g (M), cf. I.2.7 or III.2.2). It p-
is easily seen that f(p) E AX and f is 1-1. Notice that SE f(p) either 
contains a finite set (viz. {p ,1,1/2,1/3, ... ,1/(n-1)} or n 
{p 1 ,p2 ,p3 , .•. ,pn,1/n} for some nEN), or contains gp{1,2,3, ... }- = 

{0,1,1/2,1/3, ... }. For the proof of the continuity off, assume 
0 E 0 and 

+ f(p) E 0. , 

Then, by(*), 38 E (f(p))MIN Sc O. 
+ Now if S = {0,1,1/2,1/3, ••. } then f(p) E 0 for all p, and else Sis 

finite. In the latter case 

-1 . 
n{rr. (OnJ.) I p.ES and i<O} 

l l l 

(where rr.: TI{J J n<O} + J. is the projection map), is an open neigh-1 n i . . + bourhood of p that is mapped by f into O 

III.2. MAPPING PRODUCTS AND HYPERSPACES INTO ASX 

III.2.1. 

The following condition is presupposed throughout the following three 
sections in order to apply some results of I.2. Roughly stated it guarantees 
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the existence of enough fmls 1 s. 

In III.2,3,4 THE SUBBASE S CONTAINS ALL FINITE SUBSETS OF X. IN FORMULA 

III.2.2. 

Suppose Mc P{1, ... ,n} is an mls and (x1 , ... ,xn) E Xn is a finite 
sequence of n, not necessarily different points in X. Then 

is a pre-mls in S. Indeed, this 

meets all {x. I jES} for S E M, 
J 

h~nce T1 EM. Now {x. I iET'} c 
1 

family obviously is linked, and if T E S 
then T' = {i I x.ET} meets all S E M, and 

1 

T. We define fmls (M,x1 , ••• ,xn) in ASX by: 

(i) (M,x 1 ,. • .,x) = {{x. I jES} I SeM} ={TES I {j I x.ET}EM}. n J J 

Observe that if we let f: { 1, ••• ,n} -+ {x1 , ••• ,xn} be the "index map": 
f( i) xi , then 

(ii) (M,x 1 ,. •• ,xn) = f(M) 

where f is defined as in r.2.7. However, here we are more interested in 
keeping M fixed, and varying x1 , ••• ,xn. So we define 

(iii) 

by 

From I.2.7 we see that 

(iv) Image fM = {NEASX I N is an fmls and type N .:_type M}. 

Moreover if Mis minimally defined on {1, ... ,n} then 

(v) type (M) =type ((M,x1, ... ,xn)) iff x1 , ... ,xn are 
pairwise different. 

The next proposition, III.2.5, claims that this map is continuous - if Xn 
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is endowed with the product topology -. Moreover, as intuitively is clear, 

fM is a local homeomorphism in each point (x1 , ..• ,xn) E Xn for which all xi 
are different, i.e. on a dense subset, at least if X is Hausdorff. However 
if not all x. are different and {x 1 , ••• ,x} = {y 1, ... ,y} then (M,x 1 , ••• ,x) 

1 n n n 
and (M,y 1 , ••• ,yn) may or may not be equal, depending on the type of M. From. 
the scheme in I.2.10.we may read of, for n .::_ 6, some of the identifications 

that the map fM: ~ + ASX makes. This scheme also illustrates clearly how 
n th much more complicated the image of X is, then e.g. the n symmetrical 

product of X. Because of the importance of the construction of (M,x1, ... ,xn) 

first two examples are presented. 

III.2.3. EXAMPLE 

Let X = R be the real line and S 
in R. Let 

M {{1,2},{1,3},{2,3}} E AIR 

and 

G the family of all closed subsets 

(type M type ( 3, 1 ) ) 

N {{2,3,4},{1,2},{1,3},{1,4}} E AR (type N type ( 4, 1 ) ) 

{SES I S contains x. for at least two iE{1,2,3}} 
1 

If xi = xj for i # j then fM((x 1,x2 ,x3 )) is the fixed mls with intersection 
xj. Moreover fM maps {(x1 ,x2 ,x3 ) E lR3 I x 1<x2<x3} homeomorphically and 
densely into the image fM(IB3), So fM I {(x1 ,x2 ,x3 )ER3 I x 1.::_x2,::.x3} is irre
ducible. We will show that 

this fM is not a quotientmap. 

3 Put G = {(x,y,z)EIB 

embedding. Now 

xy=1 and z=O}. Recall that i: R + AIB is the canonical 

is a neighborhoodbasis of i(O) in AIR. For each E: > O, we can find an 
1 (x,-,0) E G such that x 

{0,1/x} c (-£,E), 
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whence 

+ fM((x,1/x,O)) E (-£,e:) • 

This shows that 

Because G is closed in IB3 and fM 1fMG is a finite union of three isometric 
-1 3 copies of G, fM fMG is also closed in R • However fMG is not closed in 

f~3 , so fM is not a quotient map. 

The structure of N is less symmetric than the structure of M. We have: 

i(x1 ) if x 1 = xi for some i E {2,3,4} 

X· 
3 

i(x2 ) if x2 = x3 = x4 

{SES I s~{x2,x3,x4} or 

(x1ES and {x2 ,x3 ,x4} S#0)} 

different. 

if all x. are 
l 

4 Thus fN cannot be factored over the fourth symmetrical product of ffi because 
e.g. 

III.2.4. LEMMA 

The function fM: Xn +ASX defined in III.2.2 satisfies 

(a) If A c X then 

h n • h .th · t · ) (were ni: X + X ~s t e ~ proJec ~on map . 

(b) If A1, ... ,An c X then 



(c) If A1 , ••• ,An c X are disjoint a:nd Mis an n-mls, then 

(i) 

a:nd 

n ( u A.)+ n /.f(S) c {NE!.f(S) I type M .::_type N} 
8EM iE8 1 

(ii) fM I A1 x ••• An is 1-1 a:nd has the following image: 

n (u A.)+n!.(S). 
8EM iE8 1 n 

PROOF 

(a) The following equivalences hold: 

= 38 E M {x. I iE8} c A = 
1 

= 38 E M (x1 , ••• ,x ) E n{1!:- 1A I iE8}. n 1 

(b) If (a1 , ••• ,an) E A1 x ••• An and 8 EM then 

so 

(c) (i) Let g: A1 u •.• An~ {1, ... ,n} be defined by 

g(a) i if a E A •• 
1 

If NE n (.u A.)+ n Af(S) then g(N) is defined in r.2.7 by 8EM 1E8 1 

I -1 g(N) = {Sc{1, ... ,n} g (S)EN} 

and we have: type g(N) ~type N. 
Obviously g(N) = M. 

(c) (ii) Injectivity. Suppose (a1 , ... ,an),(a;, ... ,a~) E A1 x ... An and 
fM((a1 , ... ,an)) = fM((a;, ... ,a~)). Then this mls is an n-mls (by III.2.2.v) 
and its smallest defining set is {a1 , ... ,a } = {a11 , ••• ,a'}. Because the A. n n 1 
are disjoint, this implies {a.}= A. n {a1, ... ,a} =A. n {a1• , ... ,a'}= 1 1 n 1 n 
'"{a!}, (i=1, ... ,n). Moreover fM((a 1, ... ,a )) E nM (.u A.)+ by (b). 1 n SE 1ES 1 
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Surjectivity. Suppose NE nM (~u A.)+ n \ (S). Then by (i) 
SE lES 1 n 

type (M) .::_type (N) and because both are n-mls's, even type (M) = type (N) 
must hold. Suppose N is minimally defined on {x1, ... ,xn}. First we claim 

that A. n {x 1 , •.. ,x} #~(and hence= a singleton) for each j = 1, •.. ,n. 
J n 

Choose S,T E M such that S n T = {j}, which is possible because M is mini-

mally defined on {1,;,,,n}. Then because 

N E (u{A. J iES})+ n (u{A. I iET} i+, 
1 1 

we obtain: 

and 

N c u{A. I iES}, N' E u{A. iET}. 
l 1 

So 

~ # l'l n N' c u{A. J iES} n u{A. J iET} = A., 
1 1 J 

which proves our claim. Now re-index (x1 , ••• ,xn) in such a way that 

x. E A. 
l l 

(i=1, ... ,n). 

or equivalently {x. I iES }E N for each S E M. This is trivial because 
l 

1. N is defined on x1, ... ,xn 

2. NE (u{Ai J iES})+ for each SE M. 
3. (u{A. J iES}) n {x1, ... ,x} = {x. J iES}. 

1 n i 

III.2.5. PROPOSITION 

If ME \P{1, ... ,n} and fM: Xn + \s(X) is defined (as in III.2.2) by 

then 

(a) fM is aontinuous 

(b) Image fM = {NE\f(S) J type N <type M}. 

If X is Hausdorff, then moreover 



( c) Image f M is closed in the subspciae A. f ( S). 

(d) fM is a loaal homeomorphism in eaah point (x1, ... ,xn) E Xn for whiah 
all x. are different, if M is an n-mls. l 

As an immediate consequence of (b) and (c) we may observe the follow-
ing: 

COROLLARY 

If X is Hausdorff, then the following sets are alosed in the subspaae 
>..f(S) of A.s(x): 

(i) A. (S) for any n E ~, n 

(ii) {NEA.f(S) I type N .::._type M} for every ME A.f(S). 

PROOF 

(a) follows from III.2.4.a. 

(b) was observed in III.2.2.v. 
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(c) Let NE A.f(S)\Image fM. Suppose N is minimally defined on x1, ... ,xk and 
A1 , •.. ,~are pairwise disjoint open neighbourhoods of x 1, ... ,xk 
respectively. Then by III.2.4.c(i) the following neighbourhood of 

n{(.u A.)+ I SENMIN} 
1€8 l 

contains only mls's of type > type N, and hence no mls's of 
type .::._ type M. 

(d) If (x1, •.. ,xn) E Xn and all xi are different and X is Hausdorff, then 
we may choose pairwise disjoint open neighbourhoods Oi of xi, i=1, ... ,n. 
By III.2.4.c ·fM I o 1 x ••• On is 1-1 and continuous. Moreover for any 
basic open set u1 x ••• Un in o 1 x ••• On' again by III.2.4.c 

lS a basic, relatively open set in fM(o 1x ••• On). Hence 
fM I o, x ... on is a homeomorphism. 

III.2.6. PROPOSITION 

Let g: A.f(S) x A.f(S) x A.f(S) 7 P(S) be defined (as in I.1.3.e) by 
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g(M,N,P) = (MnN) u (NnP) u (PnM) 

Then (i) if M = P, then g(M,N,P) = M 

PROOF 

(ii) Image g Af(S) 

(iii) g I {M} x {N} x Af(S) is a retraction 

Af(S) + n{S+ J SEMnN} n Af(S) 

(iv) g: Af(S) 3 + Af(S) is a continuous surjection 

(v) + if M,N E A1 n 

+ + g(M,N,P) E A1 n ... 1\:· 

(i) is trivial and shows the ~-part of (ii). For the c-part of (ii), sup
pose that (M,N,P) E Af(S) 3 and that M, N and P are defined on the 
finite sets M, N and P respectively. Consequently 

vs € g(M,N,P) 3T E g(M,N,P) Tc Sn (MUNUP). 

Moreover we claim that 

(*) VT c Mu Nu P either TE g(M,N,P) or (MuNuP)\T E g(M,N,P). 

From these two formula's together with I.2.2.iv one easily deduces 
that g(M,N,P) E Af(S). Proof of*: let Tc Mu Nu P. If T belongs to 
at least two of M, N and P then TE g(M,N,P) and we are done. So sup
pose T ~ M and T 4 N. I.e. (M\T) E M and (N\T) E N and so (MuNuP)\T E 
EM n N c g(M,N,P). 

(iii) Continuity .follows from (iv). If PE Af(S) then obviously 
Mn N c g(M,N,P), so g(M,N,P) E n{S+ I SEMnN}. If PE n{S+ I SEMnN}, 
then P ~ M n N, so 

g(M,N,P) = (MnN) u (NnP) u (MnP) c P, 

and hence g(M,N,P) = P. 

(iv) Continuity follows immediately from the trivial formula 

VS E S 



(v) + + If M,N E A1 n ···~then there exist finite sets Si EM, Ti EN such 
that Sic Ai and Tic Ai' i = 1, ... ,k. So 

i.e. 

g(M,N,P) 3 s. u T. c A. 
l. l. l. 

+ g(M,N,P) E A. 
l. 

III.2.7. PROPOSITION 

(i=1, ... ,k) 

(i=1, ... ,k). 

If M E "rn(S) and M' E "rn• (S), A1,. • .,~ c X and M,M' E A~ n •.• ~ 
then there is a continuous map 

that contains both M and M• in its image. 

REMARK 
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If X is not connected then this is a triviality, but if X is connected 
it will turn out to be very powerful. 

PROOF 

By I.2.9.d there exists an rnls N defined on {1,2, ... ,rnrn'} and points 
' ' (x 1, ..• ,Xrnrn 1 ) E mm and (x;, •.. ,xi:uu,) E mm SUCh that (for def, See 

III.2.2) 

and 

Now define f: mm' + 1'f(S) as follows: 

f((y 1, ••. ,yrn:m,)) = g(M,M 1 ,(N,y1, ... ,yrnrn,)) 

where g is defined as in III.2.6. The required properties off immediately 
follow from III.2.6 and III.2.5. 

III.2.8. HYPERSPACES OF PROPER CLOSED SUBSETS OF X IN 1'X. 

First recall the definition of the hyperspace H(Y) of a topological 
space Y (cf. e.g. [14] ): 



the underlying set is H(Y) = {GcY I G is closed, G~©} and a basis for 
the open sets consists of all sets 

•.. GnO ;if0} 
n for 0 1, ... ,0n open in Y. 

Next recall the mls defined in I.1.3.d: if GE H(X) (i.e. GE G and 
G ~ 0) and p E X then 

M(p,G) = {SEG I GcS or (GnS;i0 and pES)} 

is an mls, i.e. M(p,G) E AX. This defines a map f: X x H(X) +AX which will 
be shown to be continuous. Unfortunately, if p E G then f is not 1-1: 

M(p,G) = i(p). 

However if p 4 G then the map f is a local homeomorphism in (p,G), at least 
if X is regular: 

PROPOSITION 

If f: X x H(X) + AX is defined (as above) by 

f(p,G) = {G,{p,q} I qEG} 

then f is continuous. Moreover for each two disjoint closed subsets Y and Z 
of X 

f I y x H(Z) 

is an embedding. 

PROOF 

+ Suppose 0 c X is open and f(p,G) E 0 . Then {p,q} c 0 for some q E G, 
or G c O. In the former case 0 x <0,X> is a neighborhood of (p,G) that is 
mapped by f into O+. In the latter X x <O> plays this role. 

0 x 

more 

that 

Finally let Y and Z be disjoint closed subsets of X. Suppose 
<01 , ... ,0n> n Y x H(Z) is a basic open set in Y x H(Z). We may further
assume that 0 n Z = 0 and (o 1u ... On) n Y = 0. Then it is easily seen 

+ + + f(Ox<0 1, .. .,0n>nYxH(Z)) = f(YxH(Z)) n (ouo 1) n ... (OuOn) n (o 1u ... On). 
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which shows that f is relatively open. As it is trivial that f I Y x H(Z) is 
1-1, this completes the proof. 

III.3. FMLS'S, DENSE SUBSETS AND THE CELLULARITY NUMBER 

As in the previous section we assume that Pf(X) c S. 

III. 3. 1 . LEMMA 

If B. c X, i 
+ l + 

M E B1 n ••• Bk. 

1, ... ,k and {B 1, .. .,Bk} is linked then 3M E t.f(S), 

PROOF 

For i,j 1, ... ,k choose 

b .. b .. EB.nB .. 
J l lJ l J 

Put B. = {bi 1 •.•. ,bik}. Then {~1, ••• '~k} is a linked family of finite sets. -1 

Let M be any mls in P{b .. I i ,j=1 .... ,k} containing {:§., •..• ,;§_k} . Then lJ 
M E !.f(S) 

+ + n B1 n Bk. 

III.3.2. COROLLARY 1 

PROOF 

+ Let o1 n ••• O+ be a basic open 
m 

+ + neighbourhood of NE A1 n ••• An. Then 
apply III.3.1. to {O.,A. I i,j}. 

l J 

III.3.3. COROLLARY 2 

If D c X is dense, then {ME!.f(S) I Mis defined on D} is dense in !.SX. 

PROOF 

+ 
If o1 n 

family {OinD 

A1 u ••• An. 

..• O+ is a basic open set, then apply III.3.1 to the linked n 
I i=1, •.. ,n}, and observe that in III.3.1 Mis defined on 



III.3.4. THEOREM 

If S is a closed subbase for the T1-space X, and S contains all finite 
subsets of X then 

PROOF 

Apply III.3.1 to a basic open set, i.e. X\Bi ES for i 1 ' ..• ,k. 

III.3,5, DEFINITION 

The density of X, d(X), is the minimal cardinality of a dense subspace 
of X. 

THEOREM 

If S is a closed subbase for the T1-space X and S contains all finite 
subsets of X, then 

In particular AS(X) is separable iff X is separable. 

PROOF 

Because for any infinite set Ac X, there are card A many fmls's 
defined on A, III.3.5 follows immediately from III.3.3. 

III.3.6. PROPOSITION 

A subset A of a T1-space X is nowhere dense in X iff A+ is nowhere 
dense in AX. 

( Cf. V. 2. 1 ) . 

PROOF 

+ + . Only if. Let 0. be open in X, i = 1, ... ,n, and assume o1 n •.. 0 is a i n non-empty (basic open) set in AX. For each i,j = 1, ... ,n put 0 .. = 0. n 0. n 
lJ l J n (X\A-). Then Oij is non-empty and open in X. Put Ui =Oil u ••• Oin' It 
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follows easily that {U1 , ..• ,Un} is linked, i.e. 

If. Suppose A is not nowhere dense in X, i.e. O c (A-), for some non-
+ + empty open subset 0 of X. We will show that 0 c clAX(A ). 

Suppose MEO+ and O~ n ••• o: is a basic open neighbourhood of Min 
AX. Then {O,A,01, .•• ,0} is a linked family of subsets of X. Now by III.3;1 
A+ + + n no n ... o # ~. n n 

III.3.7. REMARK 

Especially lemma III.3.2 but also theorems III.3.4 and III.3.5 show 
how densely the fmls's are sawn in ASX. They are not only dense in ASX and 
consequently in any basic open set O~ n ••• O~ but even in any intersection 
of finitely many 'plusses' of arbitrary subsets of X. On the other hand 
this shows how 'large' these finite intersections of plusses of subsets of 
X are. Yet they are not so large that III.3.6 does not hold, and that, for 
normal X, AX is not Hausdorff, 

III.3.8. DEFINITION 

The ceZZuZarity number or SusZin number of X, c(X), is defined as the 
supremum of the cardinalities of families of pairwise disjoint open sets. 

REMARK 

It may be appropriate to mention some properties of c(X). For proofs 
or further references see e.g. [11]. 

(i) X is said to enjoy the SusZin-property iff c(X) = ;x0 • A SusZin con
tinuum is a linearly ordered compact, connected, non-separable space 
with the Suslin-property. 

(ii) It is consistent with the usual axioms of set-theory (e.g. with the 
Zermelo-Fraenkel-system + axiom of choice + general continuum hypo
thesis) to assume that there exists a Suslin-continuum. If C is any 
Suslin-continuum, then ('always') 

c(cxc) = >t1 > c(C) = ){0 . 



However it is also consistent to assume that no Suslin-continuum 
exists, or equivalently, that each linearly ordered, compact, con
nected space with the Suslin-property is homeomorphic to a closed 
interval of real numbers. 

(iii) If c(X) is a sipgular cardinal, then there is a family of pairwise 
disjoint open sets in X of cardinality c(X) (i.e. "sup= max"). 

THEOREM 

If S is a closed base for the infinite T2-space X and S contains all 
finite subsets of X, then 

PROOF 

c(X) .::_ c(>-sX) = sup{c(>.nS) I nEl'l} 

c(II{X I m:N}). 

Put c 1 = c(>-sX), c2 = sup{c(>.nS) I nEW}, c3 = sup{c(Xn) I nE~} and 
c4 = c(II{X I nEN}). It is known that c3 = c4, cf. [11] p.53. 

c < c . If A is a family of pairwise disjoint, open sets in X, then we may -=-1 
choose a non-empty basic open set X\S(A) c A for eac.h A E A (i.e. 
S(A) ES). Clearly {(X\S(A))+ I AEA} is a family of pairwise 
disjoint, open sets in '-s(X), of the same cardinality. 

c 1 :::_ c2 • Let A be a family of pairwise disjoint open subsets of >-s(X), and 
card A = m. Because each cardinal either is regular, or is a limit 
of regular cardinals (e.g. of successor cardinals), and because the 
case '-s(X) = 1('0 is trivial, we may assume that !!!. is an uncountable, 
regular cardinal. For each A E A we choose a finite number 
SAl ,sA2 , •.• ,SAn(A) ES such that 

~ f (X\SA1 )+ n ••• (X\SAn(A))+ c A. 

Because !!!. is uncountable and regular, we can find a natural number 
k such that the cardinality of A* =def {AEA I n(A)=k} is !!!.· Now 

is a family of cardinality!!!. of pairwise disjoint, non-empty, open 
sets in >-k(S). 
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c2 2_ c3 . By III.2.5.b An(S) is the continuous image of a finite topological 
sum (one for each different type of n-mls) of copies of Xn. Ob-
viously the Suslin number of this finite sum is the Suslin number of 
t1, and the Suslin number of a continuous image of a space Y is 
~ c(Y). 

c3 2- c2. X has at most c(X) many isolated points. If c(xk) = c(X) for all k, 
then trivially c3 2- c2. However if c(xk)>~>c(X) for some k, then 
there also is a disjoint, open family of card > m in the following 
open subset x* of xk, that is dense, except for isolated points: 

By methods analogous to the one in III.2.5 we can embed this set in 
A1 (S) for some 1 > k, and then construct a disjoint, open family of 
cardinality > m in this A1 (S). We omit the lengthy but elementary 
proof. 

III.4. CONNECTEDNESS AND CONTRACTIBILITY 

Two somewhat surprisingly nice properties of the superextension are 
shown in the results III.4.1 and III.4,3 of this section. 

III.4.1. THEOREM 

If X is a connected T1-space and S is a closed subbase for X which 
contains all finite subsets of X, then A~ is both connected and locally 
connected. 

PROOF 

We claim that for each finite number of arbitrary subsets A1, ..• ,An of 
A+ + . . . X 1 n ••• An is connected, which property suffices to prove the theorem. 

+ + If M,N E A1 n ... An 

image of ~ in A~ n 
. + + . in A1 n ••• An are in the 

' . + + fmls s in A1 n An are 

COROLLARY 

n A (S), then by III.2.7 there is a continuous m 
A+ which contains both M 

n + 
same component of A1 n 

and N. So each two fmls's 

A+. By III.3.2 the 
n . . + dense in this set, so A1 n A+ is connected. 

n 

If X is a connected T1-space (necessarily T3~J and S is a normal T1-
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subbase for X, then Aif is connected, locally connected, compact and 
Hausdorff. 

PROOF 

By II.4.5 CORO 1. AS(X) is a quotient of AX, so As(X) is connected and 
locally connected. Of course AS(X) is (super) compact (II.2.3) and Hausdorff 
( II.3. 2). 

III.4.2. THEOREM 

The superextension AX of X contains isolated points iff X does so. 

REMARK 

There exists a (weakly normal) T1-subbase S for the interval [0,1], 
such that AS[0,1] is the union of i[0,1] and one isolated point. See V.2.1. 

The above theorem is an immediate consequence of the following lemma: 

LEMMA 

An mls M E AX is an isolated point in AX iff M has a (minimal) defining 
set of finitely many isolated points in x. 

PROOF 

If-part. MMIN consists of finitely many, open-and-closed subsets of X. 
Hence 

is a basic open neighbourhood of M, which obviously contains no other mls's. 
Only-if-part. If M E AX is an isolated point, then M E AfX' because 

AfX is dense in AX (III.3.1). Let M be the minimal defining set of M, i.e. 
M = uMMIN' Suppose p E M is not an isolated point in X, then we will derive 
a contradiction, by showing that any basic open neighbourhood O~ n ... O~ 
of M, contains mls's, different from M. Indeed choose p .. =p .. €0.nO.nM\{p} 

Jl. 1.J 1. ,] for i,j = 1,.,. ,n. Then {{p .. I i} I j} is a linked system, and (by I.2.6) l.J 
this system is contained in some fmls M' , which is defined on {p. · I i ,j}. + + l.J Obviously M• E o1 n ••• On\{M}. 



III.4.3. LEMMA 

Let X be a T1-spaae for whiah there exists a aontinuous surjeative 

funation f: X ~ [0,1] suah that 

(i) f is both.open and alosed 

(ii) f- 1(o) aonsists ~fa single point p. 

Then AX is aontraatible to the point i(p), even in suah a way that i(p) 

remains fixed. Moreover X is aonneated and pseudoaompaat, and AX is aon

neated and loaally aonneated. 

As a simple consequence there is the following 

THEOREM 

The supere:i:tension AX of a T1-spaae X is aontroatible in eaah of the 

following aases: 
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(a) X is the suspension S(Y) or aone C(Y) of a aountably aompaat T1-spaae Y, 

(b) X is a finite, aonneated polyhedron, 

(c) X is aontraatible, aompaat and Hausdorff. 

PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

(a) If X = S(Y) = [0,1] x Y/{O} x Y, {1} x Y or X = C(Y) = [0,1] x Y/ 

/{O} x Y and Y is a countably compact T1-space, then X and the 'pro

jection on [0,1]' (the first coordinate) satisfy the condition imposed 

on X and f in the lemma. 

(b) Let x0 and x1 be the 0- and the 1-skeleton of the finite polyhedron X. 

By means of induction on the number of points in x0 , it is not hard to 

see that we can define a map f: x0 ~ [0,1] which satisfies: 

(i) f- 1(o) is a singleton 

(ii) If p € x0 and f(p) € (0, 1) then ~p' ,p" € x0 such that 

(f(p') < f(p) < f(p") and the intervals pp' and pp" are simplices 

of x1). 

(iii) If p,p' € x0 and f(p) = f(p') then the interval pp' is not a 

simplex of x1 • 

If f: X ~ [0,1] is the simplex-wise-linear extension of the map f over 

X, then f satisfies the requirements from the lemma. 

(c) is an immediate consequence of II.4.7. 
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PROOF OF THE LEMMA 

First we show that X is connected and pseudo-compact, and AX is con
nected and locally connected. Let f: X + [0,1] be as required in the lemma: 
continuous, onto, open, closed and f- 1(o) consisting of precisely one point. 

If A is a proper, open-and-closed subset of X, then f(A) and f(X\A) 
are non-empty, open-and-closed subsets of [0,1]. I.e. f(A) = f(X\A) = [0,1], 
contradicting 'f-1(0) is a singleton'. 

If g: X +El is a continuous surjection, then for some closed discrete 
is a closed map, fg- 1 ~ must be finite. We may D c X, gD =IN. Because f 

-1 suppose that fg W = {t} is a singleton (and t>O). Now for each n E W 
fg- 1(n-1/4,n+1/4) is an open neighbourhood oft in [0,1]. So we may choose, 
successively, pn E X such that 

and 

p E g- 1(n-1/4,n+1/4), n 

t - 1/n < f(p ) < t. n 

Then g{pn I nltiN} is a closed discrete subset of ~. so {pn / nEIN} is closed 
in X. However f{p nEIN} converges to t, in contradiction to the assumption n 
'f is closed' (cf. v.2.3), 

Because X is connected AX is connected and locally connected (see 
III.4.1). 

Finally we come to the contractibility of X. A continuous H: AX x 
x [0,1] +AX will be constructed such that 

H I AX x {1} = idAX 

H(AXx-{O}) = {i(p)} 

H({p}xI) = {i(p)}. 

Let M E AX, t E I. We first define a family h(M,t) of closed subsets of X, 
by "modifying" the sets of M so, that some sets will be contained in 
-1[ f O,t]. Then we claim that h(M,t) is a pre-mls and we define H by 

H(M,t) h(M,t). 

We define h(M,t) as the union of three families: 
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(a) h(M,t) 

( s) u {Su{x} SEM, xEf- 1(t)} u 

(y) 

In order to complete the proof we have to check: 

A. h(M,t) is linked, which is trivial. 

B. h(M,t) is a pre-mls. We will show that if G c X is closed and G meets 
all members of h(M,t), then G contains a member of h(M,t). 

C. H is continuous, i.e. for every non-empty closed subset G of X 
-1 + H (G) is a closed subset of AX x [0,1]. 

D. H(M,1) = M, H(M,o) = i(p) and H(i(p),t) = i(p). These are simple: the 
first equation follows from (a) and f- 1[0,1] = X, so that VS EM 
SE h(M,t) c H(M,t). The second follows from (y): H(M,O) E (f- 1[o,OJ)+= 
= {p}+ = {i(p)}. The third follows from (a): {p} c f- 1[o,tJ implies 
{p} E h(i(p),t) c H(i(p),t). 

PROOF OF B. 

1. 

3. 

We distinguish three cases. 

G n f- 1(t) = O. Hence VS EM 

Now VS E M 

i.e. vs € M 

vs E M 

Snf- 1[0,t]nG ¥ 0 (because of y), 

f- 1[o,tJnGEM (Mis an mls), 

f- 1[0,t]nGEh(M,t) (because of a). 

(Su{x})nG ¥ 0 (because of S), 

SnG i: (I), 

GEM (Mis an mls), 

GEh(M,t) (because of S). 

Sn(Guf- 1[t,1J) i: 0 (for if 

-1 1 Snf [t,l] 0, then Scf- [O,t], so 8Eh(M,t) by (a), and 
thus SnG i: (I)), 

Hence 
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(because of y). 

PROOF OF C 

Let GE G. Now that we know that h(M,t) is a pre-mls, it follows from 
(B.1) that if G n f-1(t) ~.then 

G E h(M,t) iff f- 1[0,t] n G E M. 

Similarly G n f- 1(t) ¥ ~. f- 1(t) ~ G and (B.2) imply 

G E h(M,t) iff G E M. 

Finally f- 1(t) c G and (B.3) imply 

(M ) . -1[ J M G e: 12_± iff G U f t, 1 E , 

Thus H- 1(G+) is the union of the following three sets: 

[O, 1] 

A == u{ 2 

0 

We will show that these three sets are closed (in AXx[0,1]): 

A1 =A~: If (N,t 0 ) ~ A 1, then 38 EN 

s n G n f- 1co,tJ = ~. 

If t 0 = 1, then (X\G)+ x [0,1] is a neighbourhood of [N,t 0J that is disjoint 
of A1. 
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If t 0 ~ 1, then, since f is a closed map 3E > O 

Now 

is a neighbourhood of (N,t) that is disjoint of A1• 

G+ x f(G) is closed because f is a closed map. 

A3 =A;: If (N,t 0 ) ~ A3 and f- 1(t0 ) t G then, since f is open, there is an 
E > 0 such that 

is disjoint of A3 . 
. -1 

If f (t0 ) s G, then 38 E N 

s n (Guf- 1Ct0,1J) 0. 

Note that t 0 ~ O. Because f is closed there is an E > O such that 

Now 

is a neighbourhood of (N,t 0 ) that is disjoint of A3 . 

This completes the proof of lemma III.4.3. 
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CHAPTER IV THE SUPEREXTENSION RELATIVE ALL CLOSED SETS 

Erst kommt das Fressen, dann kommt die Moral. 

(Brecht) 

In this chapter we specialize from the rather general point of view of 
the previous chapter. In the first place we restrict to "the superextension", 
i.e. the superextension of X relative G, the family of all closed sets. 

In section 1 mainly the results of the previous chapter, applied to the 
superextension of general (of course at least T1 ) spaces, are summarized. 
In the next section we specialize further, to AX for compact metrizable X 
and in particular for compact metric X. If X is metrizable, but not compact, 
then, by II.4.4, AX contains the Cech-Stone-compactification of X. So in 
this case AX is certainly not metrizable. If X is metrizable and compact, 
then AX is compact, Hausdorff and, by II.6.2; also has a countable weight. 
So AX is metrizable. For a compact metric space (X,d) an extension d of the 
metric d over AX is also explicitly given. The non-compact case is studied 
further in section 3, Particular attention is paid to two dense subsets, 
viz. AfX =the set of all fmls, and A X =the set of all mls's which have comp 
a compact defining set. Now i(X) c AfX c A X and i(X) 1s a closed subset comp 
of both. It is shown e.g. that AfX and A X always are metrizable, if X comp 
is so. 

IV.1. THE SUPEREXTENSION AX OF X 

IV .1.1. 

Of course AX is a (super-) compact T1-space in which X 1s Ganonically 
embedded. Trivially 

(i) 

the Wallman-compactification of X (cf. II.5.5), and X is c*-embedded in AX 
(i.e. every continuous, bounded. real-valued function on X has a continuous 
extension over AX, cf. II.4.1). In II.3.4 the following conditions were 
shown to be equivalent: 
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(ii) AX is Hausdorff 

(iii) = x - i3G(X) is Hausdorff 

(iv) x - BX, the Cech-Stone-compactification = = 

(v) = x is normal 

IV .1.2 

By II.5.16 and III.1.2 we have that if (ii) - (v) hold, then 

(vi) weight(AX) = weight(i3X). 

So as a consequence, if AX is metrizable then SX is metrizable, i.e. X must 

be compact and metrizable. On the other hand if ·X is compact and metrizable 

then AX is compact and Hausdorff and weight(AX) = weight(X) = 1{0 . So: 

(vii) AX is metrizable iff X is compact and metrizable. 

IV.1 ,3 

In II.5 the following conditions on a closed T1-subbase S for X were 

shown to imply 

In both cases the homeomorphism AX + ASX is given by M + M n S for M E AX. 

(i) S contains a subfamily S' which is a closed base and satisfies 

and X is compact. 

(ii) S normally screens G (then X must be normal). 

Moreover it is shown that for every S E G 

(iii) 
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as is also easily seen from the equality SG(X) = w(X). 

IV.1.4. 

The weight, w, density, d, and cellularity number, c, were studied in 
III.1 and III.3. Let us recall the definitions: 

w(Y) = min{card B B is a (sub)basis for Y} 

d(Y) = min{card D D-=Y} 

c(Y) = min{card A each A€A is open in Y, A is disjoint}. 

The following equations (i) - (iv) are trivial consequences of III.1.2, 
III.3.5, III.3.8, II.5.16 and the following well-known inequality: 

c(Y) ::_ d(Y) :::_ w(Y) ::_exp d(Y) if Y is Hausdorff 

(Here for an infinite cardinal!!!_, exp!!!_ =def ~). 

(i) If x is compact Hausdorff, then w(AX) = w(X) 

(ii) If x is normal, then w(\X) = w(SX)_::_ exp d(X) 

(iii) If X is Hausdorff, then d(X) .?:_ c(\X) = c(Xxxx •.• ) .?:_ c(X) 

(iv) For any space X with topology 0: 

c(X) ::_ c(\X) ::_ d(X) d(\X) ::_ w(X) ::_ w(\X) <card 0 ::_exp w(X). 

IV .1. 5 

If X is not connected, X = A al B, where 61 denotes the topological sum, 
+ + then, by II.1.4.v, \X =A a; B . So III.4.1 shows in fact the first part of 

the following 

THEOREM (cf. III.4.1) 

(a) X is connected iff \X is connected, 

(b) \X is locally connected (and has \(k) many components) iff X has 
finitely many (viz. k) components. 



PROOF OF (b) 

The only-if-part. If AX is locally connected then because it is com
pact, it contains only finitely many components, and only finitely many 
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. + . open-and-closed sets. However if Ac X is open-and-closed in X, then A is 
open-and-closed in AX (cf. II.1.4.v). So X can contain only finitely many 
open-and-closed sets, and hence only finitely many components. 

The if-part. Let n: X + {1, ... ,k} be the decomposition map. We will 
show that rr: AX+ A{1, ..• ,k} {1, ••. ,A(k)} is the decomposition map of AX. 
Here n is defined as in II.4.5 or IV.1.20 by 

({1, •.• ,k} and {1, ... ,A(k)} are thought of as discrete spaces). So we have 
to show that the point-inverses of rr are open-and-closed and connected 
subsets of AX. 

For each mls KE A{1, ..• ,k} 

This non-empty subset of AX is open-and-closed in AX because each rr- 1s is 
. (rr- 1S)+ . . open-and-closed in X and hence is open-and-closed in AX. 

--1(K) ;-1(K) Next we show that rr n AfX is connected, and hence also .. 
(rr-1(K)nAfX)- itself. Let {c 1, .•. ,Ck} be the family of components of X. 
Choose one point from each component: pi E Ci' i = 1, ••. ,k and put 

p = {p1 , •.. ,pk}. 

-1 I Then clearly K1 =def {Pnrr S SEK} is an pre-mls in AX of the same type as 
K. Let M E i-1K n A X be arbitrary. We claim that there exists a continuous n 
map 

( )n ( )n --1 f' : c 1 x • • • ck -+ 7f K 

which contains both M and K in its (connected) image. 
Construction of f'. We take for f' the restriction of the function f 

defined in III.2.7 for M = M, M• = K', Ai= Ci, i = 1, •.. ,k. We only have 
to specify what N we take in III.2.7, Let us repeat the argument of III.2.7. 
Suppose M = {x1 , .•. ,xn} is the defining set of M. Let rrM: {(i,j) I 
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x ( 1,n) IP " ., (k,n) 
x2 

n 

/ 
x x3 .. @ " n 

x2 Iii @ .. 
P3 

( 1, 1) Iii !ii (k, 1) x, ® 

ck P1 P2 • Pk 

1.::_i.::_k, 1.::_j.::_n} + {xJ, ... ,~} be onto and such that 

(i = 1, ... ,k). 

Let n1 be 'the projection onto the first coordinate': n1(i,j) =pi. Let N be 
any mls in P{(i,j) I i,j} containing all n; 1s, SE Mand all n;1s, SE K'. 
Hence fN: (c 1 )n x ••• (Ck)n + AfX defined, as in III.2.2, by 

satisfies 

apd 

and fN is continuous. 

As in III.2.7 we define 

by 

f( (x .. ).).) 
J.J J l 

g(M,K',fN(((x .. ).).) = 
lJ J l 

(MnK•) u (MnfN(((x .. ).).) u 
lJ J J. 

u (K'nfN(((x .. ).).)). 
l.J J l 

Then f satisfies our conditions and the proof that ;-1K is connected, is 
completed. From the above argument it can be seen that the following, more 
general lemma holds, which also implies that AX above is locally connected. 

LEMMA 

If X has finitely many components, c 1, ... ,ck, and Tisa subbase for X 



1 1 1 

containing all finite subsets of X, and A1, •.. ,An c X a:l'e subsets such that 

{{i I c.nA.;o!~. id1,. .. ,k}} I j=1,. . .,n} 
l. J 

is a pre-mls in P{1, ... ,k}, then 

+ ~+ A1 n • • • n 

is connected (in f.TX). 

IV .1.6 

Also in III.4 we showed that \X has (no) isolated points iff X has (no) 

isolated points. Because each 0-dimensional, compact, Hausdorff space of 

countable weight, without isolated points is (homeomorphic to) the Cantor

s~t, this observation completes the proof of 

A(Cantorset) = Cantorset 

(by III.1.4, III.1.2, II.3.4 and III.4.2). 

IV .1. 7 

Several sufficient conditions for contractibility of AX are given in 

III.4.3. Perhaps most remarkable is the fact that the superextension of the 

circle s1 (and of then-sphere, Sn) is contractible. Let us compare with the 
1 . 

hyperspace H(S ) (for the definition, see III.2.8). Then the proof of con-

tractibility of H(s 1) is much simpler, than our proof of contractibility of 

AS 1 • We may define e.g. 

F: H(S 1) x [0,1] + H(s 1) 

by F(A,t) = Ut(A) = {xES 1 I d(x,A) < t.diam s1}. 

As to the superextension of closed subspaces, products, and the 

extension of continuous functions we mention the following consequences of 

II.4.5 and II.4.7, These consequences often have simpler (sometimes trivial) 

proofs, than the corresponding results in II.4. Because anyway all deduc

tions are very simple we omit the proofs, 
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IV.1.8. THEOREM (Cf. II.4.5. CORO 2 and II.4.7) 

If Y is a closed subspace of X, then AY is canonically embedded in AX. 
In fact each M E AY is a pre-mls in G and M + !:i. is an embedding. 

If Y is a retract of X, and X is normal, with embedding j: Y + X and 
retraction r: X + Y, -then AY is a retract of AX. The embedding and retrac
tion can be defined by 

j(M) = {j(S) I SEM} (if MdY) 

and 

(if NdX). 

IV.1.9. THEOREM (Cf. II.4.5. CORO 3) 

If {Xi I iEJ} is a family of normal spaces, X = IT{Xi I iEJ} and 
n.: X + X. (iEJ) is the projection map, then l. l. 

defined by 

g: AX + IT{AX. I iEJ} 
l. 

g(M) = ({SEX. I n-:- 1sEM}). J 
l. l. l.E 

is a continuous, closed, surjective "extension" of idx. 

IV.1.10. THEOREM (Cf. II.4.5) 

(i) If f: X + Y is continuous and Y is normal then 

f: AX + AY 

defined by 

is a continuous extension of f, 
Moreoever f is onto iff f is onto. 

(ii) If f: X + Y is continuous and Y has a normal, binary, T1-subbase S 
(e.g. Y is a product of compact linearly ordered spaces) then 

f: AX + Y 



defined by 

is a continuous extension of f. 

(Observe that Y is necessarily compact Hausdorff). 

IV.2. COMPACT METRIC SPACES 

IV .2 .1 

In this section we assume that 

X = (M,d) IS A COMPACT METRIC SPACE. 

Our main concern is the construction of a metric d on AM such that 

i: (M,d) '--->- (AM,d) is an isometry. We start with some definitions. 
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For G E G and a > 0 we denote the set of points which have distance < a 

to G by 

U (G) = {xEM I inf d(x,y)<a}. a -yEG 

(Observe the difference with U (G)-, which is contained in, but need not be a 
equal to Ua(G)). The Hausdorff metric on G is denoted by dH: 

VS,T E G dH(S,T) = inf{aEIR I TcU (S) and sdj T}. 
a a 

(Observe that in this definition we may replace 'inf' by 'min'. Because 

T c U (S) and S c U (T) are not equivalent, neither can be omitted from the a a 
definition.) 

For reference we state the trivial 

IV.2.2. LEMMA 

(a) VG E G\fa > 0 

(b) VG E Gva,b .'.':.. o Ub(U (G)) c ij b(G) a a+ 

( c) If M,N E AM then 

vs E M ij ( s) E N <:==9 a 

= vs E MVT E N u ( s) n T ¥ ~ = a 

= vs E MVT E N3x E S3y E T d(x,y) < a. 
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REMARK 

In (a) and (b) equality need not hold if there are no points in M 
precisely at a distance a of S. The merits of the equivalences in (c) is 
that the last formula is symmetric in M and N. 

The promised metric d is introduced in 

IV.2.3. LEMMA 

If M,N E AM then the following set A of non-negative, real numbers 

A = {a I aER, a:::_O, VSEM U (S)EN, VTEN U (T)EM} a a 

has a minimum. This minimum is denoted by 

d.(M,N) = min A. 

The following expressions for d hold: 

( i) d.(M,N) =def min{a 

(ii) min{a 

(iii) min{a aER, a:::_o, VSEM U (S)EN}. 
a 

PROOF 

Obviously if a E A and a' > a then a' E A. Now if a = inf A, then 
a + 1/n E A for all natural numbers n; hence 

Vn E ~ u~+1/n(S) E N. 

Since M is compact it is easily seen that also iJ (S) = n U l/ (S) meets 
~ nEN ~+ n 

all T E 

iJ (T) E 
a 

N, and thus belongs to N. Similarly we find that 

M for all TEN. The equality of (i), (ii) and (iii) is trivial 
from the following consequence of IV.2.2.c: 

If a E R, a :::_ O, then 

VS E M iJ (S) E N and VT E N U (T) E M -e==:> a a 

<==:> VS E M VT E N3x E S3y E T d(x,y) < a = 
= vs E M iJ (S) E N. a 



IV.2.4. THEOREM 

If (M,d) is a compact metric space, then the function d: AM x AM + R 
defined in IV.2.3 is a metric for AM, (compatible with the superextension 
topology). 

Moreover 

(a) i: (M,d) + (AM,d) is an isometry 

(b) YM,N E AM d(M,N) = sup min dH(S,T) 
SEM TEN 

(c) If we denote the open, resp. closed E-neighbourhood of M in AM, by 
U (M) and U (M) respectively, then 

€ E 

(i) u (M) 
E 

(ii) u (M) = u n (U (s))+. 
E O<a<E SE/vf a 

We immediately obtain the following corollary of this theorem and 
II.4.4 CORO 1 (which stated that if S is normal, then AsM is a Hausdorff 
quotient of AM): 

COROLLARY 
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If S is a normal subbase for the compact metrizahle space M, then also 
ASM is metrizahle. 

PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

It is trivial that d(M,N) = o ~ M = N and that d(M,N) = d(N,M), 
while the triangle-inequality ford follows immediately from IV.2.2.b. In 
order to show that d is compatible with the topology of AM we only have to 
check that the (Hausdorff) d-topology is coarser than the (compact) super
extension topology. So let M E AX and let E be a positive real number. Let 
p 1, ... ,pn be an s/3-net of M (i.e. VxEM3i d(x,pi)<s/3), and denote by A 
that (finite) collection of open sets, that are a union of some U£/3 (pi) 's. 
Now 0 is the open set of AM defined by 

Clearly 0 is an open neighbourhood of M in the superextension topology and 
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we claim that 0 c U (M). Indeed, 
E 

vs E M 3A E A s c A c iJ2E/3(S) 

and hence 

Using IV.2.3.iii we see that every mls NE 0 has a distance::_ 2/3E to M. 

PROOF OF (a) 

Let p,q EM, i(p) = {S J pESEG}, i(q) = {T J qETEG}, 

d(i(p),i(q)) = min{a>O 

= min{a>O 

PROOF OF (b) 

First we show that 

VS E SVN E /..M inf' dH(S,T) = min{a~O J iJ (S)EN}. 
TEN a 

For suppose~= inf dH(S,T). I.e. Vn E N3T EN Tc U l/ (S) and 
TEN a+ n · 

Sc U 11 (T). Then certainly Vn E W U 11 (S) EN, and hence U (S) EN, a+ n a+ n a 
because M (and S) are compact. However if Ub(S) E N for some b ~ 0, 
then 

inf dH(S,T) ::_ dH(s,ub(S))::... b 
T£N 

which proves *· Now (b} is an immediate consequence of IV.2.3.iii. 

PROOF OF ( c ) . 

(i) The following equivalences hold: 

i{(M,N) = a::_ E = 
= vs E M u (S) E N = a 

(by III.2.3.iii) 
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(ii) follows from (i): 

u (M) = u DJM). E: O<a<E: ~ 

REMARKS 

In (b) the 'sup' need not be a 'max', see V.2.2.b. In c(ii) the follow
ing modification is correct: 

c( ii) I u (M) c n (U (s))+ c U (M)- c u (M). 
E SEM E E E 

However, all inclusions can be proper inclusions. In particular an 
NE n{U (S)+ SEM} for which in (b) the 'sup' is not attained, satisfies E 

N .f u (M). 
E 

Let us give the proofs. If NE UE(M), then d(M,N) =def a< E:. Hence 
N 3 U (S) c U (S), i.e. NEU (S)+ for every SE M, proving the first in-

a E E + J + clusion in c(ii)'. If NE n{UE(S) SEM} and 0 1 , ••• ,0n E 0, NE o1 n O~ 
then we have to show that 

Choose s 1 , .•• ,sn EN such that Sic oi, i 
a < E 

1, ..• ,n. We cla:Lm that for some 

u (s.) E M 
a i 

for all i 1, ... ,n. 

First keep i fixed and suppose U (S.) ~ M for all a<£, Then M ~ (U (S.))+, a l E l 
because each T E M 
ly U (T) n S. = ~. 

is compact. Hence ~TE M T n U (S.) =~or equivalentE: l 

E: l 
contradictory to S. EN EU (T)+. This proves**· Now we 

l· E: 
see that {U (S) J- SEM} u {S 1 , ••• ,S } a n 

is linked. Let K by an mls containing 
this family, then obviously 

KE n (U (S))+ 
SEJ4 a 

and hence d(K,M) .::_a< E:, and 

+ + + + KE s1 n ..• sn c o1 n ... on. 

The third inclusion in c(ii)' is trivial. Finally let NE n{U (S)+ J SEM}. 
E 

Then the following equivalences hold: 
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N ( u (M) = d(M,N) > E = 
E 

=Va< E 38 EM U (S) ( N = a 

= Va < E sup min{a' 
SE:M 

I U ,(S)EN} > a= a 

= sup inf ~(S,T) ~E. 
sdd TEN 

(by rrr.2.3.iii) 

(by w above) 

However for each separate SE M, NEU (S)+. Hence :lT EN Tc U (S). But E E 
then 3a < E Tc U (S), because T is compact, i.e. inf dH(S,T) < a< E. So 

a TEN the 'sup' cannot be attained. 

IV.2.5. THEOREM 

If X is a compact metrizable space then AX is either 0-dimensional 
(iff X is 0-dimensional) or strongly infinite dimension.al. 

REMARK 

Observe that this theorem is not an immediate consequence of III.1.4.c. 
This theorem e.g. also applies to X = pseudo arc. 

PROOF 

If all components of X are singletons, then because X is compact 
Hausdorff, X is 0-dimensional, and by III.1.4 AX also is 0-dimensional. If, 
on the other hand C is a non-trivial component of X, then by IV.1.8 
AC c AX. So we only have to show that AC is strongly infinite dimensional. 
We will do this by showing that AC contains an infinite product of non
degenerate continua. By a result of Lifanov, see [13], this is sufficient. 

Choose p0 ,p1-,p2 ,. .. converging to p, all in C, and choose non
degenerate, disjoint continua Ck c C\{p,p0 ,p 1,p2 , ... } fork= -1,-2,-3, .... 
Choose pk E Ck fork< 0. We define an mls Mon {p,p0 ,p±l'p±2 , ... } of the 
same type as M1 in I.1.8.c.v. First we put 

~ {p_k,p0,p1,p2, ... ,pk-1} for k > o, 

~ {pk,pk+1•···•P_2•P_1,p-k} for k < o, 
and 

MO {po,p1,P2•···•P}. 



.Then{~ I k=0,±1, ... } is a pre-mls (see I.1.8.c) and we put 

M = {Mk I k=0,±1, ... }. 

Next we define a map, which will turn out to be an embedding, 

fM: TI Ck -+ AX 
k<O 
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similar to the map in III.2.2. If (xk)k<O E TI{Ck I k<O} then let fM((xk)k) 

= M' • where 

is a pre-mls. Because Mis minimally defined on {pk I k} and the Ck are 
disjoint, f is 1-1. So it only remains to show that fM is continuous. Let O+ 
be a subbasic open set in AX (i.e. OEO), and f((xk)k) E O+. Then either 
there is a finite set J c ~ such that 

or 

(This is so because each SE M contains one of the~ (see I.1.8.c), while 
M0 is the only infinite Mk), In the latter case obviously 

In the first case, that J is finite, it is easy to see that 

(where~.: TIC.-+ C. is the projectionmap) is an open neighbourhood of (xk)k 
l J . l + 

that is mapped by f M into 0 . 

A simple combination of IV.1.1.vii, IV.1.5, IV.2.5 and IV 4.3 yields 
the following theorem 

IV.2.6. THEOREM 

The superextension AM is a strongly infinite dimensional Peano
continuum (i.e. compact, metvizable, connected and locally connected) if 
and only if M is a metvizable continuum. 
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Moreover in this case AM is contractible if M satisfies one of the 
following conditions: 

(i) M itself is contractible 

(ii) M is a finite polyhedron 

(iii) M is the suspension of a (compact, metrizable} space 

(iv) 3f: M + [0,1], f is open and continuous and f- 1(o) consists of one 
point. 

IV.2.7. 

It is known that a metrizable space X is strongly 0-dimensional iff it 
admits some non-archimedean metric d, (i.e. Vx,y,zEX d(x,z) :::__ 
::_max{d(x,y),d(y,z)}) (cf. [5]). Moreover for a compact T1-space X being 
0-dimensional and being strongly 0-dimensional is equivalent. Now the fol
lowing theorem concerns the extension d of this non-archimedean metric d. 

THEOREM 

If d is a non-archimedean metric for the compact, 0-dimensional metric 
space M, then the extended metric don AM, defined in IV.2.3, also is non
archimedean. 

PROOF 

For the non-archimedean metric d, and the closed neighbourhoods U 
a 

defined in IV.2.1, Va,b ER, VG E G 

ubco (G)) c u { b}(G). a max a, 

So if M,N,P E AM, d(M,N) = a and d(N,P) = b, then VS E M 
and ub(Ua(S)) E P, so umax{a,b} € P. Thus d(M,P) ::_max{a,b}. 

IV.3. TWO SUBSPACES, AfX AND A X, of AX comp 

IV.3.1. 

In this section 

IF X IS A METRIC SPACE, WITH METRIC d, THEN WE MAY WRITE X 

u (s) E N 
a 

(M,d). 
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IV.3.2 

If (M,d) is a not-compact, metric space then AM is not-metrizable, but 
contains some interesting dense metrizable subspaces. Because M u {p} has no 
countable neighbourhoodbasis in p for any p E i(M)-\i(M) ~ SM\M, we must 
look at AM\(i(M)-), i.e. i(M) will be closed in the mentioned subspaces. We 
define, for a T1-space X: 

Af(X) =def Af(G) = {MEAX I 3FcX F is finite and M is defined on F} 

A (X) =d f {MEAX I 3CEG C is compact and Mis defined on C}, comp e 

both sets endowed with the subspace-topology from A(X). It is most important 
to observe that if ME A X is defined (not necessarily minimally!) on the comp 
compact set C, then VS E M S n C E M and S n C is compact. Similar to 
I,. 1 . 9. d, let M' be any maximal centered subfamily of M n PC, then 

S' =def nM' E M, and no proper subset of S' can belong to M, so even 

S' E MMIN' Consequently VS E M3S' c S n C S' E MMIN' This proves the not
completely-trivial part of the following 

PROPOSITION 

Let M E AX. Then M E A x if and only if comp 

( i) VS E M 38' E ~IN S' c S 

(ii) (uMMIN)- is compact (here - denotes the closure in X). 

In this section we often use this proposition without explicite refer-
ence. 

Next we may as well embed Af(X) and A (X) in AS(X) and have the same . comp 
subspace-topology as in AX, if S satisfies suitable conditions. 

IV.3.3. PROPOSITION 

If\ Let S = S be a closed base for X, and let C be the family of all 
compact, closed subsets. 

( i) 

(ii) 

If PfX c S, then AfX is canonically embedded in As(X), onto Af(S) by 
the map j: M >->-Mn S. 

If even Pf(X) c C c S then A X also is canonically embedded in ASX, comp 
onto {MEA(S)I Mis defined on some compact set}, by the map 
j:M>-+MnS. 
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REMARKS 

(i) In IV.1.3 several other conditions on the subbase S were given, under 
each of which all of ASX is homeomorphic to AX. Under any of these 
conditions of course A-X and A X can be embedded in ASX. Again in r- comp 
each case the embedding is the map M >-+ M n S. 

(ii) The condition 'S = s®, and S is a base' cannot be omitted as the fol
lowing example shows: 

PROOF 

let T = PfN u {W\{n} [ nE~}. 

Then T is a closed T1-base for the closed sets of the discrete space N. 
Now 

So i(N) is dense in Af(T). However Af~ is discrete (cf. III.4. or 
IV • 3 • 4 . vii ) . 

For (i) let V = Pf(X) and X' A~. For (ii) let V C and X' 
A X. comp 

In either case V c S, and if M E X' then M n V is a pre-mls for M in 
G (=all closed sets). Hence Mn V also is a pre-mls in S, and consequently 
M n S E A(S). 

If S E S, then 

is closed in X'. So j is continuous. Finally we show that j is open. Let 
0 E 0, and M E o+ c X'. Then 

3D E V c S M "' D c O. 

Because S = s® is a base and D is (finite or) compact 

3S E S D c x\s. 



All tools have been gathered to prove the following 

IV.3.4. THEOREM 

( i) AfX is not compact, unless X is finite. 

(ii) A X is compact iff X is compact. In that case A X = AX. comp comp 

(iii) If X is Hausdorff,then ix is closed both in AfX and in A X. comp 
Furthermore we have: 

for each M E AfX are closed both in AfX and in A X. comp 
However AfX is dense in A X. comp 

(iv) The density, d, weight, w, and Suslin number, c, (for def. see 
III.1.1, III.3.5 and III.3.8) satisfy· 

(v) 

( vi) 

(vii) 

d(X) = d(AfX) = d(AcompX), 

w(X) = w(AfX), 

and moreover, if X is Hausdorff: 

w(X) = w(A_X) = w(A X) r- comp 

and 

c(X) < c(AfX) = c(A X) = c(IT{X I nEN}). - comp 

If X is Hausdorff, then AfX and A X are Hausdorff. comp 

If X is discrete and infinite, then AfX =A X ~ X. comp 

(viii) If X is connected, then AfX and A X are connected and locally comp 
connected. 

(ix) If X has finitely many component~ then AfX and (consequently) 
A X have finitely many components. Thus X, AfX and A X are comp · comp 
locally connected. 

123 
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(x) If X is 0-dimensionaZ, then AfX and A X are 0-dimensionaZ. comp 

(xi) If X is contractibZe and Hausdorff, then AfX and A X are con-comp 
tractibZe. 

(xii) If f: Y + X is ,continuous and X is Hausdorff, then there is a canon-

PROOF 

icaZ, continuous extension f : A Y c comp 
then f need not be onto, but f IAfY: c c 
and perfect, then f is onto. If f is c 

+ A X. Even if f is onto, comp 
AfY + AfX is onto. If f is onto 
1-1, then f is 1-1. c 

(i) Suppose Z c X and {~ I kEZ} c PfZ is the linked f8Jllily of finite sets 
defined in I.1.8.c. (Here Z need not be discrete). Then by III.3.1 the 
family {~nAfX I kEZ} is a centered family of A~-closed sets with an 
empty intersection. 

(ii) If X is compact, then A X AX because each M E \X is defined on the comp 
compact set X. 

If X is not compact, then there is some 

III.3.1 {G:nAfX I aEJ} and hence also 

free filter {G 
+ a 

{G n\ X I aEJ} a comp 
finite intersection property. However we claim that 

+ n{G nA X I a comp aEJ} = Ill, i.e. for no M E A X, M ~ {G comp ex 

CY.EJ} c G. By 

have the 

Suppose there existed such an M, which was defined on the compact set 
C, Then choose one S E J. Now G13 n C E M, so GS n C n Ga :f Ill for all 
a E J. But then the filter {G I aEJ} cannot be free. a 

(iii) It suffices to show that for each M E \fX the set 
A = {NEAfX I type N < type M} is closed in A X, because A X is a - co~ n 
finite union of these sets and i(X) = A1(x). 
So let K E A X, type K f type M. If KE \fX then we have seen in comp 
III.2.5 CORO that K t A-. If K E A X\\fX and M is an m-mls, then comp 
we will show that K t A (X)-. Let K be the set on which K is minimally m 
defined (K = (u~IN)-, cf. IV.3.2). Obviously K is infinite. Choose 
m+1 different points in Kand let 01, ... ,0m+l E 0 be disjoint, open 
neighbourhoods of these points. By I.1.10.b we can find compact 
C1, ... ,cm+l'D 1, ..• ,Dm+l EK such that 

C. n D. c 0. 
l l l 

(i=1,. .. ,m+1), 

Then we can choose open neighbourhoods u1, ... ,Um+l ,V1, ... ,Vm+1 



(iv) 

(v) 

of c1 , ... ,Dm+1 respectively such that 

u. n v. c o .. 
1 1 1 

+ + + + Hence KE u1 n ... um+1 n v1 n .•. vm+1 c AcompX\AmX. 
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This last inclusion holds because no m-point set in u1 can meet each 
of V 1 , ••• , V m+ 1 • 

The only non-trivial part is w(X) = w(A X). All other equations comp 
immediately follow from III.1.1, III.3.5 and III.3.8. Let B be an 
open base for X, card. B = w(X) and B is closed under the taking of 
finite unions. We claim that {A XnB+ I BEB} is an open subbase for comp 

if 0 E 0 and o+ n A X is a subbasic open set and comp 
A X. Indeed comp 

C is compact and C c 0. Hence 3B E B M E o+ n A x, comp then 3C E M 
C c B c O, i.e. 

If M ,N E A X, M '# N then ::JC E M =:ID E N C n D comp 
are compact. Hence 3U,V E 0 C c U, D c V and Un V 
V+ are disjoint neighbourhoods of M and N. 

0 and C and D 

0. Now U+ and 

(vi) Consider AzX (where Z =the family of zerosets). By IV.3.3 AfX and 
A X can be embedded in AzX, which is (compact and) Hausdorff, by comp 
II.3.2 and II.3.1.iii. 

(vii) If X is discrete then obviously A X = AfX and VM E AfX comp 
{S+ I SEMMIN} is an open neighbourhood of M in AX, consisting of only 
M. So AfX is discrete. Because d(AfX) = d(X), AfX and X have the 
same cardinality, i.e. they are homeomorphic. 

(viii) and (ix) follow from the proof of IV.1.5. In fact it is shown that 
AX is (loc~lly) connected by showing that AfX is so, and using 
AfX- = AX. 

(x) follows from the observation, made in the proof of (iv) that if 
B = g;fJ is an open (or a closed) base for X, then {A XnB+ I BEB} comp 
is an open (or closed respectively) subbase for A X. So take comp 
B = the family of open-and-closed subsets of X. 

(xi) Let H: X + [0,1] + X be a contraction. Define 

H: A X x [0,1] +A X c comp comp 
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by 

Obviously H (M,t) is linked. Assume that it is not maximally linked: c 
~TE G Ht1T 4 M but T meets all SE Hc(M,t). Then there exists a 

M' -1 rl. rl. compact C E such that C n Ht T = p. Consequently HtC n T = p, con-
tradictory to HtC E Hc(M,t) (observe that HtC is a closed set). 
Let us next prove continuity. If H (M,t) E O+, OE 0, then there c 
exists a compact C EM, such that H(Cx{t}) c 0. (Observe again that 
H(Cx{t}) is closed and thus belongs to H (M,t)). Then there exist c 
c > O and U E 0 containing C such that 

+ -1 (M,t) E U x (t-c,t+c) c H O. 

Finally observe that fc maps AfX x [0,1] in AfX. 

(xii) Define fc' as He above, by 

Similar to above, f (M) is an mls in G. Continuity follows from c 

Let f: W ~ {0,1,1/2,1/3, .•• } be any surjection, and 

ME Acomp{0,1,1/2,1/3, •.• } = A{0,1,1/2,1/3, ... } an mls, minimally 
defined on the whole set {0,1,1/2,1/3, •.. }. If M' EA W is comp 
defined on a compact and hence finite set C, then fc(M') is defined 
on the finite set f(C), hence M ~Image fc, 

If f: Y ~ X is perfect and M E A X is defined on a compact set C, _1 comp _1 
then f C is compact again. Now we can extend {f S SEMMIN} to an 
mls Nin the family of closed subsets of C. Then N is a pre-mls in 
the family of all closed subsets of Y, and _N E A Y and f N = M. comp ' c-
If f is 1-1, and M,M' E Acomp(X), then :JS EM, S' e: M' Sn S' = 0, 
S and S' compact. Now fS E fM and fS' E fM' and fS n fS' 0, so 
fM ¥- fM'. 

Let us recall that AfX = u A (G), that each A (G) is closed in AfX and n n n 
that A (G) is a continuous image of a finite topological sum of copies of n 
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Xn (cf. III.2.5.b). Before we give some applications, we first take a closer 
look at \n(G), the set of all k-mls fork.::._ n. We have seen (in III.4.2) 
that A (G) contains isolated points iff X contains isolated points. Indeed n 
\fX was discrete iff X was discrete. However the following holds if X has no 
isolated points: 

LEMMA 

Let X have no isolated points. Then each basic open set O~ n ••• o: in 
\X contains k-mls's for arbitrary large k. 

In other words: each \n(G), n E ~.is nowhere dense in \fX. 

PROOF 

+ + Using III.3.2, first choose ME o1 n ••• On n \fX and then 
+ + M' E (0 1n ••. On\{M}) n \fX. Let Mand M1 be defined on the finite set Mand 

M'. Then, because X is infinite, we may choose p 1 , .•• ,p2k+ 1 E X\(MuM'). Let 
N be the 2k+1-mls 

N = {SEG I S contains at least k+1 points of {p1 , ••• ,p2k+ 1}}. 

Finally put K = (MnM') u (MnN) u (M'nN). Then KE AX for some m > k and m + + KE o1 n ••• On (see III.2.6.v). 

From the above remarks one easily deduces: 

IV.3.6. THEOREM 

(i) \fX is of the first Baire-category iff X has no isolated points 

(ii) \fX is a-compact iff X is a-compact 

(iii) \fX is Lindel8f if~ is Lindel8f for all n E w. 
(iv) If X is neither 0-dimensional, nor strongly infinite dimensional, then 

\fX is infinite dimensional, but a countable union of 0-dimensional 
subspaces (this is usually called: countably dimensional). 

Let X = (M,d) be a metric space. We define d: A M x A M ~ E, comp comp 
just as d was defined in IV.2.1 - IV.2.4. However there it was assumed that 
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Mis compact, while we are now particularly interested in a non-compact 
M (otherwise \ M = \M) and we (have to) restrict ourself to those mls's comp 
that are defined on a compact set. We recall the following definitions from 
IV.2 (strictly speaking we generalize them to all metric spaces, instead of 
only the compact ones): 

VG e: G Va e: IR Ua(G) = {xe:M I inf d(x,y)<a} 
yEG 

VM,N E A M comp 
d(M,N) = inf{a I aER, a>O, VSEM U (S)eN, VTEN U (T)EM}. - a a 

The proof of the following remarks is omitted because it is both very 
simple and similar to the proofs of IV.2.2 and IV.2.3. 

(a) VG E G Va,b .'.'.. 0 ub(Ua(G)) c ua+b(G) 
Let M,N E \ M. Then the following equivalences hold: comp 

(b) VS E M u (S) E N = a 

= VS E MMIN u (S) E N = a 

= vs E MMIN VT E N u (s) n T :f r/J = a 

= vs E MMIN VT E N ;:/ X E S 3y E T d(x,y) < a = 
= VS E M VT e: N 3x E S 3y E T d(x,y) < a. 

(Recall that each SE MMIN is compact. cf. IV.3.2.i,ii). 

(c) Moreover the following sets are equal: 

{a a.:_O, VSEM U (S)EN, VTEN U (T)EM} a a 

= {a a?_O, vse:M U (S)EN} a 

{a a.:_o, VSEM VTEN 3xES 3ye:T d(x,y)2._a}, 

and these sets have a minimum, that, by definition equals d(M,N). 

Now we are able to prove that d. is a metric on \ M: comp 

IV.3.8. THEOREM 

If (M,d) is a metric space then 
\ M, compatible with the topology comp 
+ \ M is an isometry. comp 

d, defined above, is a metric on 
of \ M. Moreover the map i: M + comp 

Consequently \ X and \f.X are metrizable iff X is metrizable. comp 
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REMARKS 

In V.2.5 we will illustrate that d in general is not a complete metric, 
unless X is compact or discrete. We do not know under what conditions 

v A X is topologically complete, or e.g. Cech-complete if X is not compact. comp 
Of course X itself as a closed subset, has to be topologically complete or 
v . Cech-complete respectively. Cf. V.3.8. 

Analogously to IV.2.7 one can show that dis non-archimedean iff d is 
non-archimedean. Hence the strong 0-dimensionality of X, of AfX and of 
A X are equivalent. comp 

PROOF 

It is obvious that dis a metric, and that i is an isometry. Let us 
first prove that the metric topology induced by d is stronger than (= con-
taining) the subspace topology. Let OE 0 and ME A X no+. Hence comp 
3C E MMIN C c 0 and C is compact, like all members of MMIN" Choose a > 0 
such that U (C) c O, then U (M) c O+, (where U (M) is the a-neighbourhood a a a 
of Min A X relative d). comp 

Next we have to show that for M E A X and a > 0 we can find comp 

+ M E o1 n o+ n A x c u (M). n comp a 

Let M be defined on the compact set C and let p 1, ••• ,pk be a finite a/3-net 
of C. Let A• be the collection of open a/3-spheres in X with midpoints 
p 1 , ••• ,pn, and A= A't;D is the collection of (finite) unions of members of A. 
Put 

+ + 
O = n{A I MEA , AEA} n A X. . comp 

Obviously 0 is a neighbourhood of Mand we claim that 0 c U (M). Indeed if 
+ a 

NE O, then VS E MMIN3A EA ME A and Ac Ua(S). Hence Ua(S) EN for 
all S E M, i.e. d(M,N) .::_a. 

Iv.3.9 

If X has no isolated points, then from IV.3.6 (AfX is of the first 
Baire category) it follows that no point of AfX has compact neighbourhoods. 
A similar result also holds for A X: comp 
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THEOREM 

Let X be Hausdorff and not-conrpact. Then the interior of any conrpact 
subset of AcompX or AfX either is enrpty or contains at most isolated points. 

PROOF 

This has only to be proved for A X. Let 01 , ... ,0 E 0 and let comp n 
O+ n A X be a non-empty basic open set in A X, containing no n comp comp 

isolated points. We will show that this set has no compactification in 
+ + 

o 1 n ••• on n A X. Choose two different M,M' E comp A X and choose a free comp ' 
maximal centered system F of closed subsets of x. Observe that F is an mls 
(even F E SGX c AX\A X). Let comp 

N = (MnM') u (MnF) u (M' nF) E AX. 

+ Notice that N E o1 n O+\A X. Now the following family of subsets of n comp 
o+1 n ••• o+n n A x 

comp has the finite intersection property: 

However, the only point in the intersection of the closures of these sets 
in AX is N, as is easily seen and N ~ A X. comp 

IV.3.10 

Recall that AX c AY for X c Y only holds if X is a closed subset of Y. 
For Af and A a more general result is true: comp 

THEOREM 

If X c Y then there are natural err/beddings jf: AfX c AfY c AY and 
j : A X c A X c AY given by the map M i--+ M. Moreover if Y is normal, c comp comp 
then 

(jfAfX)- = (j A X)- = {MEAY J M is defined on X-}. c comp 

If X- ~ Y, then the interior of (jfAfX)- contains at most isolated points. 

PROOF 

It is easy to see that each M E A X is a pre-mls in Y. If G is a comp 



closed subset of Y, then ME G+ iff ME (GnX)+. So the first part of the 

theorem is simple. 

For the second part, observe 

(jfAfX)- = (j A X)-. Moreover 
c comp * 

closed: suppose N ~ X . Then 38 

first that A~ is 

x* {MEAY I M is 

E N S n x- ~ N. 

dense in A X, so comp 
defined on x-} is 

Hence '3T E N 
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S n Tc Y\X-. Because Y is normal, there are open neighbourhoods U of S and 

V of T such that Un V c (Y\X-). Now NEU+ n V+ c AY\x*. Also it is easily 

seen that j A X c {MEAY I Mis defined on X} c x*, so (jcAcompx)- c x*-* c comp 
X . Next we leave the proof that jfAfX is dense in x* to the reader 

(cf. III.3.1 and III.3,3). 
+ + Finally if o1 n ... On is a basic open set in AY and the O. are not 

+ l + finite, and p E Y\AX-, then we can choose M,M' E AfY n o1 n ... On and 

N = (MnM') u (Mni (p)) u (M'ni (p)) E o+1 n .•. 
y y 

Choose disjoint S E M, T E M' and observe that 

+ + N E (Su{p}) n (Tu{p}) c AY\X 

+ 
0 • 

n 

This shows that under the mentioned conditions x* is nowhere dense. 
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CHAPTER V EXAMPLES AND OPEN QUESTIONS 

No problem is so big or so 

complicated that it can't 

be run away from 

(Linus van Pelt) 

This chapter starts with a description of the superextension of some 
simple spaces such as the natural and the real numbers, W and~. the closed 
unit interval, [0,1], the circle, s1, the cantorset, c, a converging point
sequence, {0,1,1/2,1/3, ... }. The superextension of a finite (discrete) 
T1-space has been treated extensively in I.3. Some other examples follow, 
that are meant to illustrate special properties of superextensions. E.g. the 
example of the superextension of a linearly ordered space with respect to 
the natural order-subbase, and the example of the sin 1/x -curve, where an 
indication is given why the superextension is (locally arcwise) connected. 

In section 2 some (counter) examples are collected, that require more 
(ad hoe) construction than the rather theoretical smooth examples of the 
first section. E.g. four weakly normal subbases S. for the closed interval 

l. 

[0,1] are given such that As.[0,1] is a circle, is not locally connected, is 
l 

[0,1] union one isolated point and is not Hausdorff respectively. Also other 
counterexamples that have been promised in earlier chapters are presented. 

Finally the third section presents a short discussion of the main un
solved questions on superextensions, and supercompactness, as seen by the 
author. 

V. 1 . EXAMPLES 

V.1.1. A!N, THE SUPEREXTENSION OF THE NATURAL NUMBERS 

A!N is compact (II.2.3), Hausdorff (II.3.4), 0-dimensional (III.1.4) and 
contains a countable, dense set of isolated points: Af!N = A W (III.3.3, comp 
IV.3.4.vii). The closure of !N in AW is S!N, its Cech-Stone compactification 
(II.3.4). But AN is not homeomorphic to S!N, e.g. A!N contains the following 
converging point sequence: 

If 

Mn {SI S2.{2,. . .,n} u (1ES,Sn{2,. .. ,n};6~})} 
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then for n -+ 00 

{S I S=W or S={2,3,4, ... } or ( 1ES,Sn{2,3,4, ... };i'0)}. 

Finally 

(see II. 5. 17) • 

V.1.2. J.(R, THE SUPEREXTENSION OF THE REAL NUMBERS 

J.(R is compact (II.2.3), Hausdorff (II.3.4), connected and locally 

connected (III.4.1) and separable (III.3.5). The closure of (R in /.(R is SR, 

its Cech-Stone-compactification, (II.3.4), and /.R =/.(SR) (see II.5.17). J.(R 

'inherits' from SR its contractibility (III.4.3.c), and its weight= card (R 

(III.1.2). The subspace A R of AR is dense, metrizable, contractible, comp 
separable, locally connected, (IV.3.4), strongly infinite dimensional 

(IV.3.10 & III.1.4.c), and in no point locally compact (IV.3.9). It is not 

known whether or not A R is topologically complete, i.e. is a G~ in /.R comp u 

(cf. V.3.8). 

V.1.3. A[0,1] AND J.S 1, THE SUPEREXTENSION OF A CLOSED INTERVAL, AND OF THE 

CIRCLE 

J.[0,1] and J.s 1 are compact, metric, locally connected, contractible 

and strongly infinite dimensional (IV.2.6). See further V.3.1 and V.3.2. 

V.1.4. AC, THE SUPEREXTENSION OF THE CANTOR MIDDLE-THIRD-SET C 

J.C is homeom~rphic to C (cf. IV.1.6). 

V.1.5. /.{0,1,1/2,1/3, ... }, THE SUPEREXTENSION OF A CONVERGING POINT

SEQUENCE 

A { 0, 1 , 1/2,1 /3, .•• } is compact, metric, and zerodimensional (IV. 2. 6) . 

The set of isolated points is Af{1,1/2,1/3, .•. }, which of course is count

able (III.4.2 LEMMA). Let us denote this set by N, and the set of non

isolated points by C. We will prove below that C is dense in itself. Because 

C is compact, metrizable and 0-dimensional this implies that C is homeo

morphic to the Cantor middle-third-set. This characterizes 
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A{0,1,1/2,1/3, ..• } up to homeomorphisms. Indeed it is easy to proof that: 
All compact, 0-dimensional, metrizable spaces, that are the union of a 

dense set of isolated points and a perfect set are homeomorphic. 
Proof that C is perfect. If M E C, define then 

M 
n 

{S . ( M { 1 !})) either SE ,Sc 1, 2 , ... , n 

or (S u{n:l , n:2 , ... ,O}EM,s contains at least 

two points of 1/n+1, 1/n+2, O)}. 

It is easily checked that M is a pre-mls, M E c, and M + M for n + n -:n -:n 

V.1.6. LINEARLY ORDERED SPACES 

Let (X,<) be a linearly ordered set and 

S = {{xEX I x<a} I aEX} u {xEX I a~x} I aEX}. 

Then ASX is homeomorphic (i.e. order-isomorphic) to the Dedekind completion 
of X. For details see [16]. 

V.1.7. COFINITE AND ANTI-HAUSDORFF SPACES 

A aofinite or Zariski spaae is an infinite topological space in which 
the only open sets are: ~ and the sets with a finite complement. They are 
examples of anti-Hausdorff spaces. 

A topological space X (with 0 = the family of non-empty open sets) is 
called anti-Hausdorff if it satisfies any (and hence all) of the following 
equivalent properties: 

( i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

each two non-empty open sets meet 

each non-empty open set is dense 

each open set is connected 

0 is a centered family 

the open subbase {O+ I OE0} for AX is a centered family 
the non-empty open sets in AX constitute a centered family 
every two non-empty open sets in /,.X meet 

(viii) X is dense in /,.X. 

For (v) - (viii) it is assumed that X is T1 and contains more than two 
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points. The equivalences (i) ~ ... (vii) are obvious. The last condition, 

(viii), is most easily seen to be equivalent to (iv). So for these X we have: 

X is anti-Hausdorff iff AX is anti-Hausdorff, iff X is dense in AX. 

If X is cofinite then AX is anti-Hausdorff and of the same weight (viz. 

card X). However AX is not cofinite: for a finite set F c X of more then one 
. + . . .. point F is an infinite proper closed subset of AX. 

V.1.8. THE FIRST COUNTABILITY AXIOM 

Let X = X' u X" be the Alexandroff-double of the circle (i.e. X compact 

Hausdorff, X' :; circle, X" =the set of, continuously many, isolated points 

of X, which is dense). Let I' be an arc in X' and I" the corresponding set 

of points from X", and choose p E X"\I". We may define an mls ME AX as 

follows: 

M {SEG I I'uI"cS or (pES and (I'uI")nS;if'.l)} 

A neighbourhoodbasis of M is obtained by considering all sets 

+ {p,q1} n 
+ + 

{p,~} n (I'uI") n E IN, q1, ... ,qn EI' u I". 

It is easily seen that M has no countable neighbourhoodbasis, i.e. AX does 

not satisfy the first axiom of countability, although X does satisfy this 

axiom and is compact and Hausdorff. 

V.1.9. EXAMPLE ON CONNECTEDNESS 

Let X be the sinus 1/x curve: 

u {(t,sin 21T/t) I tE(0,1]}. 

(0,0) ji~,O) X={O}x[~1,1]u 

Theorem IV.2.6 (cf. III.4.1) states 

that AX is a Peano-continuum. For illustration we will indicate an arc in 

AX that connects (O,O) and (1,0) in X. This can easily be changed e.g. to a 

proof that in every basic (~)neighbourhood O+ of (O,O) in AX every two 

points of X can be connected by an arc. 

First we "pull a closed interval Gt out of (1,0)" (for 0<1-t<1/2) 

until the projection of Gt on the Y-axis is long enough. Then, for 
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1/2 < 1-t < 1 we let both endpoints riln to the left, in such a way, that the 
'projection of Gt on the Y-axis always contains O. 

Finally put 

Gt = {, { ( s ,sin 

{(s,sin 

2~/s) I (1-t)2_s2_1} 

Mt= { {Gt} u {{(O,O),x} ] xEGt} 

i( ( o,o)) 

for 1/2 < t < 

for 0 < t < 1/2. 

for 0 < t < 

for t = O. 

Then {Mt I 02_t2_1} is an arc in AX with endpoints i((O,O)) and i((1,0)). 

V.2. CONSTRUCTIONS 

V.2.1. SOME SUPEREXTENSIONS OF [0,1] RELATIVE SUBBASES 

Let I be the family of all closed subintervals of [0,1]. Consider the 
following four closed T1-subbases for [0,1]: 

s1 1 u {{0,1}} 

s2 I u {[0,1/n] u [1-1/n,1] I ne:N, n~3} u {{0,1}} 

s3 {[a,b]d I b-a2_1/2} u { {O, 1}} 

s 4 = I u { {a,b} I O<a<b<1}. 

All are easi+y seen to be weakly normal. We give no proofs, but only a 
description of the (free) mls's in S. and of AS., i = 1,2,3,4. For more 

i i 
details see [9]. 

AS [ 0, 1 ] -;,:; S 1 . 
1 

The free mls's in S1 are: 

Mt= {{0,1},[0,tJ,[t,1J 0 < t < 

's [0,1] is homeomorphic to a sequence 
2 

of half-circles converging to an outer-
half circle union the diameter of this 

~to:> - 2 
111'% Mt 

i[O, 1] 
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outer-half circle. Described analytically: 

AS ~ [-1,1] x {O} u u {(x,y) 
2 n.::_3 

u { (x,y) 2 2 x +y = 1 , y> 0} • 

This space is not locally connected. 
The free mls's in S2 are: 

M~ = {[O, 1/n] u [1-1/n, 1],[1/n,t],[t, 1-1/n]} n > 3, 1/n<t<1-1/n 

and 

M~ = {{o,1},[o,tJ,[t,1J} O<t<1. 

AS [0,1] is homeomorphic to [0,1] union one isolated point. The only free mls 
i~3 s3 is {{0,1},[0,1/2],[1/2,1]}, 

As4[0,1] is not Hausdorff. There are three types of free mls's in s 4. For 
0 < x < y ,::_ z < we def'ine 

M xyz {SES4 s contains at least two points of x,y,z} 

M {SES4 s contains [y,z] or (xES and Sn[y,zJ7"0)} x yz 

M {SES4 S contains [x,y] or (zES and Sn[x,yJif0)}. xy z 

One can show that e.g. M0 , 114 , 112 and M0 , 114 , 314 do not have disjoint basic 
open neighbourhoods in AS4[0,1]. 

V.2.2. 

We turn again to example I.1.8.d: 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 2 3 4 

M1 ( x x) 

M2 ( x x x) 

M3 x x x x 

M4 x x x x x 
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-4 -3 -2 -1 0 2 3 4 

M 
-1 (x x) 

M_2 x x x 

M_3 x x x x 

M_4 (x x x x x 

In formula: 

{ 
{-k,O, 1 ,2, ... ,k-1} 

{k,k+1, ... ,-2,-1, lkl} 

for k > O, and 

for k < O. 

It was proved in I.1.8.d that{~ I k} is a pre-mls in P!l and that 
{~I k} u {{0,1,2,3, ... }} and{~ I k} u {{~1,-2,-3, ... }} are pre-mls's in 
PW, and generate the only two mls's containing {Mk J k}. 

Now consider AIR. 

(a) In the proof of III.4.1 it was shown that for any finite number of 
arbitrary subsets A1, ... ,An c R A~ n ••• A: is connected. The above 
example shows that this is not true for countable inters.ections: 
n{~ I k} c \R consists of precisely two points. 

(b) Let~:~~ (0,1) be an orderpreserving homeomorphism (that I do not care 
t,o specify) and M = [0,1]. Let ME AM be the (only) mls containing 
{~~ J k} u {(~{0,1,2,3, ..• })-} as minimal sets. If dis the ordinary 
metric of M, and d the extension described in IV.3, then 

d(M,i(1)) sup min d(S,1) = 1, 
SEMMIN 

although min d(S,1) < 1 for all SE M. So this sup is not a max 
(cf. IV .2.4.b). 

(c) Recall that it is not known whether A R is topologically complete comp 
(see also V.2.4 and V.3.8). One may try to prove this by constructing a 
co-compact (sub)base for A R in the sense of [1]. But the following comp ' 
first try does not work. Let C {Sc!R I S is compact}. Then it is 
easy to see that {C+ I CEC} is a 'closed subbase' in the sense of [1], 
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i.e. {int(C+) I CEC} is a subbase for the open sets. This subbase does 
not generate a compact co-space (by serving as a subbase for the 
closed sets of this "co-space", which thus has a weaker topology on the 
same underlying 

it has an empty 
+ M E n{~ n>.. IR 

-!t comp 

set). Indeed {M+nA IR I k} is a centered family, but -!t comp 
intersection, as we easily see .e.g. as follows: if 

larger ones). Say 

k}, then M is defined on some compact set (and on all 

M is defined on [-n,n]. Now Mn+ 1 E M and M_n_ 1 E M 
but M +i n M 1 n [-n,n] = 0, a contradiction. n -n-

v.2.3 

In lemma III.4.3 it was shown that if the T1-space X admits an open and 
closed, continuous map onto [0,1] then X must be pseudocompact. In the 
corresponding theorem III.4.3 it was claimed that the cone C(Y) of Y admits 
such a map if Y is countably compact. Of course countable compactness im
plies pseudocompactness and the two properties are equivalent for normal 
spaces. 

The Tychonoff-plank Y = w(n) x w(w)\{(n,w)} is an example of a pseudo
compact, not countably compact space, for which the projection map 
~: C(Y) ~ [0,1] is not closed (here w(n), w(w) are the sets of all ordinals 

111 

[O, 1]i 
/w(w) 

w(n)-

less than or equal to the first uncountable, resp. the first infinite 
ordinal). Indeed 

A= {(1/2-1/2n,n,n)E[0,1]xY/{O}xY -def C(Y) I nEIN} 

is a closed subset of C(Y), which does not have a closed projection on 
[0,1], viz. {1/2-1/2n / nEINL 

Next we will construct an example of a pseudocompact, but not countably 
compact space X, that admits an open and closed, continuous map onto [0,1]. 
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Let Y be a:ny infinite regular 

space for which all real-valued maps 
are constant. Let Ac Y be an infinite, 
discrete subset. Put X = C(Y)\({1}x(Y\A)). 

t [O, 1] 

Then it is easily seen that the 
'projection' rr: X + [0,1] satisfies 
the requirements, while {1} x A is a 
closed, discrete, infinite subset of X. 

Finally we observe that the plane 
Peanocontinuum sketched here, 

{(x,O) I -1<x<1} u ~ {(±2-n,y) I osv<2-n}, 
-- n=O 

admits no $ as required in the lemma III.4,3, 
Yet its superextension is contractible by 
I~.4.7, 

V.2.4 

Let (M,d) be a complete metric 
space. Then p, M,a) is a metric comp 
subspace of AM (cf. IV.3.8). Of 
course if M is compact, or discrete 
then A M is also compact, or comp 
discrete respectively. In other cases 
however, d is not complete. 
illustrate this for (M,d) 

with d(a,b) = la-bi. 

We will 

(IR,d) 

Ml 

M2 

M3 

M4 

(0, 1) 

(-1,0) (0,0) ( 1 ,o) 

2 3 

x 

/\ 
x x ·X 

!\ I\ /\ x x x x x x x 

~ I\ /\ I\ /I I\ /\ xx xx xx xx xx xx x x 

We define inducti irely the ( 2n -1 )-point-sets M in !R as follows: n 
M1 = { 1}. If Mn i~ defined, then define Mn+l = {n+1} u {p±CJ.-n I pEMn}. 

4 

x 

Observe that if p,p' EM, then lp-p 1 I > 4-n, so that M 1 contains 2n-1 n n-
point s for n E N. Moreover for each k-point-set S c Mn: 

contains 2k points. 

Now define Mn E AfR on Mn by Mn= {ScMn I S contains at least 2n points}. 

Then it is easily seen that, because of(*), d(M ,M 1 ) = 4-n, 
n n-
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so that (M ) is a d-Cauchy-sequence. Now assume it has a limit, say n n 
ME A R. Then, for some m E W, M is defined on [-m,m]. Choose the points comp 
p,q such that 0 < p < q < m and 

[p,q] n Mn for all n 

and 

card[O,p] n Mm+l = card[q,m+l/2] n Mm+l 

We may even (and in fact we will) choose p and q such that 

and 

a,nd 

Vm' > m card[O,p] n Mm, = card[q,m+l/2] n M , m 

([O,p]u[m+1/2, 00 )) n M 1 EM , m m 

From this we may deduce that d(M , ,M) > (q-p)/2 and hence M +,. M, a m n 
contradiction. For if d(M ,,M) =a, then U (S) n [-m,m] EM for all SEM ,. m a m 
In particular 

U (([O,p]u[m+1/2, 00 ))nM ,n[-m,m]) EM a m 

and 

U (([q, 00 )nM ,n[-m,m]) EM. a m 

Hence 

V.3. OPEN QUESTIONS 

The following questions, listed in a rather arbitrary order, are still 
open. 

V.3.1. IS THE SUPEREXTENSION OF THE CLOSED UNIT INTERVAL HOMEOMORPHIC TO THE 
HILBERT-CUBE? 

Recent developments in the theory of infinite dimensional spaces, such 
as the proof that the hyperspace of [0,1] is the Hilbertcube, Q, suggest 
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that the answer may very well be both affirmative and hard to obtain. Most 
surprisingly seems maybe the suggested homogeneity, for which also in the 
case of the hyperspace however, there is no direct proof or indication. The 
widest classe of spaces X for which the obtained results do not disprove 
that AX is the Hilbertcube, and for which we hence may conjecture that 
AX ~ Q, is the class of all metrizable continua. It may be useful to study 
first the following two questions. 

V.3.2. IS THE SUPEREXTENSION OF THE CLOSED UNIT INTERVAL, OR OF ANY 
(METRIZABLE) CONTINUUM AN ABSOLUTE RETRACT? 

Because of II.4.5 CORO 4 the question 'Is AM an AR for each metric AR 
M?' is equivalent to 'Is AQ an AR?', where Q is the Hilbertcube. Similarly 
the question 'Is AX an AR for each compact Hausdorff AR X?' reduces to 'Is 
~Han AR, for each product Hof intervals [0,1]?'. Related to these ques
tions is the following: 

V.3.3. IS THE SUPEREXTENSION OF ANY (HAUSDORFF / METRIZABLE /COMPACT?) 
CONNECTED SPACE CONTRACTIBLE? 

As to this question it may be remarked that the proof of the contracti
bility of AX for certain X given in III.4.3 seems rather ad hoe. It may well 
be possible to give a more "canonical" contraction. Cf. the contractibility 
of hyperspaces (see IV.1.7). 

v.3.4 

In [15] O'Connor proved that every compact metric space M has a 
(countable) closed subbase S that is both binary (i.e. each linked system in 
S has a non-empty intersection) and minimal (i.e. VSES S\{S} is not a sub
base for M anymore). This shows that every compact metrizable space is 
supercompact. In II.2.2.8 a compact T1-space was demonstrated, that was not 
supercompact. But it is unknown whether e.g. SIN or SIN\W are supercompact: 

Are there compact Hausdorff spaces, that are not supercompact? 

It is not clear what the role is of the minimality of O'Connor's binary sub
base. An earlier result of Van Emde Boas shows that all metric spaces have 
such a minimal subbase, [4]. 
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In II.3.2 and III.3.3 it was shown that (weak) normality of S suffices 

to make ASX (resp. BsX) Hausdorff. In V.2.1 a weakly normal s 4 is defined 

for which AS4[0,1] is not Hausdorff, but also three other weakly normal (but 

not normal) subbases·T are defined for which AT[0,1] is Hausdorff. The ques

tion is still open to give necessary and sufficient, or at least weaker 

necessary conditions for S in order that ASX (or BsX) is Hausdorff, Two 

possible generalizations are known, that however do not seem very promising: 

ASX is Hausdorff (resp. BsX is) iff for each pair of (prime) mls's 

M, N there exist disjoint S E M, T E N and there exist two (a finite number) 

Gi E M such that no Gi meets both S and T, and uGi = X. 

(cf. [9] p.7, G.A. Jensen). ASX is Hausdorff if for each pair of dis

joint sets S,T ES there exist finitely many s 1 , ••• ,sn ES such that 

~i) Si does not meet both Sand T (i=1, ••• ,n} 

(ii) If T1 , ••• ,Tn ES and Tin Si=~ for i=1, ••• ,n, then {T1, .•• ,Tn} is 

not linked. 

The latter condition is equivalent to S~ u ••. s: =ASX. 

V.3.6 

Fmls's were in this treatise only defined in subbases that contain all 

finite sets. This limited somewhat the obtained results. E.g. if S is a 

normal T1-subbase of a (completely regular) connected space X, then AX was 

shown to be connected and locally connected (cf. III.4.1) by showing that 

the dense subspace AfX has these properties. However in general no subspace 

corresponding to AfX has been defined in ASX. We only know that ASX has the 

same properties as AX, because Jensen's mapping theorem (II.4.5) shows that 

ASX is a quotien~ of AX. If S does not contain all finite subsets of x,·then 

we might now define fmls's in S as those mls's that are the images of fmls's 

in AX under Jensen's canonical quotient map. This means: 

If S is a normal T1-subbase, then an mls M in S is called an fmls in 

S if, for some finite subset F c X, {SnF I SEM} is linked. 

It is the authors opinion that for a further development of the theory 

of superextensions a more general concept of fmls, maybe similar to the 

definition above, will be of importance. It may prove e.g. that ASX is con

nected and locally connected for a much wider class of subbases than only 

the normal T1-subbases and the subbases containing all finite sets. Recall 

however that not all subbases can be in this class: AS[0,1] may be homeo

morphic to [0,1] union one isolated point (V.2.1). 
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Examples V.2.1 suggest a.o. the following question: 

Does there exist for every metrizable corrrpactum M a T1-subbase S for 
[0,1] such that As[0,1]\i[0,1] = M? 

V.3.8 

The subspace A M of AM for a metric space M, has been described only comp 
very roughly yet. It is unknown whether e.g. A ~ is topologically com-comp 
plete (cf. V.2.4, V.2.2.c and IV.3.8). A problem that often recurs is: If 
{X I a} is a linked family of closed sets, then {X+nA X I a} is cen-a a comp 
tered, because there even is an fmls in each finite intersection (III.3.1). 
However n{X+nA X I a} is non-empty (if and) only if there is a closed, a comp 
co.mpact set C in X such that for all pairs a,a' X n X, n C # 0. The a a 
problem then is to find such a C, or to give sufficient conditions for its 
existence. Observe that, even if X is compact, X+ is not, unless X is a a a a 
singleton or X is compact. 

Also unknown are sufficient conditions (weaker than compactness or dis-
creteness) under which A X is a Baire-space (i.e. no open set is meager). comp 

Finally, it still can be conjectured (cf. V.1.2) that 

A IR ;;; l 
comp 2' 

the separable Hilbert-space. This would be interesting especially if one 
could prove that A[ 0, 1 J ;;; Hilbert-cube, because A R ;;; A ( 0, 1 ) , which comp comp 
is a dense subspace of A[0,1] (III.3.3 + IV.3.10). 

V.3.9. (due to Dr. A.B. Paalman-de Miranda) 

Theorem II. 5. 17 (II A sX = As I SsX ") suggests the following question: 

Can every (T2?J corrrpactification of any (T3~J space X be obtained as 
SsX by a suitable choice of the subbase S? 

An affirmative answer would imply that the theory could be concentrated 
on superextensions of compact spaces only. But in addition it may shed new 
light upon the longstanding analoguous question for Wallman-type-
compactifi cations. This problem (viz. can every T2-compactification of any 
T3rspace X be obtained as w3x) is at the moment only solved for some 
special cases (e.g. metrizable compactifications). 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

Special assumptions 

From page 45 on it is assumed that 

x is a T1-space 

s is a closed T1-subbase for x 
G is the family of non-empty closed subsets of X 
0 is the family of proper open subsets of X 

z is the family of non-empty zerosets of X 

i: X + A_iX is the canonical embedding. 

In I.2, III.2, III.3, and III.4 we assume that 

PfX c Sc PX. 

In IV.2 and IV.3 it is understood that 

X = (M,d) 

lS a metric space, which lS compact in IV.2 and non-compact 

rn IV.3. 

Special symbols, such as~. PX, d(X), ASX, ni are listed in 
the index. 

Operators 

~IN 
f 

(M,x1 , ••• ,xn) 

u 
£ 

(for a family A) 

(for AcX, SES) 

(for a family A) 

(for a function f: X+Y) 

(for a metric d) 

(for a pre-mls M) 

(= closed £-neighbourhood) 

(for a subset A of a topological space) 

= the closure of A 

Variables and constants 

The symbols are mostly used for 

A,B,. •. arbitrary sets 

45 

45 

6, 13' 39 

19, 55, 89ff 

114 

5, 11 

86 

113 
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X,Y, ... 

F,G,H,S,T, ... 

o,u,v, ... 

T1-spaces 

(closed) subsets X,Y, .. . 

(open) subsets of X,Y, .. . 

p,q,r,x,y,z, ..• arbitrary elements or points 

j ,k,l,m,n, ... 

d 

dH 

f,g,h,ijl,l/J,. .. 

H 

A,B, ... 

M,N,P,K,H, 

c 

natural numbers (recall that i: X +ASX) 

a metric or the density d(X) 

the Hausdorff metric of HX 

(continuous) maps 

homotopy (sometimes) 

arbitrary families 

linked families, pre-mls's or mls's 

the compact, closed subsets of X 



INDEX 

I'll never forget the day my first 

book is published 

Every chapter I stole from 

somewhere else 

Index I copied from old Vladivostok 

telephon directory 

This book was sensational 

(Lobachevsky - by Tom Lehrer) 

(the numbers behind the words refer to pages, or, if in square brackets, 
to references; the first number usually refers to the definition, other 
numbers refer to the most important occurrences; the index does not only 
contain references to the newly defined notions and notations but also to 
many theorems via their keynotions) 

142 

45, 62ff 

37 

149 

Absolute retract 

Algebraic operations on S 

Algorithm for >-(n) 

Anti-chain 

Anti-Hausdorff 
29ff,[12] 

AR = absolute retract 

13, 13s 

"13 = SG" 

"s = s2" 

"S :f A " G G 
"13G = >-G" 
Baire categories 

Binary subbase 

C (often= all closed compact sets) 

c(X) = cellularity number of X = Suslinnumber of X 

Cantor (middle third) set ( >. of -) 

Case (k) 

Cech-Stone-compactification 

Centered =having f.i.p., mes 

134 

142 

46, 51ff 

53 

55, 56 

47 

135 

96, 127' 130, 144 

48' 50,[15] 

97ff,[11],108 

111 

32 

46, 51ff 

2, 63ff 
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Characterization of complete regularity 
Cocompactness 

Cofinite spaces 

Compactness 

co-

countable -

local -

pseudo-

super

Compl et ene s s 

(local) connectedness 

Contractibili ty 

Converging pointsequence (A of -) 

Co space 

F.irst countibili ty axiom 

To be defined on (an mls - on a set) 

Defining set 

Nowhere dense sets 

Density, d(Y) = min{card A I A-=Y} 

To determine 

Dimensiun 

Extension of 

- functions 

- homotopies 

- metrics 

Family = system 

centered, free, fixed, linked -

(weakly) normal -

prime -

quasidisjoint -

T1-
f.i.p. finite intersection property 

fmls = finitely generated mls 

G = the family of non-empty closed subsets of X 
Graphs 

HX = H(X) hyperspace of X 

HP = 'half of P ' n n 

54,[7],[10] 

138 [ 1] 

134 

138, [ 1] 

101' 139 

130 

101, 139 

48,[6],[15], 142 

138, 139, 144 

99, 108' 135, 13"(' 138 

101' 111 , 120, 139 

133 

139,[1] 

135 

5 

5, 13 

96, 127, 130 

96, 108 

5 
82, 84, 118, 127 ,l 13J 

55ff 

61 

115 

2 

51' 62ff 

41, 62ff 

2, 39,[11] 
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